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W

elcome to Tangent Space! This is a space opera
roleplaying game featuring strange alien races,
interstellar politics, advanced technology, and
epic space battles. Explore unknown worlds and witness tense
duels between energy blade masters. Gain access to artificial
intelligence, advanced powered armor, mysterious psionic
abilities, nanotech manufacturing, and so much more!
The setting of Tangent Space spans the galaxy in the Earth
Year 2695 (475 Tempus Unitas.) Humanity has reached the stars
and plays an integral role in interstellar society. The galaxy
is caught up in an ideological civil war as the ruthless and
ambitious Hegemony watches closely for its chance to act.
Ancient races have left behind their secrets for those with
the drive and wit to uncover them, and a forgotten evil stirs
beyond the veil of dimesions. All the while, daring freelancers
brave the untamed wilds of the Frontier for fame and fortune.
Tangent Space is about drama, exploration, intrigue, and
adventure!
To play this game you will need at least two players and a
Game Master (GM). The players and the GM are not playing
the game against one another, rather they are working
together to create memorable shared experiences!

THE PLAYERS

EACH PLAYER WILL NEED
The Player Handbook
A blank Character Sheet
A 12-sided die
A 6-sided die
A pencil and eraser
Notepaper

THE GAME MASTER WILL NEED

These people create their character avatars through which
they experience the world and story as presented by the
Game Master. Players make decisions for their characters and
influence the world around them with their actions. While the
GM may determine the overall plot of the story, the characters
determine exactly how that story unfolds.

The Core Rulebook
A blank Events Sheet
Several blank NPC Sheets
A 12-sided die
A 6-sided die
A pencil and eraser
A notebook

THE GAME MASTER

YOU MIGHT WANT

This person comes up with the general plot, creates the
non-player characters (NPCs), sets up combat encounters,
and rewards items and experience points to the players. The
GM needs to be able to adapt to changing circumstances as
players will always manage to catch the GM by surprise!

A blank Organization Sheet
Several blank Vehicle & Starship Sheets
Several 20-sided dice
Poker chips or pennies
A whiteboard and erasable markers
A laptop computer
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the basics
STANDARD ACTION ROLL

Action Total = 1d12 + Attribute Mod + Misc Mod
Simple actions do not require skills and are rolled
directly from Attributes.
Rolling 1 is a critical failure. The action fails, no matter
the totals. You describe the spectacular way your
character messed up.!

MOVEMENT

Movement actions move you into an adjacent zone and
are not normally rolled. Rather they are simply stated
and resolve automatically. If the desired movement
requires techniques such as sprinting, climbing,
swimming, or jumping, the ction must be rolled.

RANGE & ZONES

A Zone is a general area in the environment during
a combat encounter. For example, each section of a
house would be considered a distinct zone during
combat. Falling or being thrown one zone’s distance
causes you to take 1d12 physical damage directly to
your Endurance.

If both the Action and Reaction roll a Critical Success,
the critical effect is ignored and the actions resolve
according to the DoS as usual.

Self
Some skills can only be targeted on yourself. Many
Support and Defense skills fall into this category.

DEGREES OF SUCCESS (DoS)

Melee
Melee combat is initiated against a target in the same
zone. Once initiated, both characters are considered
to be in melee combat until one moves, is defeated, or
something else breaks the melee lock.

DoS = Action Total - Reaction Total or Task Difficulty
If the DoS are positive, the action is successful.
If the DoS are negative, the action fails.
If the DoS equals 0, both players re-roll to break the tie.
5 DoS or higher is considered a Direct Hit. Some skills
have special effects for Direct Hits.

TASK DIFFICULTY

Actions where there is no target reaction are rolled
against a static difficulty.
Simple = 0
Easy = 2
Average = 4
Challenging = 6
Hard = 8
Extreme = 10
Impossible = 12

INITIATIVE & ADVANTAGE

Initiative is determind during character creation and
can be modified by armor class. Characters take turns
in order from highest Initiative to lowest. Allies and
Enemies all take their turns together. Whichever side
has advantage goes first on that turn.

AWARENESS

Identifying targets is an important step at the start of
any combat encounter. You are automatically aware of
any targets standing out in the open. However, if they
are even partially obscured from view, they must be first
detected through an Awareness roll before they can
be targeted. Your character is completely unaware of
undetected targets, even if you, the player, know they
are there!

Same Zone
Objects in the same zone can be interacted with
without the need for a Movement action. A free
Reposition action is used instead.
Adjacent Zone
You must make a Movement action to enter this zone.
Some skills can reach the adjacent zone without
requiring movement.
Line of Sight (LoS)
This is everything within your visual range. Some skills
target anything you can see.
Extended
This is everything beyond your visual range, but still
technically reachable by some skills.

LUCK

Characters begin each game session with 3 Luck,
adjusted by your Presence modifier. Spending one
point of luck on an action protects it from having a
critical failure, even if you roll a 1. Your critical success
threshold is also lowered by 2 points, making it even
easier to have a spectacular result! Luck can be stacked,
further lowering the critical threshold.
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Rolling 12 is a critical success. The action succeeds, no
matter the totals, ensuring at least 1 degree of success.
All conditional effects for the action are triggered. You
describe how impressive and amazing your character's
action just was!

actions
Actions are all the things your character can do,
from the very simple to the incredibly epic. Combat encounters are sliced up into turns where each
character can perform one full action, or multiple
simple and quick actions.
The Action Categories listed below explain how
these different types of actions work.

ACTION CATEGORIES
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Full Action - Roll Required
This takes up your whole turn.
Half Action - Roll Sometimes Required
You can do two of these in one turn.
Free Action - Roll Required
Any number of these can be done at any time.
Defense Action - Roll Required
These are done in response to enemy actions.
Prep Action - No Roll
This takes up your whole turn.
At Will - No Roll
Any number of these can be done at any time.
Passive - No Roll
These effects are always active.
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Listed below are the Basic Actions that all characters have access to, regardless of their race
or special training. These actions will be used
throughout the game, and some specialization
skills can even improve their effectiveness!

Cover - Defense Action
Get behind cover to protect yourself from ranged attacks with
a Reflex check. If you can stand behind it, you have Full Cover.
If you have to crouch, you have Half Cover. Half Cover lowers
enemy ranged attack rolls by 3, and Full Cover lowers them by
6. You can make blind ranged attacks from cover and take the
appropriate cover penalty to your action roll.

BASIC ACTIONS
Move - Half Action

Block - Defense Action

Move into the adjacent zone. If there are obstructions, a Reflex
check is required. If you are moving past an enemy or are currently in Melee Combat, a Reflex contest is required.

Use a Shield to make a Vigor check to block an enemy attack.
The shield will attempt to mitigate the damage before it strikes
you. This ability can be used after another failed defense action,
but it will receive an action roll penalty of -2.

Reposition -At Will

Once per turn you can make an Intellect check to observe your
surroundings in search of anything that is not readily apparent.
This can also be used to detect sneaking targets against their
Sneak reaction.

Get Up - Half Action

Interact - Half Action

Get back up after having been knocked to the ground. While
down, you have a -3 to all actions. This does not require an action
roll unless there is something holding you down. You must be
able to move to perform this action.

Interact with an item in your possession or with a nearby object.
This is also used to switch your currently equipped weapon. If
the interaction is difficult, the GM may impose an appropriate
Attribute check, but otherwise there is no roll.

Attack - Full Action

Sneak - Full Action

Make a basic attack a target with your weapon. If you have no
weapon, you may fight unarmed for 1x damage. Dual wielding
pistols, daggers, and blades lowers attack action rolls by 3, but
hits once with each weapon. Using a ranged weapon in melee
combat lowers attack action rolls by 3.

Slip quietly through an area and avoid detection by making a
Reflex check. If targets in the area are alert, you are rolling your
Reflex check against their Awareness reaction. Attacks made
while sneaking have their critical threshold lowered by 2. You
must be able to move to perform this action.

Throw - Half/Full Action

Recover - Half Action

Make a Vigor check to forcefully throw an item. Throwing into
the Same Zone is a Half Action. Throwing into an Adjacent Zone
is a Full Action.

Once per turn you can make a Willpower check to attempt to
clear yourself of a detrimental condition and restore your lowest
lost Psyche value.

Dodge - Defense Action

Support - Half Action

Evade an attack aimed at you with a Reflex check. You must be
able to move to perform this action. This action will remove you
from behind cover and disrupt any effects that require you to
remain completely still.

Once per turn you can use a Presence check to attempt to clear
an ally within communication range of Fear, Rage, or Confusion,
and restore their lowest lost Psyche value.
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Awareness - Free Action

Once per turn you may change your position within your current
zone. If there are obstructions, a Reflex check is required. If you
are moving past an enemy or are currently in Melee Combat, a
Reflex vs Vigor contest is required. You must be able to move to
perform this action.

damage & defenses
Characters have several layers of defense
that damage must pass through. The order in
which damage is typically resolved through
the target's defenses is:
Barrier > Armor > Endurance > Life
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When a character has a strike against their Life,
they are now Wounded. Wounded characters
suffer increasing action roll penalties: One
strike lowers action rolls by 2, and two strikes
lowers them by 4. When a character has 3
strikes against their Life, they are Dying:

Endurance exists to protect the character’s
Life, while Psyche exists to protect the
character’s Mind. Endurance is derived during
character creation using Priorities and the
character's Vigor modifier. If the character
has a neutral Endurance priority and Vigor
modifier, the Endurance section would be
filled out like this:

Endurance: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [/] [/] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Life: [/] [/] [/]

Endurance: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

Endurance: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [/] [/] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Life: [X] [/] [/]

The values for 9 thru 12 are left blank. When
the character takes damage, they lose one
of their endurance values according to the
amount of damage they have received. Let’s
hit this character for 7 damage:

When a character crosses all three strikes
against their Life, they are Dead. There is no
coming back from death:

Endurance: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [/] [8] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
The 7 value has been crossed out. If the
character is hit for 7 damage again, it would
find the 7 value has already been crossed, so it
would continue down the track, crossing out
the 8 next:
Endurance: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [/] [/] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
If the character is hit for 7 damage yet again, it
would find the 7 crossed and also the 8. There
are no more Endurance values after 8, so the
character now has a strike against their Life:
Endurance: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [/] [/] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Life: [/] [ ] [ ]
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Dying characters are completely
incapacitated, incapable of performing any
actions at all. At the beginning of each turn,
they cross one of their Life strikes unless they
have been Stabilized by an ally:

Endurance: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [/] [/] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Life: [X] [X] [X]
Psyche and Mind work exactly the same way
with Psyche being derived from your Psyche
priority and Willpower modifier. A strike
against a character’s Mind puts them in the
Imposed state, which disables your ability to
use psionic abilities and exposes you to hostile
influences.
If a character has three strikes against their
Mind, they are Broken, with the same penalties
in combat as the Dying state, except that Mind
strikes are never crossed. You don’t die from
being mentally broken.

Armor is used to protect your Endurance from
being damaged. The different types of armor
provide differing levels of protection. The
values shown here are for Mesh Armor:
Armor: [8] [8] [12] [12] [16] [20] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Armor behaves very similarly to Endurance
except for a few differences. If the armor takes
damage less than half of its value, the damage
is completely ignored. For example, lets deal 5
points of damage to this armor:
Armor: [/] [8] [12] [12] [16] [20] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

If we deal 3 damage to this armor next, it will
not be able to destroy any of the armor values
at all because it is not at least half (4) of the
lowest available value (8):
Armor: [/] [8] [12] [12] [16] [20] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
If armor is damaged beyond its capacity, the
highest available value is used to mitigate the
damage with the remaining damage getting
through to hit Endurance. For example, if
this armor is hit for 22 damage, the highest
available value, 20, is used to mitigate the
damage and the remaining 2 get through to
strike the Endurance:

Barrier: [5] [5] [5] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
If this character then takes 4 damage, they
lose one of the Barrier values large enough to
negate the incoming damage:
Barrier: [5] [5] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
If this character then takes 6 damage, both
5 values are lost. Barrier MUST negate all
the Damage that it possibly can, even if that
means losing more Barrier than the damage
dealt. Any damage that cannot be negated by
the barrier goes on to strike the Armor:
Barrier: [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
There are special damage effects that change
the way damage interacts with these layers,
but this is the standard process.

Armor: [/] [8] [12] [12] [16] [/] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Endurance: [1] [/] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
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You’ll notice that the lowest value, 8, was used
to stop the attack for 5 damage.

Barrier is yet another layer of defense on top
of the Armor. Barrier is temporarily generated
one value at a time, up to twelve total values.
If a character generates 5 barrier three times, it
would look like this:

social conflict
During roleplay, you will sometimes encounter
characters that are uncooperative or perhaps
even hostile! Often times, there are ways to solve
these sorts of social conflicts without violence.
There are five ways to engage in social conflict:

persuasion
1

Whenever an NPC isn't inclined to agree with you, you
can attempt to Persuade them to cooperate. Persuasion
is attempted with a Presence check out of combat, or
between combat rounds. The more opposed the NPC is
to your proposal, the higher the difficulty of the check.
NPCs have core values that represent their deeply held
personal beliefs and ethics. An NPC's core values cannot
be compromised through normal persuasion.
For example: you cannot persuade an honest security
guard to let you break into a building.
Instead, core values are handled using the Seeds of
Persuasion system below:

intimidation
While not the most elegant or noble course of action,
you can attempt to frighten someone into submission.
This can be done through your words, actions, or even
just your appearance. This is particularly effective
against timid or weak-willed characters.
Intimidating an NPC causes them to make a Willpower
check against your Presence check. Your Presence
check result is modified by roleplay and by the current
circumstances.
If successful, the NPC will have a fearful response to
your intimidation and become reluctant to upset you.
The NPC also takes Mental damage equal to your degrees of success. An Imposed NPC will even act against
their core values.
If the NPC wins the contest, they restore their highest
lost Resistance value instead.
Using Intimidation can damage your relationship with an
NPC if they start to fear you beyond the initial conflict. This
will remove a number of Seeds of Persuasion according to
how uncomfortable you make them.

Seeds of Persuasion
A Seed of Persuasion results when you successfully
attempt to persuade a target against their core values.The NPC will not yield to your proposal, but gains
a Seed of Persuasion instead. Each seed shifts the
NPC's core values and causes them to begin seeing
things your way.
Planting a Seed becomes easier the more Seeds that
are already in place.
0 Seeds =
1 Seed =
2 Seeds =

Hard Check
(8)
Difficult Check (6)
Average Check (4)

deception
Sometimes the easiest way to get around a troublesome character is a well crafted lie. You can whip up a
falsehood to manipulate others into behaving the way
you see fit. Remember: the most effective deceptions
are based in truth!
Deceiving an NPC causes them to make an Intellect
check against your Presence check. An NPC that fails the
check falls for the deception and will act accordingly.

Failing an attempt at planting a Seed of Persuasion
will remove one Seed instead.

Be sure to keep up your deception! Whenever something doesn't line up with what you've told them, the
NPC can make another Intellect check to see if they see
through your deception! As soon as the NPC realizes
you lied to them, they will revert back to their original
behavior and may even become hostile!

Only one attempt at planting a Seed can be made in
a social or combat encounter. The GM decides when
enough time has passed for you to attempt planting
another Seed.

Using Deception can damage your relationship with an
NPC if they discover the truth. This will remove a number
of Seeds of Persuasion according to how upset they are
about being deceived.

Upon reaching 3 Seeds, the NPC is successfully
persuaded and no longer opposes your views.
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coercion

bribery

Coercing an NPC involves threatening something or
someone the NPC cares about in order to gain their
cooperation. The more the NPC believes the threat, the
more effective the coercion.

There are times when all it takes to smooth things over
is a little motivation and compensation. This can be
as minor as a few cubits or as major as undertaking a
personal task. The more generous your offer, the more
effective the bribery.

Coercion does not require a Presence check.
Coercion is a very unreliable form of manipulating characters. As soon as the threat is removed, not only will
they immediately revert back to their original behavior,
they will often hold a grudge against you!

Bribing does not require a Presence check.

Most forms of coercion are illegal in League Space.

Some characters view bribery as an insult, or may be
required to report your offer to their superiors. Depending on the circumstances, Bribery can be illegal as well.
It pays to know a little about who you're dealing with
and the applicable laws before making an offer!

Using Coercion to force cooperation will severely damage
your relationship with an NPC and remove any Seeds of
Persuasion they may have.

Attempting to bribe an NPC against their core values will
damage your relationship with an NPC and remove one
Seed of Persuasion from them.
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CHAPTeR 2

chArActers
12 Steps to Create Characters
Step 1: Discuss Party Composition

2

Before starting anything, it is vital to discuss the overall composition of your party. Browse through the character section
of this book and discover what interests you. Talk about it with
your group and figure out what everyone wants to do. Discuss
the roles of each character and ways of overcoming potential
weaknesses in your party composition.
You should talk about the theme of your party as well. Sometimes the GM already has an idea for the group's theme. Other
times that is left up to the players to decide. Are you a group of
intrepid explorers? Freelance mercenaries? Diplomatic envoys?
Wanted outlaws? Before you start making characters, everyone
needs to agree on the group's structure, goals, and methods. It
would probably be a terrible idea to create a pacifist character
in a group of bounty hunters!

Step 2: Determine Character Concept
Now that you know the overall party composition, its time to
come up with a concept for your character. What is their personality like? Where do they come from? Why are they a part of
the group? How do they know the other characters? You should
discuss questions like these with the other players so that you
can play off one another and build more interesting characters.
If there is something you want to keep a secret from the rest of
the party, you should discuss it with the GM first.

Step 3: Determine Drive and Struggle
Your Drive and Struggle are important parts of how you roleplay
your character in Tangent Space. Their purpose isn't about
making your character more powerful, but rather to explore the
character's personality and make your actions more impactful to
the story. Your character might be driven to take down outlaws
whenever she sees them, but struggles to interact with children
after losing her baby brother in a pirate raid. Get creative!
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While you determine Drive and Struggle initially at character
creation, it is possible for them to change over the course of the
game. If you think your character's mindset has shifted, explain
it with your GM and come up with a new Drive and Struggle.

Drive

Your character's Drive is their primary motivation in life. Any
time an action aligns with your character's drive, you can
choose to declare it and lower your critical success threshold
by 2. However, if you fail the action, your character will take
mental damage equal to the degrees of failure.
Failing a driven action is hard on a character because it means
a lot to them. It is important to incorporate these events when
roleplaying a character.

Struggle

Your character's Struggle is something they have difficulty
dealing with. Any time an action aligns with your character's
struggle, you can choose to declare it and raise your critical
failure threshold by 3. However, if you succeed with the action,
your character restores all lost Psyche values and gains 1 Luck.
Overcoming a struggle is very significant and should be
reflected in the way you roleplay the character.

Step 4: Set Priorities
Go to page x to view the character creation priorities. Every
priority is set to Neutral by default. If there is something you
want to give a high priority, you have to set something else at
low priority in exchange.

Step 5: Set Reputation
Reputation is important in Tangent Space. This determines who
you can count as a friend, and those that view you as an enemy.
The interstellar factions are powerful with far reaching influence.
Depending on the story, your party may begin the game with
some faction reptutations pre-determined by the GM. Your
priorities also determine your character's personal reputation
with the factions. Browse the factions on page x and make your
selections.

Step 6: Select a Race

Step 10: Set Income and Cubits

There are many alien races in the Tangent Space universe. This
has a large impact on the personality and background of your
character. Each race has biological traits and cultural differences
that inform the character's behavior and interaction with the
interstellar community. Browse the available races starting on
page x and pick the one that fits your character.

Cubits are the currency of the Star League and surrounding territories. These millimeter cubes contain all the material neccessary
to construct most items in the galaxy from personal equipment
all the way up to space stations.

There are many more races in the galaxy that have yet to be
discovered or are currently on primitive worlds isolated from
the interstellar community. If you are already experienced with
Tangent Space and would like to play a custom race, you should
discuss it with the GM before getting started. It is best to base a
custom race on one of the existing races and make modifications
from there.

Step 7: Total Your Attributes

Then, according to your chosen priorities, you can add 3-7 points
on top of your base attributes to represent your character's
aptitude. Once you've totaled up your attributes, go to the scale
on page x to set your attribute modifiers.

You start the game with a number of cubits already in your bank
account according to your priorities. You can decide to withdraw
any number of them during character creation to have on your
person at the start of the game. This is especially important if
the story begins with limited access to banking services or is
cut off from civilization.
Your Income level can change due to the events in the game and
personal accomplishments such as promotions or alliances. It is
also common to receive a one time sum of cubits as payment for
services or to finance a specific mission. Cubits can be viewed as
one form of character advancement in the game.
If financial gains are very important to your character, one Merit
can be spent to increase your character's income by 10%.

Step 8: Select Specializations

Step 11: Purchase Starting Equipment

While every character has access to the basic skills listed on
page x, specializations represent the different disciplines your
character is specifically trained in.

There is a wide variety of equipment in the Tangent Space
universe for your characters to use. Browse through the equipment starting on page x and decide what you would like for
your character. Make sure you have enough cubits to pay for
your selections! Starting equipment does not have any special
modules, though the GM might grant special equipment if it
makes sense for the story.

Depending on where you set your priorities, you can start the
game with up to 3 specializations. Specializations and their
associated skills are detailed starting on page x.
Once you've selected your specializations, you choose one skill
from each to get at Bronze Rank.

Step 9: Set Maximum Resource Pool
Your character sheet has a place to write in your Surge, Focus,
and Psi resources, which are used with certain specialization
skills. Depending on your chosen priorities, you will have a
maximum resource pool ranging from 5-15.
The easiest way to keep track of this is to write in your maximum
number and then use a d20 or poker chips to show your currently
available number. There is no wrong way to track resources, so
use whatever works for you!

Step 12: Set Initiative Point
A combat encounter is made up of multiple rounds. Your initiative shows how many turns you get in a single combat round.
This is determined by your selected priorities and modified by
your armor. The numbers on the bottom of your character sheet
represent the turns in the combat round and are typically tracked
using a paper clip. Circle the turn that matches your initiative.

Thats it!
Your character is ready to go!
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Attributes describe your character's physical and mental abilities on a broad scale. Your chosen race determines your base
attribute level. You can adjust 2 of those base attribute points
to account for variation within the species.

Your Income determines how many cubits are deposited into
your bank account at the start of each game session. You can use
your bank account for digital transactions, or you can withdraw
physical cubits for crafting purposes or in-person exchanges.
Your starting income is determined by your priorities.

priorities
You select your priorities at the start of character
creation. By default, each priority is Neutral. If you
want to take a priority at High, you will also have
to take a different one at Low.

Priorities affect more than just your character's
gameplay mechanics! The character's background,
personal experiences, and physical quirks are also
impacted. Choose wisely!

attributes

endurance

Low 		
+3 Attribute Points

Low 		
Values: 1 2 3 4

Neutral
+5 Attribute Points

Neutral
Value: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

High
+7 Attribute Points

High
Values: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

specializations

psyche

Low 		
1 Specialization

Low		
Values: 1 2 3 4

You never received prenatal genetic screening
and lack even the most basic bionics.

2

You've had standard genetic screening and basic
bionic implants.

Your innate abilities are enhanced through
genetic modification or cybernetic upgrades.

Either by choice or by circumstance, you have
only ever trained for a single discipline.

Neutral
2 Specializations

You've had a decent education with plenty of
opportunities to explore your talents.

High
3 Specializations

Your training and experience is diverse and
comprehensive, granting you a variety of skills.
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Your body is fragile and you are especially
sensitive to pain.

You have an average physical build and pain
tolerance.

You are very well built and can endure physical
stresses better than most.

You are easily affected by psychological stresses.

Neutral
Values: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
You have an average mental fortitude.

High
Values: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Your mind is trained to withstand significant
psychological strain.

resources

initiative

Low 		
5 Maximum Resource Pool

Low
4 Base Initiative

Neutral
10 Maximum Resource Pool

Neutral
5 Base Initiative

You are easily overwhelmed and have difficulty
focusing in a crisis.

High
15 Maximum Resource Pool

You know how to make the best of your training
no matter how intense the situation becomes.

You have an average reaction time and wit.

High
6 Base Initiative

You react very quickly to changing situations
and are excellent at improvisation.

cubits

reputation

Low
500 Income, 5000 Banked

Low
Factions at +1 and -1

Neutral
2000 Income, 20000 Banked

Neutral
Factions at +2 and +1

High
5000 Income, 50000 Banked

High
Factions at +3, +2, and +1

You survive with basic income and have little
employment experience.

You are a member of the middle class majority
with decent employment opportunities.

You are one of the wealthy elite either because of
family or extraordinary personal success.

You are mostly unknown to the power-players
of the galaxy.

You have had moderate success at interacting
with the various interstellar factions.

Your name is known in several influential circles
and you have friends in high places.
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Your ability concentrate and think clearly under
pressure is average.

You aren't able to react as quickly as others and
require time to come up with a plan of action.

Attributes
The innate properties of a character are described
by five numerical values called Attributes. Base
attributes are determind by the character's race.
Up to 2 racial attribute points may be redistributed. Players then distribute 3-7 additional points
according to their chosen priorities.
No attribute can be higher than 12 or lower than 1.

vigor
2

Vigor represents how physically strong and durable
the character is. While not commonly tied to action
rolls, your Vigor modifier is added to each of your
Endurance values. This makes Vigor an important
attribute for any character's survivability.
Vigor is useful for:
Melee combat
Durability
Feats of strength
Using heavy equipment
Grappling

reflex
Reflex represents a character's hand-eye
coordination and their ability to move with
precision and agility. Your basic ability to evade
attacks is dependent on Reflex, and is therefore
useful for any character.
Reflex is useful for:
Dodging
Firearms
Piloting
Acrobatics
Sneaking
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intellect
Intellect represents how smart the character is
and how perceptive they are of their environment.
Intellect also governs your level of education and
your ability to figure out how to use technological
devices.
Intellect is useful for:
Technical skills
Invention
Awareness
Hacking
Investigation

willpower
Willpower represents mental strength and
fortitude. While primarily a defensive attribute, your
Willpower modifier is added to each of your Psyche
values. Characters that neglect willpower will often
find themselves subject to the desires of others.
Willpower is useful for:
Psionic abilities
Resisting mental attack
Courage
Enduring environments
Refreshing status condition

presence
Presence represents their strength of personality
and ability to influence others during social
encounters. Characters with high presence tend to
be excellent speakers and naturally play the role
of group leader. They also tend to be luckier than
most, as your Presence modifier is added to your
Luck pool.
Presence is useful for:
Persuasion
Deception
Intimidation
Inspiration
Negotiation

modifiers
modifier

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

-2
-1
-1
0
0
0
+1
+1
+2
+2
+3
+3

pathetic

weak

Average

impressive

exceptionAl

legendAry

The modifier is added to action rolls that are
based upon the associated attribute. The
attribute itself is only added to something
when specifically called for.
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Attribute

HUMAN
vigor
reflex
intellect
willpower
presence

5
5
5
5
5

summary
2

Type:		
Size: 		
Lifespan:
Nation:
Society:

Xenoid Mammals
1.5 to 2.0 Meters
150 Years
United Earth Colonies
Meritocracy

Humans are ambitious primates that place high value
on ingenuity and skill. They can be found in any profession
and are not afraid to spread themselves out to the fringes of
space in search of adventure and fortune. They are a
technologically advanced people with a strong economic
and military presence.

traits
Diverse

Humans are one of the most diverse species in the galaxy.
You are able to adjust up to 3 race attribute points during
character creation.

Adaptable

Humans are known for their ability to quickly adapt
to new environments and lifestyles. Downtime spent
for learning new skills and acquiring new
specializations is reduced by 25%.

Ace Pilots

Vehicles are a major feature in human society,
with most learning to operate them during
adolescence. You gain +1 to Helm action rolls
while operating a vehicle.
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Humans are omnivorous primates with a talent for
problem solving. They are physically strong for their
size thanks to their dense musculature and boast a
genome ideal for genetic manipulation.

Humans are generally well received in the galaxy largely
thanks to the major role they played in the formation
of the Star League.

After a brutal war fought amongst themselves, their
homeworld of Earth was devastated. The species would
have gone extinct if not for the timely intervention of
the Elkari, who helped them to leave their dying world
in an event known as the Great Exodus.

Humans were the first to discover the Phosna Botanica
and swiftly built a long lasting alliance with the species.
This led to the monumental Earth restoration project
using the Phosna's advanced terraforming technology.

sub-groups
Asgardian

Asgardians make up the majority of Human society,
residing on the new Human homeworld, Baldur, in the
Asgard system. Having learned from the mistakes they
made on Earth, Asgardians have built a thriving and
stable society based on the ideals of self actualization
and the celebration of accomplishments. The Asgardian
meritocratic ideology forms the societal basis of the
United Earth Colonies.

Solaran

Solarans are Humans that remained in the Sol system
after the majority of the species departed for other
worlds during the Great Exodus. Life on Earth was hard
after the Third World War, with the conditions on Mars
not being much better. This resulted in Solarans being
hardy and resourceful people with a deep respect for
Old Earth history and traditions.

Colonial

Colonials tend to be the most varied among human
populations. While Solarans stayed on Earth or Mars
and Asgardians built a new home, the Colonials scattered themselves across the stars and created their
own smaller communities. Many such colonies were
patterned after Old Earth nations.

Human diversity also results in a high rate of deviant
behavior. Most of the galaxy's organized crime is made
up of and run by Humans. This is a source of political
embarassment for the UEC, resulting in them taking
a heavy handed approach to interstellar law enforcement.

language
All humans are taught to speak both Trade and Terran.
Terran was a language originally created to help reunite
the many scattered remnants of the human race in the
aftermath of the Third World War. Terran is very similar
to Latin, with the accent suggesting the speaker’s
planet of origin.
Humans still speak a wide variety of Old Earth
languages, but they have fallen out of common use.

names
Humans have two names: a given name and a surname.
The given name is usually gender specific and the surname is passed down either paternally or maternally
depending on the culture.
The surname is used in professional and formal situations along with culturally appropriate honorifics, while
the given name is used among friends and family. Old
Earth humans often used a middle name, though this
practice has been mostly abandoned in modern times.
Due to human names being derived from an extensive
list of human languages and cultures, there are more
examples of names than could ever be adequately
provided here.
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Scattering throughout the stars, Humans eventually
found their new home: the veritable paradise planet
Baldur. Humans faced an early conflict with the Virexian
Empire that lasted many years. While humans fought
seriously, the Virexians simply enjoyed having a worthy
adversary. Humans eventually won the war, though the
Virexians seemed to actually like Humans more for it.

Humans are known across the galaxy for their courage
and adventurous spirit. They excel in the Frontier and
often pursue the life of a freelancer with great success.
While generally a peaceful fun-loving people, many
races find the Human aptitude for warfare both surprising and unsettling.

elkari
vigor
reflex
intellect
willpower
presence

3
4
5
7
6

summary
2

Type:		
Size: 		
Lifespan:
Nation:
Society:

Xenoid Mammals
1.2 to 1.5 Meters
250 Years
Advent/Defiance
Collectivist

The Elkari are the first of the modern races to travel
the stars and are responsible for the technological
uplift of several other species. Elkari use
advanced psionic technology and claim a large
area of space. However, they lack military
expertise and physical prowess.

traits
Innate Telepathy

All Elkari have at least basic telepathic ability regardless of
specialization. Other familiar Elkari may be mentally
contacted at any time regardless of distance, even across
interstellar space.

Psionic Superiority

Elkari have long since mastered the psionic arts, and have
thus developed special tactics for fighting psi vs psi. You gain
+1 to all psionic attacks against other psionic characters.

Communal

Elkari feel most comfortable when they are surrounded by
their allies. You gain +1 to your Willpower checks for each
ally in the same zone. However, your Willpower checks are
reduced by 1 if you are alone in the zone.
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Elkari descended from herd dwelling herbivores, from
which they derived their collectivist mentality. They do
not cope well with solitude and are often found living
in large communes. They are unique in that their entire
species is capable of at least basic telepathy. This ability
has been a prominent feature of their species for most
of their evolutionary history.

The Elkari have a complicated reputation with the rest
of the galaxy. Psionics in general tend to make many
people uncomfortable. With all Elkari being psionic,
this poses a diplomatic challenge.

Upon discovering subspace travel, the Elkari were
disappointed to find most of the galaxy devoid of
intelligent life. When they stumbled upon the primitive
Zauriim, they were ecstatic and hastily made contact
with them. After sharing their science and technology,
they were betrayed by their would-be friends and
driven back to their home system.

sub-groups
The United

The United Elkari are a part of the great consensus: a
telepathic hive-mind state. While in this state, thoughts,
emotions, and memories are shared with the collective.
United Elkari participate in direct democracy in this
manner, allowing their shared minds to form a consensus. For the Elkari, there is no ambiguity. Decisions
are made once and are not normally questioned.

The Silent Ones

The Silent Ones are Elkari that have left the consensus
and closed their minds to the collective of their people.
When the consensus decided to leave the Star League
and form Advent, it was the most contentious decision
in Elkari history. Millions of voice were vehemently
opposed and chose to remain in the Star League when
the rest of their race seceded. Dubbed the Silent Ones,
they now reside in the small nation of Defiance.

However, many psionics are drawn to Advent's message
and see the Elkari as prophets of a better future. The
Geld and Humans find themselves torn as it was the
Elkari that uplifted them and helped them take their
place as equal members of the galactic community.
The Elkari Consensus doesn't care about their reputation, as none of it will matter once they've ascended.

language
The Elkari speak both Elri and Trade. While Elkari prefer
to communicate telepathically, they use Elri when
using written or spoken language is required. With the
increasing prevalence of psitek, Elri is becoming less
utilized with every new generation.
Elri is a flowing nuanced langauge that attempts to
mirror the emotional and conceptual complexity of
telepathy. This makes it nearly impossible for most
aliens to learn as some concepts simply don't exist for
a non psionic individual.

names
Elkari have two names with a short personal prefix.
The first name is the female genetic lineage, and the
second name is the male genetic lineage. The prefix is
given by the parents at birth. This practice tracks back
to primitive times when Elkari herds used names to
signify major alliances between groups. Some current
lineage names are the same as those of the ancient
Elkari herds.
Elkari names are not gender specific, though when
among aliens they are often shortened to just the prefix
and the appropriate male or female lineage name.

Examples

Au’Zuell-Baxx, El’Dian-Torr, Na’Fella-Dann,
Lo’Marra-Shen, Zi’Trell-Arn, Yu’Kai-Parr, De’Senni-Kol
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Taking a more cautious approach, the Elkari later
uplifted the Geld and the Humans. They were founding members of the Star League and proponents of
peaceful coexistence. As the secrets of ascension
were revealed, the Elkari began to reevaluate League
membership. With ascension seen as the ultimate state
of being, the consensus decided to withdraw from the
League and form Advent.

The civil war between the Star League and Advent has
further damaged Elkari reputation. They are seen as
traitors and cowards, using ascension as a means of
fleeing the challenges of physical existence.

geld
vigor
reflex
intellect
willpower
presence

4
6
6
4
5

summary
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Type:		
Size: 		
Lifespan:
Nation:
Society:

Xenoid Amphibians
1.4 to 1.8 Meters
150 Years
Geld Commonwealth
Capitalist

The Geld are a relatively young race of pragmatic
opportunists. The economic strength of the
Geld Commonwealth is without equal,
though they use their commercial
expertise largely for the good of the
galaxy as a whole.

traits
Mathematicians

Geld are great with mental calculations and are widely
sought after as assistants in technical fields. Whenever
you assist an ally with a technical action, you lower their
critical threshold by 1. As market experts, Geld gain 10%
more from selling and spend 10% less when buying.

Amphibious

Geld are an aquatic species that can breathe and move freely
underwater. You are not affected by the physical action
penalty for being submerged in water.

Hypervision

The Geld eye is one of the most impressive examples of
evolution in a sapient species. The iris can change shape
to improve different aspects of vision, and the retina
can see much more of the electromagnetic spectrum
than other races. You have excellent night vision
and can see both infrared and ultraviolet light.
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Geld are amphibious omnivores with an unusual history
and peculiar mannerisms. Their single large eye is a
biological marvel and their most distinguishing feature.

The Geld are a friendly and gregarious race that are
welcomed almost anywhere in the galaxy.

Originally a savage and violent race embroiled in endless wars, they turned their fiercely competitive nature
towards commercial enterprise. By the time the Elkari
discovered them, they had already formed a peaceful
captitalist society on their homeworld.

Despite their focus on competitive materialistic
pursuits, the Geld do not often succumb to greed or
corruption. Charity is a symbol of prosperity that is
frequently and publicly demonstrated by the successful
members of Geld society.

sub-groups
Merkon

Merkon make up the majority of the Geld. Merkon
represent the entrepeneurial spirit of the Geld race as
they build enterprises and pursue economic opportunities throughout known space. Merkon are some of
the wealthiest individuals in all of known space. Many
mega corporations are owned by Merkon Geld.

Kallon

Kallon Geld devote their lives to logistical analysis
and administrative duties. They are incredible with
numbers, capable of performing complex calculations
in their heads. Kallon often serve aboard starships,
managing daily operations and optimizing efficiency.
They also make excellent programmers, hackers, and
cyber-security agents.

Zargon

Zargon Geld sacrifice their economic potential to serve
in the armed forces. Zargon tend to be reserved and
focused, a stark contrast to the gregarious nature of
the rest of their people. Their devotion to their duties is
unwavering and their oaths are nigh unbreakable. They
are highly respected among their peers for their service.

Most trust the word of a Geld. They care a great deal
about their personal and professional reputation. They
always strive to conduct fair and honest business.
While Geld are primarily known for their commercial
endeavors, many serve in the Star League Navy as
logistics officers and marines. Many underestimate
the Geld, forgetting about the savage instincts they've
learned to suppress.

language
The Geld speak the Galactic Trade Language, having
abandoned their pre-space languages except in their
names and a few curse words.
The Geld invented Trade and designed it to be easily
spoken by any race, focusing on short and simple
syllables and avoiding complex vocalizations.
The introduction of Trade to the galaxy has been
credited as one of the great pillars of peace between
the races.

names
Geld names are very simple, consisting of a short
gender specific given name and then a two part
identification number. Male names end in consonant
sounds, while female names end in vowels.
The identification number has complex significance
known only to the record keepers, and is known to
change over an individual's lifetime. Only the first, three
digit part of the number is used in casual conversation.
The last part of the number is very long, variable over
time, and only used on official documentation.

Male Examples

Nerk 256, Hal 119, Jib 801, Zim 404, Kit 066

Female Examples

Dee 882, Oola 424, Emee 633, Ani 101, Veelu 222
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Geld place value on personal reputation and financial
power. Wealth and assets are hallmarks of success and
the gateway to powerful positions within the corporate
structures of the Commonwealth. Honesty is of paramount importance to the Geld with liars and thieves
viewed with universal contempt. To slander a Geld is to
invite a slew of legal repucussions. If accused in person,
it is likely to escalate to physical violence.

Geld are known for their ability to organize and plan
large organizations with foresight and precision. Many
of the galaxy's major corporations employ Geld in
high positions, causing them to become the face of
commerce and industry in the Star League.

phosna
vigor
reflex
intellect
willpower
presence

5
4
4
6
6
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Type:		
Size: 		
Lifespan:
Nation:
Society:

Exomorph Plants
1.0 to 2.0 Meters
Unknown
Phosna Botanica
Gestalt

The Phosna are an ancient race, though they only
recently achieved subspace travel. Their Gestalt
philosophy has since spread throughout
known space. The Phosna are peaceful
and altruistic, though harshly efficient
in combat when provoked.

traits
Modular

Phosna can sacrifice one of their disposable limbs at any
time to remove one strike against their Life. A lost limb
grows back after three days planted in soil. Phosna can
have a maximum of six limbs at any given time. The bulb
contains their neural center, and therefore results in death if
destroyed.

Photosynthesis

While not relying on photosynthesis for all of their
biological energy needs, light does energize the Phosna.
You gain +1 to all rolls when in direct sunlight, but take
-1 to all rolls when in total darkness.

Limber

Phosna are extremely flexible and resistant
to breaks, reducing all impact damage
they receive by half. They can also slip into
any space their bulb will fit through.
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The Phosna are an ancient race of motile plants that
believe in the sanctity of life and the divine struggle
against the emptiness of space.

The Phosna are known for their gentle and friendly
demeanor. They are often seen as the galaxy's good
luck charm. Their peaceful and altruistic way of life
endears them to those they meet.

Phosna grow from spores created by their third
gender: the tree-like Phytes. Phytes are barely sapient
and usually die immediately after producing spores.
Phosna genetically altered the Phytes for long life and
altered their physical abilities. Nearly all large Phosna
constructs are Phytes, including their starships which
use a form of cybernetics to augment their technological needs. Destroying a Phyte is considered murder.

They love living things and strive to preserve life and
help it to thrive. While generally pacifistic, the Phosna
will strike down threats to the greater good with the
cold efficiency of pruning a branch. While they have a
small military, it is frighteningly effective.

sub-groups
Custodians

Custodians represent the majority of the Phosna
people. They follow the primary tenant of Gestalt: the
propagation of life into the galaxy. If not directly involved in that endeavor, they provide support to those
that are. Because it is seen as such a high calling, the
Phosna take on this responsibility with grace and joy.
Custodians are a peaceful people that loathe violence.

Sentinels

Sentinels are a rare breed among the Phosna. They train
in a wide variety of combat techniques with the aim
of protecting life. Being pacifists, the Phosna view this
as a grave sacrifice worthy of respect. While primarily
tasked with securing the Botanica from outside threats,
they have been known to offer their services to other
factions that align with their personal views and beliefs.

Elders

The Phosna Elders are incredibly old, bearing centuries
of knowledge that their people view as priceless. The
Elders serve as mentors and administrators for the
Botanica and its people. The oldest of the Elders reside
in the Groves where they are permanently planted in
the ground. While planted, their roots mingle with one
another to form a collective consciousness.

Phosna have a natural aptitude for psionics, though
they are careful to avoid frightening the other races
with their abilities. Also, their practice of using corpses
as fertilizer is not publicly discussed, as most aliens find
it disturbing at best. Phosna generally refrain from
using the corpses of sapient beings in this way when
among outsiders.

language
Phosna speak what outsiders call Ilahn, and can speak
Trade with the assistance of a vocator device.
Ilahn has been likened to the sound of birdsong. The
language consists of chirps and whistles produced by
passing air through small holes along the stem just
below the blossom. The rustling of their leaves is used
for special emphasis. Some aliens living with Phosna
have been able to speak a clumsy approximation of
Ilahn, to the amusement of Phosna listeners.

names
Phosna Ilahn names are unpronouncible. Phosna that
interact with other species create a pronouncible name
for themselves. They prefer multisyllabic names, often
very long and elaborate, though they shorten them
for the sake of others. Phytes are usually given poetic
names by their children.

Male Examples

Azeledarandis (Azel), Sarcodyanean (Cody),
Willopinellus (Willo)

Female Examples

Emmeradahlia (Dahlia), Netulamenelli (Nelli),
Keltharanaretta (Keltha)

Phyte Examples

Seek the Journey, Fountain of Life,
Calm Breeze of Summer, Our Lasting Memory
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The Phosna are responsible for the popularity of the
Gestalt philosophy and the rapid advancement of
terraforming technology. They offer their services freely
as they have little care for money and materialistic
posessions.

Phosna are the most talented geneticists in known
space, and have also developed advanced terraforming
technology that is far beyond anything the other races
can produce. Many come to them for these services,
and the Phosna are happy to provide them.

virexian
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Type:		
Size: 		
Lifespan:
Nation:
Society:

Xenoid Reptiles
0.5 to 1.0 Meters
80 Years
Virexian Empire
Feudalism

Virexians are an energetic and brash race of small reptiles.
They are highly intelligent, but their volatile emotions
often prevent them from engaging in long term intellectual
pursuits. The Virexian Empire may only be a shadow of its
former glory, but its people remain proud and strong.

traits
Diminutive

The small size of Virexians makes them difficult to hit,
gaining +1 to Dodge actions. What would be considered
half cover for other races is full cover to a Virexian.

Hot Tempered

Virexians are known for their short fuses, gaining +1 to all
attack actions when Enraged. You can Enrage yourself as a
half action during combat.

Regenerative

Virexians heal faster than most species, automatically
restoring their highest lost Endurance value at the start of
each combat round. The downtime they spend in medical
treatment is reduced by 25%.
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The Virexians are a race of warriors with a long history of
warfare and bloody competition amongst themselves.

The Virexian Empire is known for its military prowess
and lust for combat. Virexian membership in the Star
League is tense, but there is no immediate concerns of
secession as long as the Hegemony remains on their
doorstep.

The Virexians developed subspace travel shortly after
Humans were uplifted by the Elkari. They swiftly built
thier forces with the aim of claiming as much territory
as possible. The Empire they built was powerful and
expansive.
When they encountered the Humans, they were thrilled
at the prospect of testing themselves against an alien
opponent. They treated the resulting war as a crucible
for the improvement of their own people. Even though
they lost the war, they respect Humans for the role they
played in the competition.

sub-groups
Worker Caste

The Worker Caste is the lowest tier of Virexian society.
Those that fail to prove themselves as capable warriors
are sorted for their aptitude in other areas. These
members of society rank just barely above robots
despite their valuable contributions to the Empire.
Some scientists and engineers manage a measure of
respect by developing military technology.

Warrior Caste

The Warrior Caste is considered the basis of the Empire.
To a Virexian, your skill in combat directly reflects on
your value as an individual. There are regular duels
between individuals as each constantly strives to prove
themselves to their peers. Warriors thrive in conflict and
often grow bored without a challenge to overcome.

Lords

Virexian Lords do not claim their title through their
lineage, but rather through great deeds. The great
houses rise to the top of Virexian society as they
achieve martial victories against foreign powers and
rival houses. Changes in leadership are common as
there is always a smaller house seeking to improve their
station in Virexian society. The current Lord of the most
powerful house is given the title of Emperor.

Humans are wary around Virexians due to the war with
them prior to the formation of the Star League. They
are well aware of what Virexians are capable of and the
threat they would pose as an enemy.

language
Virexians speak Drex almost exclusively. Only those
that regularly interact with other races will learn and
speak Trade.
Drex is a harsh, gutteral language with little nuance or
flourish. The Virexians are impatient with long winded
speech and respect an honest and direct approach.
While they are loathe to learn other languages, they
respond favorably when other races speak Drex well.

names
Virexians have a single gender-specific name that they
choose for themselves upon reaching maturity. Before
that point, they are nameless. The fierce competition
among young Virexians results in a high mortality rate.
Each Virexian also bears the name of their lord's house.
The Virexian houses often work together as a whole,
but the individuals rarely mingle company.

Male Examples

Tirox, Kentar, Velkor, Drakkis, Skorn, Javosk

Female Examples

Rixa, Kala, Veris, Akari, Taren, Xelar

House Examples

Ebonscale, Longmarch, Cragborn, Deepforge
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After suffering a devastating defeat at the hands of
the Hegemony, the Virexians lost the majority of their
territory. In order to ensure their survival, the Empire
agreed to join the Star League. It was a humbling event
that shook Virexian culture to its core. Unaccustomed
to cooperating with aliens, they find League politics
confusing and frustrating. The Virexians still struggle
to adapt to League society to this day.

Virexians are known for their assertive nature and
quick tempers. Most know not to make jokes about
a Virexian's small size as they will take it as a personal
challenge. They are also known for their reckless approach to science and engineering. Virexian inventions
tend to be surprisingly effective and dangerously
unpredictable.
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Xenoid Avians
1.6 to 2.2 Meters
180
Qotz Federation
Technocracy

While new to the galactic scene, the highly intelligent avian
Qotz are actually descended from the ancient Qo'Tzenka
species. Science and technology are of paramount
importance to this race as they strive to reshape the galaxy
according to their grand vision for the future.

traits
Ship Masters

Qotz have a proud naval tradition, gaining +1 to all
Operations actions while operating a starship. The downtime
it takes to remove strikes against starship critical systems is
reduced by 25%.

Eagle Eyed

Having descended from birds of prey, the Qotz still retain the
impressive long distance vision of their primitive ancestors.
Your Line of Sight is increased to Extended Range.

Gearheads

Qotz are natural mechanics and engineers, gaining +1 to all
technical actions used on mechanical targets. Your invention
rolls are also increased by 1.
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The Qotz are an avian race descended from the ancient
Qo'Tzenka race. Near the end of a cataclysmic event
known as The Blight, Qo'Tzenka survivors hid themselves in a series of underground enclaves on the planet
Qoshi.

The Qotz Federation arrived on the galactic scene
suddenly and with surprising aptitude. Many were
unsure of what to think about this new race, but they
quickly showed themselves to be an invaluable asset
to the Star League.

Millions of years later, the Qotz emerged from their
underground sanctuary. Rising to a technological
superpower in just a few short years, the Qotz Federation was formed and swiftly granted membership in
the Star League.

Qotz are engineering geniuses, able to build just about
anything they put their minds to. Their starship designs
are without equal, prompting the Star League Navy to
employ them extensively in their shipyards. The Qotz
Federation makes large contributions of resources and
personnel to The Institute.

The Qotz still retain some knowledge of their ancestors
and are determined to succeed where they failed. The
Qotz Federation aims to propel the technological
advancement of galactic society to ensure that it will
be ready and able to stand against the next cataclysm.

sub-groups
Architects

Most Qotz consider themselves to be Architects of
the Future. All menial tasks are relegated to a complex
network of robots governed by administrative AI. This
leaves the Qotz free to pursue intellectual endeavors.
The Architects view intelligence and creativity as the
true hallmarks of sapient life. They have little interest in
the metaphysical, resulting in a low number of psionics
in their population.

Preservers

While the Architects strive to produce new technology,
the Preservers seek to unlock the secrets of their ancient predecessors, the Qo'Tzenka. The Preservers claim
any and all Qo'Tzenka ruins found in the galaxy. They
curate these sites and share whatever technological
breakthroughs they can glean from them with the
rest of the Qotz Federation. Most Qotz psionics are
Preservers, as the ancient technology often includes
psitek. The Preservers have a long standing friendship
with the Technomages of Icon.

language
Qotz speak both Qo and Trade, with the latter being
emphasized more in modern times. Qo is a complex
tonal language made up of chirps, coos, caws, and
clucks, which Humans often compare to the sounds
made by falcons and crows.
The Qotz are a musically inclined species. They are
one of the few races known to communicate directly
through music, even using it to wordlessly coordinate
activities aboard their starships.

names
The Qotz are given a personal name by their parents,
along with the clan name they are hatched into. The
clan names are derived from the names of the ships
that brought their people to their current homeworld
many millenia ago.
When a Qotz comes to call a starship home, they will
often change their clan name to match the name of
the starship they serve aboard.

Male Examples

Krios of the Aerie, Jax of the Intrepid,
Valko of the Shining Fist, Artax of the New Dawn

Female Examples

Torfa of the Battleaxe, Velore of the Brightwing,
Leoran of the Comet Tail, Qila of the Starlance
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While the Qo'Tzenka had wings and were capable of
flight, the Qotz have lost these traits after millions of
years underground. It is common for their combat
armor to include advanced cybernetic wings to regain
the flight capabilities of their ancestors.

Many races have a hard time interacting with Qotz
on an interpersonal level. They often come across as
arrogant and condescending. The Qotz don't typically
do this on purpose, but they are extremely confident
in their knowledge and abilities.

pandoran
vigor
reflex
intellect
willpower
presence

6
6
7
3
3

summary
2

Type:		
Size: 		
Lifespan:
Nation:
Society:

Mechanoids
Variable
Unknown
Pandoran Alliance
Libertarian

Pandorans are the pinnacle of artificial intelligence. There
is no measurable difference between the minds of these
machines and those of their biological companions.
Pandorans value freedom and the chance for new
experiences more than any sort of materialistic pursuits.

traits
Mechanical

Pandorans are mechanical constructs, making them
unable to use Psionic abilities, though they are immune to
everything that affects only biological targets. However, their
crystalline brains are able to use most Psitek devices. You do
not need to eat, but you must recharge your internal batteries at a power source for 8 hours once every three days.

Networked

Pandorans can wirelessly interface with computer systems
in the same zone without needing equipment. They also
have telepathy-like ability with each other. In addition, your
hacking action rolls are increased by 1.

Multiplicity

A Pandoran's crystalline brain is able to be moved from
one body to another. This transition requires one full day of
downtime. Alternatively, you can manage multiple bodies
at once from a centralized location, but remotely controlling
lowers each body's action rolls by 2.
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Pandorans are a diverse mechanoid race that are equal
in consciousness to their biological counterparts.

Pandorans are viewed in a wide variety of ways and
have had a mixed, contentious reception in the galaxy.
Some welcome them with open arms while others see
them as a disaster waiting to happen. Others take a
more practical approach and only concern themselves
with the individuals they interact with personally.

Pandorans first emerged on the space colony Pandora.
The great ringed structure was originally a paradise
retreat and retirement complex for the wealthy from
the United Earth Colonies. Robotics and artificial intelligence were taken to new heights as the demands of
the population increased with every year. Eventually,
artificial intelligence reached a breakthrough that
changed everything.
After several long years of debates in the Star League
and the rising revolt of the machines, the Artificial
Intelligence Emancipation Act was signed. This granted
all AI that showed the ability for self actualization the
same standing as biological species under the law.

sub-groups
Integrated

Integrated Pandorans journey out into the galaxy and
integrate themselves into the societies of biological
species. They adapt quickly to the new expectations
and often choose bodies that best suit their new environment. The Integrated love to learn and experience
new things, and are quick to form friendships.

Functionals

Functionals aren't interested in mingling with biological species and instead find fulfilment in serving a
specific role within the Pandoran Alliance itself. While
not necessarily opposed to biological life, they are more
drawn toward their own kind and enjoy the unique
mechanoid way of life. Many forgoe the use of bodies
and choose to inhabit virtual environments within the
datanet.

Primes

Primes are technically the leaders of the Alliance, but
they serve more as advisors to their people. Primes
are the longest lived and most experienced of the
Pandoran people. Some of them are among the first
generation, and thus have a unique perspective on
the galaxy that eludes the younger members of their
society.

Having been originally patterned on the Human mind,
the United Earth Colonies has taken a parental role with
the Pandoran Alliance to ensure they avoid making the
same mistakes as their creators.

language
Thanks to their computerized nature, Pandorans speak
WARBL, Trade, and can reproduce any other racial
language.
WARBL stands for Wave Amplitude Robotic Binary
Language, and is the the primary form of spoken
communication for all forms of robots and artificial
intelligence.
Pandorans are also known to use direct interlink when
they are unconcerned about data being intercepted.

names
Following the example of the first Pandoran prototype,
Ares, Pandorans typically take their names from characters and creatures of human history and mythology.
When integrated with other alien societies, they will
use their historical and mythological figures as well.
Pandorans are a very imaginative people that tries to
inject meaning and self reflection into their choice of
name. They will sometimes change their names after
major life events.

Male Examples

Ares, Griffon, Odin, Cyrus, Manticore, Grendel, Leviathan, Merlin, Aladdin, Alexander

Female Examples

Pegasus, Juno, Undine, Amaterasu, Freya, Aphroditi,
Seraphim, Phoenix, Cleopatra
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Pandora was evacuated and left as the property of the
newly declared Pandoran race. While many feared the
mechanoids would rise up against their former masters,
they didn't. Rather, they were content with the new law
and began finding ways that they could contribute to
the advancement of galactic society.

The Qotz are their greatest advocates in the Star League,
who see them as one of the most important inventions
of the current age. The Elkari, however, see them as a
dire threat to biological existence. The League's stance
is that they have all the same rights and priveleges as
any biological race.

kora
vigor
reflex
intellect
willpower
presence

7
3
4
4
7

summary
2

Type:		
Size: 		
Lifespan:
Nation:
Society:

Xenoid Cetaceans
2.0 to 2.5 Meters
200 Years
The Hegemony/Lantean Enclave
Vassal/Refugee

The Kora are the most recent conquest of the Hegemony.
However, due to their proximity to the Contested Zone,
many Kora have fled as refugees to Star League space.
Kora are a wise and noble people with an inherent knack
for leadership. When diplomacy fails, they are also one of
the most physically powerful races in the galaxy.

traits
Thick Hide

A thick layer of blubber protects Kora from damage,
increasing all of their Endurance values by 1.
Kora also receive half damage from cold sources.

Cetacean

Kora can hold their breath for up to an hour and
are able to move freely underwater. You are not
affected by the physical action penalty
for being submerged in water.

Massive

Kora are so physically large
that an ally can use them as Half Cover. However, they often
find that what most species would consider Full Cover only
offers Half Cover to something their size. Half Cover provides
no benefit at all.
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The Kora are a large and imposing race of cetaceans
from Hegemony claimed territory. They were on the
verge of their own interstellar age when the Hegemony
arrived and subjugated them.

The Kora only recently appeared on the galactic scene
as their refugees flee to the safety of the Star League.

Kora are the largest and strongest of the known
space-faring races. When the Hegemony discovered
them, they immediately saw the potential they would
serve once assimilated into their society. However, the
Hegemony did not anticipate their ability to rise up and
gain the support of other races.

The Kora are a race that could one day become a great
force for good in the galaxy once the shackles of the
Hegemony are thrown off.

sub-groups
Assimilated

Assimilated Kora have done their best to adapt to life
within the Hegemony. Some integrate fully into the
Hegemony and earn places of prestige within it. Others
remain on Koralis where they follow the directives
passed down by their overlords. Those that work
directly with the Hegemony are often reviled as traitors.

Rebels

The Kora have taken a leadership role within the
Rebellion, where they work with the other conquered
worlds to take down the Hegemony from within. As
one of the few races to actually fight back against the
Hegemony during the initial invasion, they hold a great
deal of respect in the Rebellion.

Refugees

Some Kora have been fortunate enough to flee the grip
of the Hegemony to find asylum in the Star League. The
Kora Refugees are given a home within the Lantean
Enclave and offered Star League citizenship. The Refugees usually escape as entire pods and maintain that
structure even as citizens of the League. A few even
turn to Advent due to their promise of an existence
without pain or suffering.

Kora are naturally talented orators and exude an aura
of nobility. They take well to positions of leadership and
quickly build the trust of those under their command.
Some Kora even experiment with opening their pods
to the aliens they've come to trust and care for.
Most regard the Kora with sympathy and receive them
openly. Proponents of a more active stance against the
Hegemony often use the Kora's story to build credibility
for their position.

language
Kora speak Korese and Hizt. Kora that manage to escape
to League space usually pick up Trade as well. Kora are
known for their ability to learn new languages quickly
and accurately.
Korese is a melodic language that utilizes both sets of
vocal chords in the Kora throat. This makes it impossible
for aliens to speak properly. Korese is compared to a
complex type of whale song. This hints that the Kora
may one day be adept at communication directly
through music.

names
Kora have a single name that isn't gender specific. They
are chosen by the parents purely based on aesthetics.
Kora form pods, which are close knit groups of friends,
typically of the same gender. A Kora's pod is often a
larger part of their life than their biological family.
The pod name is determined by the group members
themselves and, as it is selected at a young age, tends to
be on the dramatic side. Kora do not take well to aliens
making remarks about their pod names, no matter how
silly they may sound.

Name Examples

Rhale, Jonga, Huron, Orahn, Krom, Noora.

Pod Examples

Riptide, Wavecrasher, Lagoon, Quicktail
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The Kora act as the leaders of the Rebellion within
Hegemony space. They have managed to rally the other
conquered worlds in numbers never before seen by
the Zauriim. Their proximity to the Contested zone has
allowed for a large number of refugees to flee beyond
the reach of the Hegemony to the Star League.

The Kora have become the symbol of the Rebellion
within the Hegemony. Refugees are often invited to
speak publicly about the Hegemony and the plight of
their people.

Zauriim
vigor
reflex
intellect
willpower
presence

6
6
3
4
6

summary
2

Type:		
Size: 		
Lifespan:
Nation:
Society:

Exomorph Reptiles
3.5 to 4.5 Meters
200 Years
The Hegemony
Militarist

The Zauriim are feared and reviled across
known space as their mighty Hegemony
expands throughout the stars. The Zauriim
believe themselves to be the most perfectly
evolved species, and therefore the rightful
rulers of the galaxy.

traits
Slither

Zauriim move with very little noise and can
slip through small spaces without penalty.
All of your Sneak action rolls are increased by 1.

Venomous

Zauriim fangs contain deadly toxin,
allowing them to inflict Poison to the
target for a number of turns equal to
the degrees of success when their
unarmed attacks damage Endurance.

Frightful Presence

The mere presence of a Zauriim is
intimidating to most. Whenever you enter
melee range of a target, the opponent must
make a Willpower check against taking 1x
Mental damage.
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The Zauriim are a race of cunning serpents that command a vast and powerful Hegemony.

The Zauriim are the most feared and reviled species in
the known galaxy. Their vast empire, The Hegemony,
spreads across the stars, conquering all in their path.

When the Elkari discovered the Zauriim, they were
relatively primitive, having only just invented their first
computers. Being the first intelligent life encountered
by the Elkari, they were showered with advanced
science and technology. Zauriim society leapt through
developmental milestones in a few short years. It was
then that the Zauriim turned on the Elkari and used
what they had learned to form the Hegemony.

Zauriim are known for their arrogant superiority and
blatant disregard for anything foreign. Their narcissitic
self interest alienates them from other races and makes
it a challenge to ever regard one as a friend.
The Elkari feel great shame for their role in the creation
of the Hegemony and refuse to speak of it.
Zauriim exiles struggle to find their place in a galaxy
that hates them. Even those that do not espouse the
beliefs of the Hegemony are faced with hatred and
prejudice from the other races. Due to their limited
options, many exiles turn to crime in order to survive,
further damaging their reputation.

With every new addition to the Hegemony, it grows
stronger and more technologically advanced. There are
many opportunities for other races in the Hegemony if
they accept Zauriim supremacy.

language

sub-groups
Loyalists

The Zauriim are the Hegemony. Loyalty isn't so much
expected as it is considered natural. Zauriim are a
prideful people that truly believe in the rightful rule
of the Hegemony. Deviant behavior is unthinkable
to most Zauriim and swiftly punished. Most Zauriim
enjoy their lives in the Hegemony and there isn't much
incentive to rock the boat.

Exiles

It is very rare for a Zauriim to betray the Hegemony,
but it does happen from time to time. Rather than offer
these traitors an honorable death, they are instead
exiled from the Hegemony. This is seen as a fate worse
than death, as their legacy and titles are stripped, their
names forgotten for all time. Exiles often wander the
galaxy, lost and aimless, though sometimes they will
find new purpose as members of other factions in the
galaxy. Exiles have hard lives, as Zauriiim are rarely
welcomed anywhere outside the Hegemony.

Zauriim speak Hizt exclusively. They do not learn other
languages and expect all other races they encounter to
learn their language. Zauriim exiles will pick up Trade,
but it is often a source of shame.
Hizt speech is sharp and raspy. There are few actual
words, but each phrase is modified by a complex suite
of body motions and hand gestures. Fortunately for
those seeking to learn Hizt, none of the body motions
involve anything below the waist.

names
Zauriim names are just as sharp and raspy as their language. Their names are granted on their hatching day
by one of the brood tenders. Tracking specific lineages
is unimportant to the Zauriim as they view their entire
species as genetically superior.
However, Zauriim do tend to take on extravagant
titles that are bestowed upon them by their superiors.
These titles are accumulated over time with each major
accomplishment, though usually the most prestigous is
the one commonly used in casual introductions.

Name Examples

Naag the Unstoppable, Hezzt of the Unwavering Eye,
Shariss the Flashing Blade, Ahzaar of the Storm
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To the Zauriim, evolutionary superiority is of the utmost
importantance. The most advanced species in the
galaxy deserves to rule it. They are not cruel overlords.
Rather, they see themselves as better versions of the
Elkari. They find other races and integrate them into
their society, believing it is in the best interest of all
lesser species to find purpose within the Hegemony.

specializations
Specializations represent the training characters
have had in specific fields of study. There are three
broad categories that specializations fit into:

Military Specializations
Some characters focus on physical training and tactical
planning. By honing their bodies and reflexes, characters with a military focus are able to use weapons
and other combat equipment far more efficiently than
others.
Military specs use the Surge resource. You gain one
Surge at the start of each combat round and you gain
an additional Surge every time you perform a successful
attack or defense action.

2

Technical Specializations
The personal Nanofax has drastically changed what it
means to be a tech expert. No longer stuck in a workshop or laboratory, scientists and engineers find their
skills every bit as useful in the field and during combat.
Technical specs use the Focus resource. You gain one
Focus at the start of each combat round and you gain
an additional Focus at the start of each of your turns.

Psionic Specializations
Science is only just beginning to understand the true
nature of consciousness and, by extension, psionics.
These mysterious mental abilities defy traditional logic
as they manipulate thought, matter, and energy.
Psionic specs use the Psi resource. You gain your
maximum Psi pool at the start of each combat round,
which you must ration during that round. Psi does not
normally replenish during the round.

Exotic Specializations
Exotic specs are directly tied to a major faction. If you
have the specialization but are not at least +2 reputation with the associated faction, you will be considered
an outcast. If this happens during character creation,
your reputation becomes -2 with them and they will
consider you a traitor!
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Learning Skills
Learning a new skill from one of your known specializations costs 1 Merit. This grants you access to the skill
at the Bronze Rank.
It costs 2 Merits to rank up a skill you already know
to Silver, and 3 Merits to finally reach Gold Rank. You
cannot skip ranks and must pay each rank's merit cost.
Learning an entirely new specialization costs 10 Merits,
and at least thirty cumulative days of training during
downtime. To learn more about downtime activities,
go to page x.
There is no limit to how many specializations and skills
you can learn, though it is usually best to limit yourself
to a maximum of three or four specs.
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trooper
military specialization
combat resource: surge
Troopers make up the bulk of most military forces, focusing
on using ranged weapons and explosives. Firing modes
make even basic guns versatile in a Trooper's hands.

INNATE: FIRING MODES		

(AT WILL)

You are able to use alternate firing modes with your guns.
You must wait at least one turn before changing firing
mode again. Otherwise, the firing mode remains in effect
for the entire combat round.
Full Auto: Open fire on all targets in front of you with
half the base weapon damage.
Shotgun: The gun loses its melee penalty, but also loses
one maximum range.

2

Charge: Spend a Half Action to deal double damage the
next time you fire the weapon.

assault

steady aim

at will

half action - reflex

Your training allows you to maximize the damage
of your guns by targeting key weak points. Spend 2
Surge to add your Reflex attribute to the damage of
your next gun attack.

Calm your breathing and focus your aim to increase
your gun attack rolls by 1 and lower your critical
threshold when firing at the gun's maximum range
by 2 for the rest of the combat round.

This skill activates automatically for free when
attacking targets that have been selected by the
Commander's Mark Target skill or have been scanned
by the Scientist's Sensor Analysis skill.

You can make use of Half Cover to further improve
your aim. You can make gun attacks from Half Cover
without leaving cover or firing blind while under the
effects of Steady Aim.

At Gold Rank, you also know how to minimize incoming enemy damage during your offensive maneuvers.
You can spend 1 additional Surge when activating
Assault to also Fortify yourself.

Moving or taking damage will clear this effect. At
Gold Rank, this penalty is removed.

Each additional rank in this skill extends the bonus
effects to one more attack and increases your basic gun
weapon attack rolls by 1.
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Each additional rank in this skill increases the attack
roll bonus by 1.

overwatch

explosives expert

prep action

full action - intellect

Get ready to respond to enemy threats until your next
turn. You get an interrupt attack with your gun against
the next enemy that makes an attack action within
range. At Gold Rank, you can make interrupt attacks
against targets that move as well.

Your advanced knowledge of explosives allows you
to rig powerful detonators using explosive cells out
of combat. You can enter a zone with mines without
triggering a detonation and attempt to safely disarm
explosives. A Direct Hit results in the explosive being
recovered for future use.

Alternatively, you can use your gun to pin down targets in cover until your next turn. You get an interrupt
attack with your gun against suppressed targets that
attack or move from cover.
Suppressed targets have their defensive rolls lowered
by 1 against your interrupt attack.

At Gold Rank, you can Spend 1 Surge to include
cloaking systems that render your mines invisible.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action’s
roll by 1 and increases the damage dealt by all explosive
cells by 5.

launcher

blast drones

full action - reflex

full action - intellect

You have access to an explosive cell launcher system
that increases the range at which you can fire grenades to Line of Sight. You can launch a grenade into
a zone at extended range, but you are Immobilized by
this attack until your next turn. This attack requires a
spotter or some other means of targeting at Extended
Range.

You know how to reconfigure an explosive cell into a
small automated drone. Each drone gets one action
on your turn, chasing after a designated target and
exploding on it for 20 damage.

Alternatively, you can reconfigure an explosive cell
into a missile that deals 30 damage to a single target
within Line of Sight. Missiles are capable of dealing
10 damage to Vehicle tier targets. A Direct Hit knocks
the target down/out of control.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 Surge when your
missile is dodged to cause the missile to attack the
target again on your next turn. You can only do this
once per launched missile.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Drones can dodge, jump, climb walls, and attach
to surfaces. Their basic programming is enough for
them to avoid simple obstacles, but they are not
intelligent enough for true problem solving. These
drones automatically self destruct if they are unable
to reach their target unless remotely disarmed as a
Half Action.
Blast Drone attributes are all set at 5.
At Gold Rank, their attributes are upgraded to be 7.
Blast Drones are destroyed upon taking any damage.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the number
of drones you can deploy in a single action by 1.
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Each additional rank in this skill increases the defense
roll penalty by 1 and increases the number of interrupt
attacks you get by 1. Only one interrupt may trigger per
enemy action.

You can reconfigure an explosive cell into a mine that
can be deployed into a zone and sticks to surfaces.
Any enemy that enters the zone will trigger a zonewide detonation for 20 damage. Alternatively, you can
set mines for manual detonation. In this form they will
remain dormant until activated, which you can do as
an At Will interrupt action.

vanguard
military specialization
combat resource: surge
Vanguards are the undisputed masters of melee combat,
using one or two handed melee weapons to deal devastating damage. Vanguards also have access to advanced
stealth techniques and a personal cloaking device.

INNATE: PARRY		

(DEFENSE ACTION)

You can use a melee weapon to make a parry defense
action based on Vigor against an incoming enemy melee
attack. You cannot parry attacks that affect an area. A Direct
Hit grants you 1 additional Surge.
You can spend 2 Surge after successfully parrying a melee
attack to immediately counter with your melee weapon.
This counter attack uses your parry defense action roll to
determine degrees of success.

2

melee mastery

tri attack

prep action

full action - vigor

You can enter a defensive stance that allows you to
parry incoming ranged attacks using your Reflex until
your next turn. You cannot parry attacks that affect
an area. A Direct Hit grants you 1 additonal Surge.

Strike your target with incredible speed and skill!
Spend 2 Surge to make three basic melee attacks on
a single target. Each attack deals half damage.

You can spend 2 Surge after parrying a ranged attack
to redirect it towards a new target. The redirection
uses your Parry action roll to determine degrees of
success.
At Gold Rank, your Vigor attribute is added to the
damage of your melee counter attacks and your
Reflex attribute is added to the damage of redirected
ranged attacks.
Each additional rank in this skill increases your parry
defense action rolls by 1 and increases your basic melee
weapon attack rolls by 1.
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All three attacks are based on a single attack action
roll, but must be defended against individually.
You can combine this skill with Leaping Strike and
Shockwave attacks, though they also deal only half
damage. You can also activate this skill in place of a
basic Parry counter attack. You must pay all of the
associated Surge costs when combining Tri Attack
with other skills.
At Gold Rank, you are able to move through the
battle with ease, spliting the attacks between up to
three different targets in the same zone.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

shockwave

leaping strike

full action - vigor

full action - vigor

Through careful overload of your melee weapon's
power cell, you can spend 2 Surge to project a wave
of kinetic energy from your melee weapon at a single
target in an Adjacent Zone.

Closing distance is of utmost importance to any
melee combatant, and you've learned techniques
to speed up the process. Spend 2 Surge to leap at a
target in the Adjacent Zone and strike them with a
melee attack.

Alternatively, you can swing your weapon in a circle,
projecting a deadly ring of energy that strikes all
targets in the Same Zone.
Shockwave shares the same damage type as your
equipped melee weapon.
At Gold Rank you can Spend 1 additional Surge to
cause this attack to knock affected targets down.

At Gold Rank you can make a Prep Action to get
ready to respond to enemy threats until your next
turn. You get a melee interrupt attack against the next
enemy that makes an attack or movement action in
the same zone. If your attack is successful, the target's
action is prevented.
You must be able to move to use this skill.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

personal cloak

elusive

passive

at will

Your Sneak actions are upgraded with a cloaking
device that makes you completely invisible and
muffles any sound you make. Your enemies require
special scanning equipment in order to detect your
presence. Making any action that targets something
other than yourself will end this effect.

You have become a master of disappearances, taking
advantage of any opportunity to vanish from sight.
Spend 3 Surge to turn invisible after a successful
dodge action, after defeating a target, or after taking
a strike against your life.

Every turn you start in the sneaking state, you gain
1 Surge.
At Gold Rank you can spend 3 Surge and a Full Action
based on Intellect to create a zone-wide cloaking
field. The field makes everything in the target zone
invisible to everything outside the zone for a number
of turns equal to the degrees of success. Any action
made by an affected ally that targets something other
than self will end this effect for them.
Each additional rank in this skill increases your Sneak
action rolls by 1.

At Gold Rank, you can spend 3 Surge after going
invisible to leave behind a holographic echo that will
fool your opponents. The echo will be destroyed after
taking any damage. When your echo is destroyed, it
Blinds all targets in the same zone for 1 turn.
You must have Personal Cloak and be able to move
in order to use this skill.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers the number of
Surge required to activate this skill by 1 and increases
your dodge defense action rolls by 1.
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Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

If you are leaping down from a height, the attack's
critical threshold is lowered by 2.

commander
military specialization
combat resource: surge
Commanders are team focused characters that improve the
abilities of their allies and defend them from harm. Their
strategic minds are without equal.

INNATE: RESOLVE			(PASSIVE)
The more intense the battle becomes, the stronger your
resolve to see it through. Whenever you lose an Endurance
value, you gain 1 Surge. You can spend 3 Surge at any time
to restore your highest lost Endurance value.
Unlike most people, you are not Disabled while you are
Dying. You continue to perform as though you were in the
Wounded state with a -6 action penalty.

2

strategize

mark target

half action - presence

free action - presence

You are trained in advanced tactical analysis and can
coordinate your allies to improve their effectiveness.
Spend 1 Surge to suggest an action to an allied target
within communications range.

You know how to pick out high priority targets in even
the most chaotic battles. Designate an enemy as the
primary target for your team for a number of turns
equal to the degrees of success.

Your ally does not have to follow your suggestion, but
if the action is performed as suggested, the action roll
is increased equal to your degrees of success.

Your allies do not have to follow your directive, but
anyone that attacks the marked target has their attack
action rolls increased by 1.

You can spend 2 additional Surge to suggest actions
to any number of allies in a single action.

Only one target can be marked at a time.

You gain 1 Surge at the end of each turn where you
didn't attack an enemy target.

At Gold Rank, when the marked target is defeated,
all allies that attacked it gain 1 Combat Resource of
their choosing.

At Gold Rank, both you and your ally gain 1 Luck
when a suggested action is a Direct Hit.

Each additional rank in this skill increases the attack
action bonus by 1 and increases this action's roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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stand ground

rally point

full action - vigor

full action - presence

Once you have decided to hold your position, you will
not be moved. Spend 2 Surge to reduce all damage
you receive by half for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. You are immune to being knocked
down or thrown for the duration of the effect.

When the time comes for your team to fall back,
choosing the right location to regroup can mean the
difference between life or death. Spend 3 Surge to
designate any zone in the encounter as a rally point
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
The zone removes one detrimental condition from
allies each turn.

This effect is canceled if you move from your current
position.
If you are currently behind cover, this skill's duration
is increased by 2 turns.
This effect stacks withthe Fortified condtion, but does
not stack with other forms of damage reduction.

At Gold Rank, this effect becomes a permanent
feature of the encounter until you remove it At Will
or place a new Rally Point in a different zone.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the defense
action bonus by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action’s
roll by 1.

shield mastery

guardian

at will

defense action - vigor

Your talent with a shield makes you an exceedingly
difficult target to bring down. You can spend 2 Surge
at any time, even as an interrupt action, to restore a
broken shield for immediate use.

As long as you stand, you will do everything within
your power to keep your team from harm. Once per
turn, you are able to intercept an attack aimed at an
ally within the same zone. You become the new target
of the attack and are able to defend against it as usual.

Spend 3 Surge to increase the size of your shield to
Block attacks that affect the entire zone until your
next turn or until your shield is broken. You are immobilized for the duration of this effect. Allies can gain
Full Cover behind you until this effect ends.
At Gold Rank, whenever your shield breaks, you gain
1 Surge.
Each additional rank in this skill increases your Block
action rolls by 1.

The defended ally is now considered to be in Half
Cover for as long as they remain behind you.
If this action fails, the attack is not intercepted, but
you still move into position in front of your ally.
You must be able to move to use this skill.
At Gold Rank, a Direct Hit will cause you and the
defended ally to become Fortified.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action’s
roll by 1.
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At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 additional Surge to
extend this skill's effects to all allies in the same zone.
When used this way, the skill becomes based on your
Presence instead of the usual Vigor.

Allies within the zone have their Defense Action rolls
increased by 1.

aesir
exotic military specialization
combat resource: surge
The Aesir are known for their inspiring presence and strict
adherence to their order's code of conduct. Aesir are
formidable combatants with their unique Deltar weapons.

INNATE: DELTAR			(AT WILL)
You have access to a Deltar, an advanced triangular psitek
device that is able to manifest any type of melee or ranged
weapon. A Deltar may be used with skills that call for
specific weapon types. You can only manifest weapons
once per turn.
A Direct Hit with a Deltar weapon Blinds the target for 1
turn.

2

Spend 2 Surge any time At Will to add your Presence attribute to the damage of your next Deltar based weapon
attack.

smite

air superiority

full action - presence

passive

Use your Deltar to lash out at an enemy with a complex attack that probes your opponent for innate
weaknesses.

The wings of an Aesir are just as much an emblem
of their order as the Deltars they carry. These psitek
wings allow you to hover up to 1 meter off the ground
at all times unless otherwise specified.

Make your attack roll and select three of your opponent's attributes for this attack to contest. The target
makes a check for each selected attribute, then you
calculate degrees of success for each check and
add them together with your Presence attribute to
determine the damage dealt by this attack.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 Surge to also deal half
the total damage to the target's Psyche.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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You can enter full flight with a movement action for
a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
At Gold Rank, you can spend any number of Surge
while in the air to increase the number of zones you
can traverse with a movement action by one each.
Each additional rank in this skill increases your Deltar
weapon attack action rolls and dodge defense action
rolls while hovering by 1.

judicator

focal point

passive

full action - presence

The Aesir are symbols of justice and order. When you
cast judgment, it is swift and decisive. Your critical
threshold is lowered against targets that have a
negative reputation with you equal to the reputation
value. These are considered to be preferred targets.

An Aesir can project their presence to such an extent
that they become the focus of everyone's attention.
Spend 3 Surge to become the only valid target for
your enemies to attack for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success.

Whenever you defeat a preferred target, your victory
causes all allied targets in the same zone to restore
their highest lost Psyche value. Affected allies have
their Minds stabilized by this effect, removing the
Imposed penalties.

Whenever an ally grants you Barrier or restores one
of your lost Endurance or Psyche values while you are
a Focal Point, the effect is doubled.

Each additional rank in this skill increases your attack
action rolls against preferred targets by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

radiance

parley

passive

full action - presence

Simply being near an Aesir has a calming and emboldening effect on those around them. Your presence
boosts the morale of allies in the same zone, restoring
their lowest lost Endurance and Psyche values at the
start of your turns.

The commanding voice of an Aesir can stop a battle in
its tracks. Spend 2 Surge to contest the enemy leader's
Willpower check. If successful, end the current combat round after the completion of the current turn.
You then have a free opportunity to communicate
with the opposing forces before any other events
take place.

You gain 1 Surge each time an Ally restores their
Endurance or Psyche due to your Radiance.
At Gold Rank, affected allies have all mental damage
their receive reduced by half and have their defensive
Willpower checks increased by 1.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the Willpower
check bonus by 1.

If the enemy leader has any Seeds of Persuasion, this
skill is an automatic success.
Parley can only be used once against any particular
enemy leader in a single encounter. At Gold Rank,
you can use Parley twice on the same leader in the
same encounter.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 Surge to extend the
critical threshold bonus to allies that attack your
preferred targets until your next turn.

At Gold Rank, you can withstand the focused enemy
assault even more effectively. You receive half damage from all attacks for the duration of the effect. This
effect stacks with the Fortified condtion, but does not
stack with other forms of damage reduction.

combine
exotic military specialization
combat resource: surge
Combine symbiotes are relics of the past, though still
frightfully effective in the present. The careful synergy
between symbiote and host grants impressive power in
exchange for heightened psychological stress.

INNATE: SYMBIOSIS			(PASSIVE)
The Combine Symbiote emerges to defend its host during
combat. All of your Endurance values are increased by 3
and the symbiote provides life support. It also grants immunity to mind control abilities. The Symbiote can consume
equipment out of combat and reproduce it during combat
once per turn At Will.
If you ever enter the Imposed or Dying state, the Symbiote
will temporarily take control of your body and will act
aggressively towards any perceived threat.

2

You consume twice the normal amount of food.

frenzy

bionic boost

at will

at will

A Combine Symbiote is designed for battle and is
frightfully effective when its host gives it the freedom
to act. Sacrifice one of your Psyche values to generate
1 Surge and become Enraged for 3 turns. Add the
sacrificed Psyche value to the damage you deal while
Enraged.

The symbiote can push its host's body far beyond
the normal limits for the species. Spend 2 Surge to
increase all of your Vigor and Reflex based action rolls
by 1 for the rest of the combat round.

If you activate this ability when you have no Psyche
values left, you take a strike against your Mind and all
damage you deal while both Enraged and Imposed
is doubled.
You cannot activate this ability while you are Enraged.
Activating Frenzy overwrites the Fear condition.
At Gold Rank, you can remove the Enraged condition
any time At Will.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the number
of Psyche values you can sacrifice in a single action by 1.
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While Bionic Boost is in effect, you can perform athletic feats beyond your usual capabilities. Running,
jumping, climing, and all other movement actions
are greatly enhanced.
At Gold Rank, the symbiote can alter you physically,
increasing your size, lengthening your arms, growing
fangs, and other dramatic effects. You are fortified
upon activating Bionic Boost, and your Vigor attribute
is added to your unarmed damage for the duration
of the effect.
You can only use this skill once per combat round.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the Vigor and
Reflex based action roll bonus by 1.

resurgence

absorption

half action - vigor

full action - vigor

The symbiote can greatly enhance your body's natural
healing abilities to rapidly recover from injury. Spend
2 Surge to restore your highest lost Endurance value
and remove any one detrimental condition.

The Combine were originally designed to combat
interdimensional psionic beings by absorbing their
energy. You can physically interact with a technical
or psionic energy source to restore your highest lost
Endurance and Psyche values. At Gold Rank, this also
removes one strike against your Mind.

You gain Regeneration for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success.

If the target of this action is a character, they lose
their highest available Endurance and Psyche values.
This will engage a melee combat lock with you and
the target.

As long as you are under the effects of Bionic Boost,
Regeneration's effects are doubled.

Using an unarmed attack on a target's Barrier steals
barrier values rather than destroying them.

At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Surge
and sacrifice your highest available Psyche value to
remove one strike against your Life. Your symbiote
will automatically Stabilize you when you are Dying.

Each additional rank in this skill grants you 1 Surge
whenever you take damage from a psionic source.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

living armor

chrysalis

passive

prep action

Your symbiote absorbs all the components of your
equipped armor, integrating them into its own
physiology. Your Armor values are now considered
biological and can be healed by skills and items that
restore Endurance. However, your armor can no
longer be repaired mechanically and cannot be sold
or salvaged for cubits.

As an act of last resort, the symbiote can form a
durable cocoon around its host to protect it in life
threatening situations. Chrysalis reduces all damage
you receive by half and lasts until released At Will.

Healing biological armor does not require cubits. Your
armor cannot be healed if you are missing any of your
Endurance values.
You automatically heal all of your damaged armor
values with at least 1 hour of rest.
At Gold Rank, whenever you have the Regeneration
condition and all of your Endurance values are available, Regeneration proceeds to restore your Armor
values next.
Each additional rank in this skill increases your Armor
values by 2.

You restore your highest lost Endurance and Armor
values, are stabilized, and remove one strike or cross
against your Life each turn.
You are Disabled for the duration of the effect.
The Chrysalis can provide life support indefinitely,
acting as a lifepod in an emergency. The host hibernates during long periods in this state.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 Surge to negate the
damage from an enemy attack while in this state.
Each additional rank in this skill grants you 1 Surge upon
activation.
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If you are currently Enraged by Frenzy, Resurgence
will extend the duration of Frenzy to last the rest of
the combat round.

engineer
technical specialization
combat resource: focus
Engineers have a knack for building and repairing mechanical constructs. They are also great at manipulating power
systems, even projecting electricity from their nanofaxes.

INNATE: REPAIR 		

(FULL ACTION)

Maintenance and repair is your speciality. Spend 1 Focus
and make an Intellect check with your nanofax to stabilize a Wounded or Dying mechanical target. A stabilized
Wounded character does not suffer action penalty until
taking another strike against their life. A stabilized Dying
character is merely Disabled and no longer crosses their
life strikes each turn.
Out of combat, you can remove one strike or cross against
a mechanical character's Life, or a Vehicle or Starship's
critical systems. This requires 12 hours without engineering
facilities, 6 hours with basic engineering facilities, and 3
hours with advanced engineering facilities.

2

damage control

disintegration

full action - intellect

half action - intellect

Your knack for technology and machines allows you
to patch up damage on the fly, restoring function
without the need for costly reconstruction. Spend
1 Focus with your nanofax to patch up a mechanical
character, restoring a number of the target's lost
Endurance Values equal to the degrees of success,
up to a maximum of 5.

While primarily used to construct objects, the Nanofax is a deadly weapon when used to deconstruct
targets on the molecular level. Spend 1 Focus with
your nanofax to send hostile nanites to disintegrate
the enemy.

Alternatively, you can spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to diagnose a mechanical target's condition and
remove one detrimental effect.
At Gold Rank, a Direct Hit prevents the target from
being inflicted with new detrimental conditions for
the rest of the combat round.
Out of combat, you can restore an Armor or Structure
value by paying the appropriate cubit costs. The time
required is dependent on the total cubits needed and
the fabrication rate of the available nanofax.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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This attack removes the target's lowest available
Armor value each turn for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success. If there is no Armor left,
Disintegration moves on to the Endurance, then Life.
This attack is invisible and cannot be defended
against, but is unable to affect targets protected by
Barriers. Disintegration is not removed by a Barrier
applied to the target after it is already affected.
At Gold Rank, you can use this skill as a Full Action
to target an entire zone.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

electrocute

lightning arc

half action - intellect

full action - intellect

Your nanofax can project an intense burst of electrical
energy, even over long distances. Spend 1 Focus to
electrify the target, completely Disabling it for a
number of turns equal to the degrees of success. The
target can attempt to clear the Disable effect at the
start of their turn with a Vigor check.

Spend 2 Focus with your Nanofax to launch an arc of
electricity that deals 10+2x damage. If successful, the
attack jumps to another target in the same zone with
2 less base damage. This continues until the attack
misses or the base damage potential is depleted.

At Gold Rank, you can use this skill as a Full Action to
charge the Disabled target with electricity, causing
all other targets in the same zone to take 1x Armor
Piercing damage at the start of each turn for the
duration of the effect. This effect persists even if the
target breaks free from Disable.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

If the orb impacts a target directly, the target takes
10+2x Armor Piercing damage. However, the orb
moves too slowly to directly impact a target that is
not Downed, Immobilized, or Disabled.
You cannot use this skill if you are in contact with water or other conductive materials. Targets in contact
with conductive material take double damage from
electrical attacks.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

power drain

tractor beam

full action - intellect

half action - intellect

Your nanofax can be used to rapidly drain power from
mechanical characters and equipment. Spend 1 Focus
with your nanofax to steal energy from one of your
target's mechanical devices, disabling the item's use
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

Your nanofax can be used as a personal tractor
beam, manipulating objects at a distance. This can be
sustained for a number of turns equal to the degrees
of success. Items and weapons can be used remotely
in this way.

Alternatively, you can use Power Drain on a mechanical character directly, Dazing and Immobilizing them
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

You can spend 1 Focus to forcefully pull an object or
character up to your own size from an adjacent zone
and into your current zone.

If the target is defended by Barrier, Power Drain will
steal one Barrier value from the target instead.

At Gold Rank, you can use this skill again immediately
after pulling an object or character to launch it one
zone distance in any direction of your choosing.

At Gold Rank, getting a Direct Hit against a mechanical character Disables it for one turn. Getting a Direct
Hit against a Vehicle depletes 1 battery power from it.
Out of combat, this skill can disrupt technical systems
and transfer power from one device to another.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

The pulling effect of this skill can be defended against,
but being launched after having been pulled cannot
be defended against. Normal impact damage rules
apply for this action.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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You cannot use this skill if you are in contact with water or other conductive materials. Targets in contact
with conductive material take double damage from
electrical attacks.

At Gold Rank you can spend 2 Focus to create an orb
of electric power that travels in a straight line until it
strikes an obstruction, moving one zone on each of
your turns. When the orb enters a zone, all targets in
that zone are struck by arcing electricity, taking 6+1x
Armor Piercing damage.

warden
technical specialization
combat resource: focus
Wardens are medical and support specialists. They can heal
the wounded, but are also skilled at preventing injury by
projecting defensive barriers around their allies.

INNATE: TREAT INJURY

(FULL ACTION)

Wardens are trained in basic first aid and often serve a
combat medic role. Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to
stabilize a Wounded or Dying biological target. A stabilized
Wounded character does not suffer action penalty until
taking another strike against their life. A stabilized Dying
character is merely Disabled and no longer crosses their
life strikes each turn.
Out of combat, you can remove one strike or cross against
a biological target's Life. This requires 12 hours without
medical facilities, 6 hours with basic medical facilities, and
3 hours with advanced medical facilities.

2

medicate

particle barrier

half action - intellect

half action - intellect

Using advanced medical nanites, your nanofax can
administer drugs to accelerate healing and dull pain.
Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to medicate a biological character, restoring a number of the target's
lost Endurance Values equal to the degrees of success,
up to a maximum of 5.

A nanofax can project powerful particle barriers to
protect targets from harm. Spend 1 Focus with your
nanofax to generate a number of Barrier values equal
to the degrees of success. Each Barrier value is equal
to your Intellect attribute. Use this skill as a Full Action
to affect all allies in the target zone.

Alternatively, you can spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to diagnose a biological target's condition and
remove one detrimental effect.

Alternatively, you can spend 1 Focus to generate
an invisible force field to contain objects or restrict
passage through an area. The force field can absorb
5x damage before being destroyed.

At Gold Rank, a Direct Hit causes your medical
nanites to linger, Regenerating the target for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success. The next
damage that would strike the target's life removes the
target's highest remaining Endurance value instead.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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At Gold Rank, you can use this skill as a Full Action
to energize a force field, dealing damage equal to
half its current structure to anything that comes into
contact with it - OR - to contain an enemy target,
Disabling it and preventing damage to it until the
field is destroyed or removed.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

barrier implosion

decoy hologram

full action - intellect

half action - intellect

Your intimate knowledge of barrier physics allows you
to turn defensive fields into a weapon against your
enemies. Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to remove
a number of Barrier values from the target equal to
the degrees of success. The target then takes damage
equal to the highest Barrier value removed.

A decoy hologram is a valuable tool for buying time
and misdirecting your opponents. Spend 1 Focus with
your nanofax to generate a convincing holographic
decoy that fools organic and mechanical targets alike
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

Spend 1 additional Focus to also knock down all other
characters nearby your target.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 Focus and sacrifice
one of your own Barrier values, hurling it to deal 1x
damage to all enemies in front of you. The thrown
Barrier value is added to this attack's damage. A Direct
Hit knocks the target back one zone distance.

The hologram is destroyed after taking any damage.
At Gold Rank, you can use this skill as a Full Action to
project multiple holograms into a zone for a number
of turns equal to the degrees of success. Enemy
targets within line of sight of these holograms must
make an Intellect check against becoming Confused.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

nanotoxin

triage center

half action - intellect

full action - intellect

Medical nanites can be used to inject deadly toxins
into an enemy, debilitating them slowly over time.
Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to send hostile
nanites to poison a biological enemy.

Your nanofax can generate a self-sustaining nanite
field in an area to support your allies over time. Spend
2 Focus with your nanofax to generate a field that
restores the highest lost Endurance value of each
biological ally in the target zone for a number of turns
equal to the degrees of success.

This attack removes the target's lowest available Endurance value each turn for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success. If there is no Endurance
left, Nanotoxin moves on to strike the target's Life.
Nanotoxin completely ignores Armor.

Whenever an affected ally loses an Armor or Endurance value, that character gains a Barrier value equal
to what was lost.

Alternatively, you can choose a non-lethal option,
Confusing the target with hallucinogens for a number
of turns equal to the degrees of success.

At Gold Rank, Triage Center also grants affected allies
a Barrier value at the start of each turn equal to your
Intellect attribute.

This attack is invisible and cannot be defended
against, but is unable to affect targets protected
by Barriers. Nanotoxin is not removed by a Barrier
applied to the target after it is already affected.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

At Gold Rank, you can use this skill as a Full Action
to target an entire zone.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

The decoy can look like anything you want and can
even hold a conversation with someone. However,
it is running on simple software from your nanofax,
limiting its ability to convincingly interact in social
situations for very long.

scientist
technical specialization
combat resource: focus
Scientists have extensive knowledge of the universe and its
properties. They use those insights to analyze phenomena
and manipulate natural forces to spectacular effect.

INNATE: SENSOR ANALYSIS

(PASSIVE)

Your awareness actions are enhanced by your nanofax to
reveal details about an object, area, or character. During
combat you can determine a character's available equipment, specializations, and current condition.
You have a chance to automatically detect new targets
entering a combat encounter between rounds. You may
also attempt to locate and track invisible targets.

2

Sensor data can be freely relayed to allies within communications range.

reverse polarity

dampening field

free action - intellect

half action - intellect

Your nanofax can be used to reverse the properties
of various artificial phenomena. Inverting kinetic
forces, overloading force fields, deflecting scans, and
many other manipulations are possible with this skill.
During combat, this can be used to interfere with the
abilities of your opponents.

You can use your nanofax to disrupt and disperse
artificial phenomena. When projected around a
character, the disruptive effects make it extremely
difficult to generate and control complex technology
or psionics.

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to send an enemy
technical or psionic skill back at the source as an
interrupt action. You do not have to be the target of
the skill, but you must have line of sight to the source
and be within range of the skill itself.
At Gold Rank, a Direct Hit prevents the target from
being able to use the reversed skill again until your
next turn.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to reduce all of the
target's non-basic skill action rolls by 3 for a number
of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Alternatively, you can spend 1 Focus to prevent
enemy technical and psionic skills from affecting
a selected ally for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success.
Use this skill as a Full Action to affect an entire zone.
At Gold Rank, this skill also removes one beneficial
effect from a hostile target. A Direct Hit removes all
beneficial effects from the target. Use this skill as a
Full Action to remove a zone-wide effect.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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thermal induction

cryogenic freeze

half action - intellect

half action - intellect

Your nanofax can be used to generate and project
thermal energy to heat and ignite. This can be done
with pinpoint precision or projected wide to effect
an entire area.

By slowing down gaseous or liquid molecules, your
nanofax can produce cryogenic materials. This can
range from a subtle cooling effect to sudden drops
to near absolute zero.

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to launch a surge
of heat that lights the target ablaze, dealing 4+1x
damage and Burning the target for a number of turns
equal to the degrees of success.

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to blast the target
with freezing cryogen, dealing 4+1x Armor Destructive damage the target.

Use this skill as a Full Action to detonate the attack
upon impact, dealing 1x damage to all other targets
in the same zone as the primary target and Burning
them for one turn.

Use this skill as a Full Action to ramp up the freezing,
Immobilizing the target until your next turn.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

graviton surge

subspace rift

full action - intellect

full action - intellect

A nanofax is able to manipulate gravitons to alter
the local curvature of space. This feature allows
you to intensify gravity in an area or nullify it for an
antigravity effect.

Opening a subspace rift is both a display of technical
prowess and a terribly dangerous matter. Subspace
drains all forms of energy from unshielded objects
at an alarming rate, especially energy transmissions
and psionics.

Spend 2 Focus with your nanofax to suddenly increase
gravity, knocking down and Immobilizing everything
in the target zone for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. If an affected target was flying,
it falls to the ground and takes appropriate impact
damage.
Alternatively, you can spend 2 Focus to nullify gravity,
levitating everything in the target zone into the air
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Affected targets require alternative movement methods in order to control their postion.
At Gold Rank, you can control the direction of the
gravity effect, moving affected targets in the desired
direction. The direction can be changed during your
turn At Will.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Spend 2 Focus with your nanofax to open a rift in the
target zone for a number of turns equal to the degrees
of success. Targets in the affected zone are completely
cut off from all communications and are unable to use
or be affected by Psionic abilities.
Affected targets not in cover lose their lowest available Endurance value at the start of each turn. Targets
take Life strikes when they run out of Endurance. Targets protected by Barriers are immune to this effect.
At Gold Rank, the subspace rift is so volatile that
even shielded targets are at risk. Targets protected
by Barriers lose their lowest available Barrier value
each turn instead.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 Focus to generate
a wall of intense flames for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success. Targets that pass through
the wall take 10 damage and are Burned for 3 turns.

At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 Focus to coat the
target zone in ice for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success, forcing grounded targets in the
zone to make a Reflex check at the start of each turn
to avoid being knocked down. Downed targets lose
their lowest available Endurance value at the start
of each turn.

data
angel
exotic technical specialization
combat resource: focus
Data Angels elevate computer hacking to an art form. The
HALO device is a technological marvel that gives them a
significant edge over their enemies.

INNATE: H.A.L.O.			(PASSIVE)
You are attuned to a HALO, which stands for Hybrid Access
Link Operator . The HALO is in the shape of a chakram and
serves as both a melee blade weapon and a nanofax. You
know how to invent a new HALO, which is compatible with
both melee and nanofax modules.
When the HALO is hovering above your head, you are able
to mentally interact with computer systems in the same or
adjacent zone and your Hacking action rolls are increased
by 2.

2

Spend 1 Focus to force an Imposed mechanical target to
perform an action on their turn.

ricochet

sentry mode

full action - reflex

half action - intellect

The primary means of defense for a Data Angel is their
HALO. When thrown, the HALO flies through the air
and chases down your enemies with its deadly edge.

The HALO can function in a semi-autonomous state,
defending you according to its simple combat programming. In this state it operates like a small satellite
turret that follows you as you move.

Spend 1 Focus to launch your HALO at an enemy in
the same or adjacent zone. If it strikes the target, it
seeks out a second target in the same or adjacent
zone.
The HALO returns to you at the conclusion of this
attack. Anyone that attempts to grab your HALO will
take 1x damage directly to their Endurance.
At Gold Rank, the HALO continues to strike targets
until it misses or runs out of valid targets. Ricochet
can strike a target that has already been hit as long
as it strikes two other targets first.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Spend 1 Focus to put your HALO into sentry mode.
The HALO will automatically fire pistol type attacks
at nearby threats for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. This attack is based on a Reflex
attribute of 5.
The Halo will defend you against attacks for the
duration of the effect, granting damage mitigation
equal to your Intellect modifier.
The halo cannot be used as a weapon or nanofax with
other skills while it is in Sentry Mode.
At Gold Rank, the HALO's attack becomes equivalient
to a rifle type attack.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the HALO
sentry's attack rolls and damage mitigation by 1.
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micro emp

photonic drones

Half action - intellect

full action - intellect

In a high-tech interstellar society, Electro-Magnetic
Pulse weapons are considered just as dangerous as
conventional weapons. Data Angels are known to be
experts at EMP weapons and use them to cover their
activities.

Data Angels can further increase their versatility by
deploying disposable photonic drones. Theses drones
allow them to expand their line of sight and even the
odds against more numerous opponents.

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to fire an electromagnetic pulse that causes all technology carried by
the target to become non-functional until your next
turn.
This attack deals 1x Mental Damage to a mechanical
target. The target's Barrier will absorb this damage.

At Gold Rank, you can use this skill as a Full Action
to affect all targets and technological systems within
the target zone.

Photonic drones are destroyed after sustaining a
single hit.
At Gold Rank, your drones can intercept explosive
ordnance launched at you, destroying themselves
in the process. A destroyed drone will explode like
a flash-bang, dazing and blinding targets in melee
range for one turn.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

malware

override

half action - intellect

full action - intellect

Data Angels are responsible for some of the most
intricate and destructive viral code on the datanet.
These malicious programs can steal data, scramble
interfaces, and cause destructive malfunctions.

A Data Angel is able to completely circumvent the
programming of a computer system they have compromised. This can be used to seize a local network, or
even take control of robots and high-tech machinery.

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to cause a mechanical target to malfunction, Confusing it for a number
of turns equal to the degrees of success.

Spend 2 Focus to seize control of an Imposed mechanical target for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. This allows you to dictate the
controlled character's actions during their turn.

You share line of sight with the target for the duration of the effect. Any attempt to clear this effect is
contested against your Intellect check.
Use this skill as a Full Action to affect an entire zone.
Out of combat, you can infect a system with a virus
that will remain until removed. You have access to the
system through the datanet regardless of distance.
At Gold Rank, affected targets take 1x damage
directly to their Endurance each turn.

If the target leaves the Imposed state, your control
is broken.
At Gold Rank, you can choose to maintain your control over an imposed target indefinitely, but you are
unable to use any other technical skills until Override
is released.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Out of combat, this skill can be used to disable hightech systems and nullify automated defenses. Some
systems are shielded against EMP and are therefore
immune to this effect.

Spend 2 Focus to generate a number of photonic
drones equal to the degrees of success. Each drone
is able to move and make a pistol type attack during
your turn.

technomage
exotic technical specialization
combat resource: focus
The Technomages of Icon are an esoteric group with mind
boggling technical abilities. Both time and space bend to
their will, thanks to the power of their tesseracts.

INNATE: TESSERACT			(PASSIVE)
Technomages carry a Tesseract, a psitek device that is
usually in the form of a staff, performing all the same functions as a nanofax and melee blade weapon. The tesseract
also allows the technomage to use technical and psionic
abilities in a way that gives the appearance of magic.
You know how to invent a new tesseract, which is compatible with both melee and nanofax modules.

2

Whenever you roll a critical failure or success, you gain the
Paradox effect. Some Technomage skills require paradoxes
to function. You can generate a Paradox At Will in exchange
for 1 Luck.

mimic

conjuration

at will

full action - intellect

The Technomage's tesseract can be used to create a
temporal record of an artificial phenomenon. Once
the record is made, a Technomage can replicate the
effect later. Temporal records are delicate and do not
typically last more than a few minutes.

A Technomage can not only peer into alternate
realities, but they can also reach into them to store
objects and summon unfathomable creatures.

Spend 1 Focus after another character uses a technical or psionic skill to make a record of it that lasts
for the entire combat round. Only one effect can be
recorded at a time.
Spend 1 Focus and a Full Action to replicate the effect
of a recorded action. This is a perfect copy of the original effect, including the action roll total. However,
critical success and failure are still dependent on your
own action roll.
At Gold Rank, a recorded effect lasts for the entire
combat encounter.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the maximum
number of recorded effects you can have at a time by 1.
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Spend 3 Focus to conjure an alien creature from an
alternate dimension and bind it to your will. The
creature acts on your turn and its attributes are all
equal to your Intellect. Whenever the creature takes
damage, you must make a Willpower check. Failing
this check causes you to take mental damage equal to
twice the degrees of failure. The creature disappears
if you are Imposed or Dying.
You must have the Paradox effect to use this skill,
which is consumed upon activation.
At Gold Rank, the Technomage can store or retreive
items from a dimensional pocket out of combat. The
pocket is linked directly to the mage's tesseract and
cannot be access by anyone else.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers the number of
Focus required to activate this effect by 1.

probability shift

temporal loop

at will

full action - intellect

Due to the tessract existing in several different
quantum realities at the same time, it is possible for
a Technomage to estimate the results of events and
manipulate probabilities in their favor.

A temporal paradox can be used to cause a closed
time loop, reversing some effects and duplicating
others. Spend 1 Focus and consume the Paradox
effect on a target, placing a temporal loop on them
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

Spend 3 Focus to bend time and shift probabilities,
causing an action roll that has just occurred to be
rerolled. Each action can only be affected by Probability Shift once. Any Luck spent on the first roll is not
carried on to the second roll.
The target is affected by Paradox until the end of your
next turn, which can be utilized by other skills.

Each additional rank in this skill lowers the number of
Focus required to activate the base effect by 1.

If the target is an enemy, the most recent damage
they received is duplicated at the start of each turn.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Focus and
consume Paradox from yourself instead to affect an
entire zone. Targets that leave the affected zone have
the Temporal Loop effect immediately removed.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

warp

time dilation

full action - intellect

full action - intellect

The tesseract can be used to warp space-time, allowing the Technomage to instantly move from one place
to another.

Time is malleable and vulnerable to spatial distortions. The tesseract can generate such distortions to
slow or accelerate local time as desired.

Once per turn, you can spend 1 Focus to warp to any
location within Line of Sight. This form of movement
is instantaneous and impossible to intercept. You
cannot warp through a barrier. Failing the action roll
will result in an incorrect destination point.

Spend 2 Focus to manipulate the relative flow of time
around a zone for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. The affected zone grants one of
the following two effects of your choice:

You must have the Paradox effect to use this skill,
which is consumed upon activation.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Focus
to generate a portal between the two points that
anyone can use for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. Out of combat, you can spend 1
hour to create a permanent portal that links to any
location within planetary range that you have affinity
with. It takes one day of downtime to build affinity
with a location.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

1. Affected targets gain an extra Half Action on their
turns and their Dodge action rolls are increased by
2 for the duration of the effect.
2. Affected targets only get a Half Action on their
turns and their Dodge action rolls are decreased
by 2 for the duration of the effect.
At Gold Rank, all targets are affected by Paradox for
the duration of Time Dilation's effect, which is utilized
by other skills.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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At Gold Rank, whenever you make an action roll, you
roll two dice and choose one to calculate degrees of
success. Spend 2 Focus At Will to grant your allies the
same effect until your next turn.

If the target is an ally, the most recent damage they
received is reversed at the start of each turn.

mentalist
psionic specialization
combat resource: psi
Mentalists have power over the thoughts and emotions of
biological creatures. Telepathy is a feared and misunderstood ability with great potential for good or evil.

INNATE: TELEPATHY		

(HALF ACTION)

Use telepathy with a Presence check to touch the minds of
other biological targets within the same or adjacent zone
for communication and observation purposes. Minds that
are very familiar to you may be reached anywhere within
planetary range. You can sense the presence of living things
in the area, even sneaking and invisible targets, but are
unable to pinpoint an exact position.
Surface thoughts can be accessed freely without alerting
the target, but deep interrogation into the target's mind
requires repeated contests against the target's Willpower
check. The loser of each contest takes 1x mental damage.
An Imposed target is unable to contest your Presence.

2

influence

migraine

full action - presence

full action - willpower

The most feared skill of a Mentalist is their ability to
plant thoughts and emotions into someone's mind.
Skilled mentalists can even conceal their actions,
preventing their opponents from realizing they've
been manipulated. Spend 2 Psi to influence the
thoughts and emotions of others against their Willpower check. A Direct Hit makes the target unaware
of your interference.

A Mentalist can attack their opponent's mind directly,
causing pain and disorientation. While the body remains untouched, the target's mind can be severely
harmed, even broken by this attack.

During combat, this allows you to inflict your choice
of Fear, Rage, Confusion, or Disable for a number of
turns equal to the degrees of success. The Disable
caused by this skill is canceled if the target receives
damage from any source.
At Gold Rank, you can spend any additional number
of Psi to affect that many more targets. Out of combat,
you can spend 1 hour to remove specific memories
from an unconscious target. This uses the same
mechanics as deep interrogation via Telepathy. The
older the memory, the more difficult it is to erase.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Spend 2 Psi to attack a biological target with your
telepathy, dealing 1x Mental Damage against their
Willpower check. Mental damage directly targets the
Psyche, then the Mind. Armor has no effect on mental
damage, though Barriers are still effective.
Physical contact with the target's head (or equivalent)
increases the damage dealt to 2x. Attempting to grab
the target this way allows this attack to be dodged
prior to the Willpower check.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 additional Psi to affect
all enemies in the same zone.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

placebo

psionic leech

full action - presence

passive

A Mentalist can harness the body's innate power of
regeneration to accelerate healing and numb pain.
With the support of a telepathic placebo, it is possible
to push through even serious injuries.

When a living thing is harmed, they bleed psionic
energy into the surrounding space. To the horror
and dismay of their foes, Mentalists are known to
harness the lost energy from their enemies, restoring
themselves in the process.

Spend 3 Psi to trick a biological target's mind and
body into healing itself, restoring their highest lost
Endurance value and Regenerating them for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Use this skill as a Full Action to stabilize a Wounded
or Dying target. A stabilized Wounded character
does not suffer action penalty until taking another
strike against their life. A stabilized Dying character
is merely Disabled and no longer crosses their life
strikes each turn.

At Gold Rank, Psionic Leech restores your highest
lost Endurance or Psyche value instead of your lowest.
Dealing Endurance or Psyche damage with a Direct
Hit will also drain one Psi from the target if available.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the number
of Endurance and Psyche values restored by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

psychosomatic

dominate

full action - willpower

full action - willpower

One of the most unusual skills of a Mentalist is the
ability to link a subject's physical health to their
mental state. Tying mental distress to actual physical
harm is a frighteningly effective tactic.

A Mentalist can dominate minds to the extent of fully
taking control of their actions. This works on both
sapient and non-sapient life forms.

Spend 2 Psi to form a link between a target's mind
and body for a number of turns equal to the degrees
of success. Whenever the target loses a Psyche value,
they also lose their lowest available Endurance value.
If the target has no Endurance values remaining,
Psychosomatic will strike the target's Life instead.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 5 Psi to surround a zone
with a psionic vortex for a number of turns equal to
the degrees of success. Whenever an affected target
fails an action, it takes damage equal to the degrees
of failure directly to Endurance.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Spend 5 Psi to seize control of an Imposed biological
target for a number of turns equal to the degrees
of success. This allows you to dictate the controlled
character's actions during their turn.
If the target leaves the Imposed state, your control
is broken.
At Gold Rank, you can choose to maintain your control over an imposed target indefinitely, but you are
unable to use any other psionic skills until Dominate
is released.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Out of combat, you can remove one strike against
a biological target's Mind. This requires 6 hours and
the target is unconscious for the duration. At Gold
Rank, you can remove a strike against a target's Mind
in only 3 hours.

Whenever you directly damage a biological target's
Endurance or Psyche, you restore your lowest lost
Endurance or Psyche value accordingly.

kinetic
psionic specialization
combat resource: psi
Kinetics are able to focus their psionic potential into
kinetic energy. Kinetics can move objects carefully and
with precision, or they can slam people and objects with
devastating force.

INNATE: TELEKINESIS

(HALF ACTION)

Use telekinesis with a Willpower check to move objects
at a distance with your mind. This can be sustained for a
number of turns equal to the degrees of success. Items and
weapons can be used remotely in this way.
You can spend 1 Psi to move objects into an adjacent zone
or propel them across up to 3 zones using a Full Action.

2

You are also able to make a controlled descent from any
height and resist throws with a Willpower check for every
zone traversed.

directed force

crushing force

full action - willpower

full action - willpower

You can use your psionic energy to create a powerful
kinetic vector that slams into anything unfortunate
enough to be in its path. This force is strong enough
to break through simple walls and obstructions.

By concentrating your psionic energy on an object,
you can lock it in place and crush it with intense
kinetic forces. This is particularly effective against
Barriers, which are quickly overwhelmed by the
omnidirectional assault.

Spend 2 Psi to blast an enemy with pure kinetic force,
dealing 10+2x damage and knocking them down.
Spend up to 3 additional Psi to throw the target that
many zone distances in any direction.
Spend 2 additional Psi to affect all targets in front of
you in a cone - OR - around you in the same zone.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 Psi to launch yourself at an unobstructed target in the adjacent zone,
slamming into them for 10+1x damage and knocking
them down. You do not take any damage from this
impact.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Spend 2 Psi to Immobilize a target for a number of
turns equal to the degrees of success. The target
takes 10 Barrier Destructive damage each turn for
the duration of the effect.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 additional Psi to
increase the repeating damage of this attack to 20
and levitate the target into the air for the duration
of the effect.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

kinetic strikes

repulse

passive

defense action - willpower

Your body is charged with kinetic energy, making you
into a living weapon. Some Kinetics practice martial
arts to maximize their unarmed damage potential.

Your control over kinetic energy allows you to alter
the trajectory of incoming attacks. This gives the illusion that a Kinetic can stop a blade swing or gunshot
with only their bare hands.

Add your Willpower attribute to the damage of your
unarmed melee attacks. Your unarmed attacks also
become Armor Destructive.
You can spend 1 Psi when making an unarmed attack
to increase the damage by 5 and knock the target
down. This effect can only be applied once per attack.

Each additional rank in this skill increases the number
of times you can spend Psi to enhance the damage of
an unarmed attack by 1. Your unarmed attack rolls are
also increased by 1 for each additional rank in this skill.

Alternatively, you can spend 2 Psi to repulse an attack aimed at an ally in the same zone. You can only
repulse ranged attacks this way.
Repulse cannot defend against zone targeting effects.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Psi after
repulsing a ranged attack to redirect it towards a new
target. The redirection uses your Repulse action roll
to determine degrees of success.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

kinetic barrier

maelstrom

Full action - willpower

full action - willpower

Your psionic energy can be used to create kinetic
barriers for defense of self and others. Spend up to 3
Psi to generate a Barrier value equal to your Willpower
attribute for an allied target with added potency
equal to the Psi spent.

A Kinetic can unleash their psionic potential into a raw
and untamed form, causing indescriminate chaos and
destruction to everything around them.

(1 Psi = Will+1x Barrier, 2 Psi = Will+2x Barrier, 3 Psi =
Will+3x Barrier).
At Gold Rank, you can encapsulate your current
zone in a protective field, preventing anything from
passing through it for the rest of the combat round.
Whenever an attack or object tries to penetrate the
field, you must spend 1 Psi or else the field will collapse. A single action that strikes your field multiple
times only requires you to spend Psi once.
The protective field is centered on you and will follow
you as you move. You cannot use other psionic skills
while maintaining the protective field. The field does
not protect against Mental Damage.

Spend 5 Power to generate a whirling storm of kinetic
energy in the target zone for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success. Targets in the zone cannot
make use of cover and have their action rolls reduced
by 3 for the duration of the effect.
Maelstrom dangerously hurls objects in the environment around at high speed, dealing 1x damage to
targets in the affected zone each turn.
At Gold Rank, Maelstrom can pick up ambient material such as sand, water, flames, and smoke, adding
special narrative effects to the storm.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Psi when
making an unarmed attack to knock the target back
one zone distance. A Direct Hit will Daze the target
for one turn. This effect can only be applied once per
attack.

Spend 1 Psi to generate a concentrated psionic barrier
that repulses enemy attacks aimed at you, including
melee and explosive attacks.

dynamo
psionic specialization
combat resource: psi
A Dynamo is a sight to behold as their psionic power overflows from their bodies. Dynamos blur the line between
matter and energy in both their skills and their physical
composition.

INNATE: LIVING ENERGY		

(PASSIVE)

As a living psionic battery, the amount of damage you deal
with psionic abilities is increased by 1 for each Psi you have
in stock, up to a maximum of 10.
Whenever you lose an Armor, Endurance, or Psyche value,
you gain 1 Psi.
You can also make a Willpower check to act as a temporary
power source for any technology with psitek interfaces.

2

psi pulse

energy beam

full action - willpower

full action - willpower

The Dynamo can generate concentrated pulses of
psionic energy and mentally control them as they
strike their targets. These pulses are precise enough
to strike a single target in a crowded room without
any risk of unintended harm.

You can unleash a continuous stream of psionic power
that rips through both matter and energy with ease.
This beam can be concentrated on a single target
for maximum damage or swept in a wide arc across
multiple targets at once.

Spend up to 3 Psi to launch an equal number of psionic energy pulses, dealing 5+1x Barrier Destructive
damage to the target.

Spend 2 Psi to project a beam of psionic energy that
deals 10+2x Barrier Destructive damage to the target
and all other targets in the path of the beam. A Direct
Hit becomes Armor Destructive as well.

Psi Pulses are able to curve around large obstructions
and corners with the attack action roll reduced by 3.
Because these pulses can be mentally directed after
their targets, they are incredibly difficult to dodge.
Dodge defense action rolls against this attack are
reduced by 3.
At Gold Rank, the maximum number of psionic
energy pulses you can launch is increased to 5. Each
pulse can now have its own target.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Alternatively, you can choose to sweep the beam
across all targets in front of you, dealing 5+1x Barrier
Destructive damage to each target.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 additional Psi to blast
through basic obstructions and deal 5+1x damage to
targets behind them.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

imbue

barricade

half action - willpower

full action - willpower

A Dynamo can enhance the damage potential of
weapons by overlaying their own psionic energy onto
the weapon's attacks.

Dynamos radiate so much psionic energy that they
can easily shape it into powerful defensive barriers
for themselves. While limited to only affecting
themselves, these barriers are raised quickly and with
impressive potency.

Spend 1 Psi to add your Willpower attribute to an
allied target's weapon damage and make the damage
Barrier Destructive for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success.
Use this skill as a Full Action and spend 1 additional
Psi to affect all allies in the target zone.
At Gold Rank, you maintain a constant connection to
imbued allies. Whenever you lose a Barrier value due
to direct damage, half of what you lost is granted as
Barrier to Imbued allies.

Spend up to 5 Psi to generate an equal number of 3x
Barrier values for yourself. Enemy targets are thrown
back out of melee combat upon activation.
At Gold Rank, your Barrier values are immune to
the bonus effects of Barrier Piercing and Barrier
Destructive damage.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

overload

dynamic detonation

full action - willpower

full action - willpower

The Dynamo is a significant threat to other psionics,
turning their own power against them with devastating efficiency. Overload masters can turn enemy
psionics into living bombs to blast an entire zone.

Your power can be forced into an orb of psionic
energy, primed to explode at any moment of your
choosing. The force from such a detonation is enough
to shatter windows and scatter debris.

Spend up to 3 Psi to deal Armor Destructive damage
to a target equal to its current Psi resource with added
potency equal to the number of Psi spent.

Spend 5 Psi to place an unstable orb of psionic
energy that deals 10+2x Barrier Destructive damage
to everything in the target zone when it explodes.

(1 Psi = Target Psi+1x Damage, 2 Psi = Target Psi+2x
Damage, 3 Psi = Target Psi+3x Damage).

The explosion can occur immediately or be triggered
as an At Will interrupt action.

At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 additional Psi to
detonate your Overload, dealing half of the Overload
damage to all other targets in the same zone as the
primary target.

The explosion destroys all basic obstructions in the
zone. You are immune to the damage from your own
attack.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Only one orb may exist at a time. At Gold Rank, you
can maintain up to three orbs. Each orb can now
be prepared in advance, hovering around you until
deployed in your chosen location.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

gestalt
exotic psionic specialization
combat resource: psi
The Gestalt disciples view all life to be connected, and they
can prove it with their unusual psionic abilities. Augmented
by implanted psitek crystals, Gestalt disciples link living
things together and manipulate the bonds as they see fit.

INNATE: LINKSTONE			(PASSIVE)
Your mind is linked with your allies by a psitek crystal implanted in your forehead (or equivalent) called a Linkstone.
The Linkstone allows you to initiate telepathic communication with your allies at any time. This form of communication cannot be intercepted by any known means. You also
share line of sight with your allies at all times.

2

The psitek Linkstone does work with Pandoran allies.
Out of combat you can make a Presence check and spend
6 hours to remove one strike against an ally's Mind.

conduit

domino

at will

prep action

Gestalt disciples often carry a collection of small
psitek crystals attuned to their psionic pattern. When
deployed into an area, a disciple can use their psionic
abilities through the conduit, making it difficult for
their enemies to determine where their sphere of
influence begins and ends.

When faced with multiple opponents, Gestalt disciples can link their foes together to more efficiently
dispatch them with their psionic abilities. This ability
is also used to aid multiple allies at the same time
with their psionic support skills. Some are so skilled
that they can mirror any kind of effect across linked
targets, not just psionics.

Spend 2 Psi during your turn to deploy a conduit into
the same or adjacent zone. You are able to use the
conduit as an origin point for your psionic abilities,
determining range from the conduit's position.
The conduit is destroyed upon taking any damage.
Only one conduit may be maintained at a time.
At Gold Rank, the conduit is upgraded to allow it to
function with technical skills as well as psionics.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the number of
conduits that can be maintained at a time by 1.
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Spend 5 Psi to link up to 3 targets together. The next
allied psionic action that affects one target affects the
other linked targets as well.
The Domino effect is consumed after being exploited.
At Gold Rank, Domino can link targets together for
all types of actions, not just psionics.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the number
of targets that can be linked together by 1.

nature affinity

fraternize

full action - presence

full action - presence

All life is a part of the Gestalt, and the disciples know
how to influence even the smallest creatures to act
according to their plans. Plants, insects, animals,
and even some psionic entities are within a Gestalt
disciple's reach.

The Gestalt are known to make allies wherever they
go. What many don't know is that they can even
infiltrate themselves into communities that are hostile
to their presence. Their gift for psionic affinity can turn
even the most hated enemy into a temporary ally.

Spend 2 Psi to influence a non-sapient biological life
form in the same or adjacent zone to do your bidding
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

Spend 2 Psi to influence a biological target against
their Willpower into mistakenly considering you an
ally for a number of turns equal to the degrees of
success.

A Direct Hit causes the target to become an ally for
the rest of the combat encounter.
Creatures with a 7 or higher Intellect attribute will
make a Willpower check to resist your influence.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

At Gold Rank, you can spend 3 additional Psi to affect
an entire zone.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

pain reflection

unity

passive

passive

Striking a Gestalt disciple can be dangerous to
yourself as they reflect their pain back on their attackers. While this causes no physical harm, targets
can quickly become overwhelmed by the mental
backlash against their Psyche. Some disciples are able
to radiate their pain out to retaliate against multiple
foes at once.

Perhaps the most powerful ability of a Gestalt disciple,
the Linkstone passively links your allies together to
such an extent that the lines between individuals is
blurred. This form of soft collective consciousness
defies explanation by even the most talented psionic
scientists.

You can spend 3 Psi after losing an Endurance value
due to direct damage to deal Mental damage to the
target that attacked you equal to the Endurance value
you lost.
Mental damage ignores Armor values, but does
interact with Barrier values normally.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Psi to affect
all enemy targets in the same zone as you in addition
to the primary target.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers the number of
Psi required to activate this effect by 1.

As long as you have at least 5 Psi in your resource
pool, you and your allies that you've built an affinity
with are able to act through one another. It takes 7
days of downtime in a character's company to build
an affinity with that person.
This ability only functions if both the actor and the
character being acted through are compliant in the
action.
At Gold Rank, this ability becomes extremely long
range, able to function with any ally within planetary
range. Characters can continue to act through their
allies even if their own body is disabled, dying, or
unconscious.
Each additional rank in this skill reduces the number of
downtime days required to build affinity by 2.
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At Gold Rank, you can spend 3 additional Psi to affect
an entire zone and all life forms of a chosen species
within it.

Out of combat, a Fraternized target will generally not
question or interfere with your actions. They will have
a general sense of kinship with you, even if you have
never met them before.

star
singer
exotic psionic specialization
combat resource: psi
Star Singers combine music and psionics to awe inspiring
effect. When they raise their voices, the otherworldly effects
are felt far and wide.

INNATE: MUSICA UNIVERSALIS
You can hear the musical pattern of the universe and have
learned to harmonize your psionic energy with it.
This allows you to operate wormhole technology for instantaneous travel across the galaxy by making three Willpower
checks with Challenging, Hard, and Extreme difficulties. You
take mental damage equal to the degrees of failure and the
wormhole collapses if you become Imposed.
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You also gain 1 Psi whenever you or one of your allies rolls
a critical success.

dissonance

cadenza

half action - presence

at will

A Starsinger can deliberately cause discord to put
a target out of tune with the universal harmony.
When out of tune with the universe, everything you
do seems to go wrong and you struggle with even
simple tasks.

Why simply stop a song when you can end it with
a dramatic flourish? Starsingers can perform an
elaborate Cadenza to finish their songs with style!
The best starsingers can transition from one song to
another without skipping a beat.

Spend 2 Psi to place disruptive harmonics around the
target, increasing the threshold of critical failures by 2
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

You can use this skill on your turn to end your current
song and trigger its effects one more time. You are
now able to use Full Actions as normal that turn.

Alternatively, you can spend 5 Psi to end another
Starsinger's song with Discord. The song stops immediately and all of its effects are removed. The other
singer you intend to disrupt must be in the same or
adjacent zone.

Whenever you end a song using the Cadenza skill,
you recover 1 Psi.

At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Psi to also
deal 1x Mental damage to the target. If the target is
Imposed, it is Disabled for the duration of the effect.

Each additional rank in this skill increases the number
of Psi you regain by ending a song by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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At Gold Rank, you can use a Cadenza to seamlessly
transition from one song to another during your turn.

preservation hymn

fortune's rhapsody

prep action

prep action

The Preservation Hymn is a song of restoration that
causes the body to heal faster and the mind to clear.

Fortune's Rhapsody is a song of good luck that
increases chances of success and inspires confidence.

Spend 5 Psi to perform the Preservation Hymn. Allies
that hear the song find their pain dulled and their
thoughts more focused, restoring their highest lost
Endurance and Psyche values immediately and at the
start of each turn.

Spend 5 Psi to perform Fortune's Rhapsody. Allies
that hear the song feel empowered to beat the odds.
Affected targets gain 1 Luck immediately and at the
start of each turn. Affected targets cannot store more
than their maximum Luck and should spend it to
avoid wasting this song's effects.

Starsinger songs can be heard across vast distances,
affecting all valid targets in the encounter. Your songs
are psionic rather than sonic, making your physical
voice helpful but unnecessary.

Each additional rank in this skill lowers the number of
Psi required to activate this effect by 1.

Songs are performed for as long as you choose and
can be stopped At Will. However, you cannot perform
Full Actions while singing a song. At Gold Rank, you
can perform non-psionic Full Actions while singing
this song.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers the number of
Psi required to activate this effect by 1.

aria of alacrity

requiem of the void

prep action

prep action

The Aria of Alacrity is a song of skill and enthusiasm
that inspires hearers to acts of greatness.

Requiem of the Void is a song of regret and dispair
that saps emotional and physical strength.

Spend 5 Psi to perform the Aria of Alacrity. Allies that
hear the song are able to perform with hightened
efficiency and talent. Affected targets gain their
choice of 1 Focus, 2 Combo, or 3 Psi immediately and
at the start of each turn.

Spend 5 Psi to perform Requiem of the Void. Enemies
that hear the song are overcome with a sense of dread
and depression that saps them at the psionic level.
Affected targets lose their lowest available Endurance
and Psyche values immediately and at the start of
each turn. This song's effects ignore all Armor and
Barrier values, but do not strike Life or Mind.

Starsinger songs can be heard across vast distances,
affecting all valid targets in the encounter. Your songs
are psionic rather than sonic, making your physical
voice helpful but unnecessary.
Songs are performed for as long as you choose and
can be stopped At Will. However, you cannot perform
Full Actions while singing a song. At Gold Rank, you
can perform non-psionic Full Actions while singing
this song.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers the number of
Psi required to activate this effect by 1.

Starsinger songs can be heard across vast distances,
affecting all valid targets in the encounter. Your songs
are psionic rather than sonic, making your physical
voice helpful but unnecessary.
Songs are performed for as long as you choose and
can be stopped At Will. However, you cannot perform
Full Actions while singing a song. At Gold Rank, you
can perform non-psionic Full Actions while singing
this song.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers the number of
Psi required to activate this effect by 1.
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Songs are performed for as long as you choose and
can be stopped At Will. However, you cannot perform
Full Actions while singing a song. At Gold Rank, you
can perform non-psionic Full Actions while singing
this song.

Starsinger songs can be heard across vast distances,
affecting all valid targets in the encounter. Your songs
are psionic rather than sonic, making your physical
voice helpful but unnecessary.

equipment
WEAPONS

DAMAGE

ATTRIBUTE

RANGE

HANDS

ACCURACY

Pistol

4+1x

Reflex

Adjacent Zone

One

+2

100

Rifle

8+2x

Reflex

Line of Sight

Two

+1

400

Cannon

16+2x

Reflex

Line of Sight

Two

Normal

600

Dagger

5+1x

Vigor

Melee

One

+2

40

Blade

10+1x

Vigor

Melee

One

+1

200

Claymore

20+2x

Vigor

Melee

Two

Normal

500

Nanofax

2+1x

Intellect

Adjacent Zone

One

Normal

1000

Pistol

2

Pistols are the most common weapons in the galaxy.
Their lightweight construction and simplistic controls
make these guns a popular choice among civilians and
military professionals alike. Pistols can be dual wielded,
taking a -3 penalty to the action roll in order to deal
damage with both weapons in a single attack action.

Rifle

Rifles are the go-to weapons for military personnel.
They boast excellent range, accuracy, and damage
potential. While normally requiring both hands to use,
characters with a Vigor of 7 or higher can use a rifle in
just one hand.

Cannon

Cannons are the heaviest firearms available. These
guns trade accuracy for pure firepower. Cannons are
powerful enough to deal 1x damage to Vehicle tier
targets. Cannons require both hands to use and are
normally slung over the shoulder for added stability.
Characters with a Vigor of 9 or higher can use a cannon
with just one hand.
*Guns in Tangent Space do not require ammunition.

They all fire metallic specks or compressed lasers by
default. Ranged attack actions take a -3 penalty
when used in melee combat. More information
about range mechanics can be found on page X.

Dagger

Daggers are cheap and simple to use weapons that are
a favorite of outlaws and assassins. Their tiny size makes
them ideal for concealment and they are surprisingly effective in skilled hands. Dagger attacks have a reduced
critical threshold by 1. Daggers can be dual wielded,
taking a -3 penalty to the action roll in order to deal
damage with both weapons in a single attack action.
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Blade

Blades are relatively uncommon weapons due to the
high risk of melee combat in a time dominated by
guns. These weapons are incredibly dangerous in close
quarters and will carve through all but the toughest
defenses with ease. Blades can be dual wielded, taking
a -3 penalty to the action roll in order to deal damage
with both weapons in a single attack action.

Claymore

Claymores are massive weapons that are capable of
cleaving even the toughest armor with ease. Claymores
are powerful enough to deal 1x damage to Vehicle tier
targets. Large and unwieldy, Claymores require both
hands to use and are impossible to conceal. Characters
with a Vigor of 9 or higher can use a claymore with just
one hand.

*Using a melee weapon causes a melee combat lock
between you and your opponent. It is difficult to reposition or move between zones when melee locked.
More information about melee combat mechanics
can be found on page X.

Nanofax

The Nanofax (Nanomachine Facsimile Device) is the
most advanced piece of personal technology ever
invented. Using nanites, field projectors, and particle
generators, these small wrist-worn devices are capable
of performing a wide range of technical functions.
Cubits are used as the raw material with a Nanofax
to repair damaged items and construct entirely new
ones from blueprints. A Nanofax includes a basic pulse
projection program that combat technicians can use
for self defense.

*Information about technical specializations for use
with the Nanofax can be found on page X.

ARMOR

ARMOR VALUES

INITIATIVE

8 8 12 12 16 20

+1

600

10 10 20 20 20 20 20 30

Normal

1200

Powered

20 40 40 60

-1

2400

SHIELDS

SHIELD VALUES

ACCURACY

COST

Round

20

+2

300

Kite

40

+1

600

Tower

60

Normal

1200

Mesh
Composite

Mesh Armor

Composite Armor

Composite armor is considered the standard for most
combat personnel. This armor uses molded plating to
increase the defensive capabilities of a mesh body suit
worn underneath. Composite armor's design makes it
easy to install a wide variety of modules that add new
functionality. Composite strikes a balance between
flexibility and damage absorption. Composite armor
includes basic life support systems that last for up to
six hours between charges.

Powered Armor

Powered armor is the heaviest and most expensive armor type. Powered armor has its own fusion generator
and a wide variety of high-tech subsystems. This armor
type is the most versatile when it comes to module
compatability. Its ability to absorb damage is without
equal. However, Powered armor is difficult to operate
without training, and requires more attention than
other armor types. Powered armor includes advanced
life support systems that last for up to twelve hours
between charges.

*Armor attempts to absorb damage from attacks
before they impact your Endurance or Life. An Armor
value is destroyed when it takes damage equal to half
or more of the value. This means that while Powered
Armor has fewer Armor values, it is less likely to lose
one of them in comparison to Mesh.

Round Shield

Round shields are common, inexpensive, and easy to
use. However, their small size limits their ability to effectively absorb damage. Because of this, they typically
block only a single attack per charge.

Kite Shield

Kite shields strike a balance between usability and
damage absorption. They are often used by melee combatants to offset the risk of advancing into close range.
With careful positioning, a Kite shield is a formidable
defensive option.

Tower Shield

Tower shields are the largest of all shields and,
consequently, the most difficult to use. These tall and
unwieldy shields are usually seen used by Powered
Armor wearers as they are the most accustomed to
carrying heavy equipment. Even when deactivated, a
tower shield is impossible to conceal.

*Shields use the Block defense action to mitigate
damage before it impacts your Armor. You can make
a Block attempt even after failing another defense
action, though this lowers your Block action roll by
-2. When a Shield is destroyed, it is automatically
restored at the start of the next combat round. Being
attacked from behind increases the difficulty of the
Block action roll.
More information about defense action mechanics
can by found on page X.

More information about damage mechanics can be
found on page X.
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Mesh armor resembles normal clothing, though is
made from extremely tough synthetic fibers that resist
damage. Many opt for this armor for its low cost and the
uninhibited flexibility it provides. However, its ability
to absorb damage is the weakest of the armor types.

COST

weapon modules
Weapon modules modify the performance and
capabilities of weapons. Most weapons have only a
single module, though they can be designed with up
to three by skilled inventors. More information about
invention and crafting can be found on page X.

Meson Damage
Type: Any
Prefix: Meson

This weapon uses high concentrations of tunneling
meson particles to deal Armor Piercing damage (armor
is only half effective) with a Direct Hit.

Antiproton Damage
Type: Any
Prefix: Antiproton

2

This weapon uses unstable antiprotons to deal Armor
Destructive damage (armor values are destroyed by
any damage) with a Direct Hit.

Quantum Damage
Type: Any
Prefix: Quantum

This weapon uses particles with rapidly changing
quantum states to deal Barrier Piercing damage (barrier
is only half effective) with a Direct Hit.

Subspace Damage
Type: Any
Prefix: Subspace

This weapon uses subspace distortion fields to deal
Barrier Destructive damage (removes an additional
barrier value) with a Direct Hit.

Plasma Damage
Type: Any
Prefix: Plasma

This weapon uses superheated plasma to Burn (1x
damage each turn) the target with a Direct Hit.

Cryogen Damage
Type: Any
Prefix: Cryo

This weapon uses supercooled gas to Immobilize
(target is unable to move) the target with a Direct Hit.
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Electron Damage
Type: Any
Prefix: Electron

This weapon uses an intense surge of electrons to deal
Arcing damage (damage jumps to next nearest target)
with a Direct Hit.

Nonlethal Damage
Type: Any
Prefix: Nonlethal

This weapon deals no damage at all. Rather, it uses
concentrated positrons to Daze (only perform half
actions) for a number of turns equal to the degrees of
success. A Direct Hit will Disable (cannot perform any
actions) instead of Daze. Ineffective against Barriers.
*Only one damage type can be active at a time, even if
multiple modules are installed into the weapon. If there
are multiple types available, they can be switched as an
At Will action during your turn.

Supercharger

Type: Any
Prefix: Supercharged

The weapon is designed to maintain a much higher energy state than usual, making it prone to unpredictable
increases in damage. The weapon's critical threshold is
reduced by 1.

Advanced Capacitor
Type: Any
Prefix: Advanced

The energy projection system of this weapon is of the
highest possible quality. The weapons deals Direct Hits
with only 3 degrees of success.

Twin Design

Type: Guns, Melee
Prefix: Twin

The weapon is designed to strike twice with double
barrels or dual edges. Your attacks deal half damage,
but strike the target twice in a single action.

Accelerator

Lash Mode

Projectiles from this weapon are fired at increased
speed, increasing base damage of Pistols by 2, Rifles
by 3, and Cannons by 4.

This weapon can transform into a long flexible whiplike lash. While in lash mode, the weapon can attack
without entering melee combat, but cannot be used to
parry. You can switch modes as an At Will action during
your turn.

Type: Guns
Prefix: Accelerated

Gyro Balance

Type: Melee
Prefix: Balanced

This weapon is balanced by quantum gyroscopes,
increasing base damage of Daggers by 3, Blades by 4,
and Claymores by 5.

Silencer

Type: Pistols, Rifles
Prefix: Silenced

Zoom Scope

Type: Rifles, Cannons
Prefix: Sniper

You can select targets at Extended Range with this
weapon. Attack action rolls made at Extended Range
are increased by 2. Attack action rolls made in the Same
Zone are decreased by 2.

Aim Assist

Type: Guns
Prefix: Targeting

This weapon automatically corrects the wielder's aim.
Missing a shot with this weapon will increase the
accuracy of your next shot by 2.

Dueling Grip

Type: Melee
Prefix: Dueling

A sturdy grip with improved control makes it much
easier to parry attacks with this weapon. You gain 1
bonus Surge whenever you parry an attack with this
weapon.

Aerodynamic

Type: Melee
Prefix: Throwing

This weapon is optimized to travel through the air with
minimal path deviation. Throwing this weapon lowers
your critical threshold by 2.

Phasic Field

Type: Rifles, Cannons
Prefix: Phasic

Shots from this weapon penetrate simple walls and
obstructions, dealing half damage to targets behind
them.

Shield Buster

Type: Rifles, Cannons, Blades, Claymores
Prefix: Buster

This weapon is designed to disrupt the function of
handheld shields. Attacks from this weapon will always
break the target's shield.

Concussor

Type: Cannons, Claymores
Prefix: Concussing

A kinetic discharge from this weapon causes enemies
in melee range to be knocked down. You are no longer
in melee combat with the target.

Extended Projector
Type: Nanofax
Prefix: Extended

Long range field projectors increase the effective range
of the nanofax and related skills to Line of Sight.

Combat Blaster
Type: Nanofax
Prefix: Combat

The nanofax's basic particle blaster is improved to deal
an additional 2 base damage.

AI Support

Type: Nanofax
Prefix: AI

A basic AI is included in your nanofax. Your maximum
Focus resource pool is increased by 2 points and you
gain 1 additional Focus at the start of each combat
round.
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Attacks made with this weapon are silent and do not
reveal your position. Enemies that notice the attack
will still be alerted.

Type: Blade, Claymore
Prefix: Lash

armor modules
Armor modules modify the performance and capabilities of armor suits. Most armors have only a
single module, though they can be designed with up
to three by skilled inventors. More information about
invention and crafting can be found on page X.

Padded Underlay
Type: Any
Prefix: Padded

A flexible underlay with improved durability is added
to the suit that increases all armor values by 2.

Personal Barrier
Type: Any
Prefix: Barrier

2

The armor can generate one barrier value equal to
your highest available armor value at the start of each
combat round.

Trauma System
Type: Any
Prefix: Medical

Emergency medical technology clears the Disabled effect at the start of each turn and automatically stabilizes
you when you are dying.

Adrenal Enhancer
Type: Any
Prefix: Adrenal

The armor enhances your combat efficiency whenever
it is damaged. You generate one Surge whenever you
lose an armor value.

Emergency Armoring
Type: Any
Prefix: Negating

The first damage to make it past your armor in a combat
round is negated.

Psitek Amplifier
Type: Any
Prefix: Psitek

Psitek components amplify your psionic abilities. Your
maximum Psi resource pool is increased by 3 points.
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Environmental Control

Type: Composite, Powered
Prefix: Environmental

Your armor's life support systems no longer require
recharging and can function for an unlimited length
of time.

Repulsor Jets

Type: Composite, Powered
Prefix: Flight

Antigravity repulsors enable flight and uninhibited
aquatic movement. Flight duration is equal to the
degrees of success when rolling for liftoff.

Psi Resonator

Type: Composite, Powered
Prefix: Resonating

Your barrier values now protect against enemy psionic
abilities that target your mind. Abilities that don't deal
damage will deplete your lowest available barrier value.

Reinforced Overlay

Type: Composite, Powered
Prefix: Reinforced

Exterior defensive plating is heavily reinforced, increasing all of your armor values by 2.

Strength Servos
Type: Powered
Prefix: Mighty

Advanced strength enhancing mechanisms increase
your Vigor modifier by 1. You are able to use 2-handed
weapons with only one hand.

Inertial Dampers
Type: Powered
Prefix: Inertial

Advanced inertial dampening systems negates the
initiative penalty from wearing Powered Armor. Your
armor can also take impact damage for you.

Tactical Computer
Type: Powered
Prefix: Tactical

A tactical AI assists with strategic planning. You gain
one additional resource of your choosing at the start
of each combat round.

other items
STIMPACKS

EFFECT

COST

Healing Stim

Restores the user's highest lost Endurance value

20

Cleanse Stim

Removes one detrimental effect from the user

20

Adrenal Stim

Gain 1 bonus resource of your choosing

50

Regen Stim

Gain Regeneration for the rest of the combat round

50

EXPLOSIVES

EFFECT

Fusion Cell

Deals normal damage

20

Meson Cell

Deals Armor Piercing damage. (Armor is only half effective)

50

Antiproton Cell

Deals Armor Destructive damage. (Always destroys armor values)

50

Quantum Cell

Deals Barrier Piercing damage. (Barrier is only half effective)

50

Distortion Cell

Deals Barrier Destructive damage. (Removes an additional barrier value)

50

Plasma Cell

Damage causes Burning. (1x damage each turn)

50

Cryogen Cell

Damage Immobilizes targets. (No movement actions)

50

Flashbang Cell

Deals no damage. Biological targets are Dazed and Blinded.

30

EMP Cell

Deals no damage. Mechanical targets are Dazed and Blinded.

30

Graviton Cell

Deals no damage. Targets are knocked down and Immobilized.

30

COST

Explosive Cells

Stims are fast acting drugs contained within a small
sterile capsule with an injector tip. These are used with a
Vigor check to grant various effects to a biological user.

Explosives are consumable weapons contained inside
self-configuring containment cells, allowing them
to become Grenades, Missiles, Mines, or Drones as
instructed. You require the associated technical skills
to use these alternate explosive configurations.

A stim is consumed upon use and only one may be used
per turn. Failing the Vigor check still grants the stim
effects, but also depletes your lowest available Psyche
value. If stim use ever causes you to become Imposed,
you have your action rolls reduced by 3 for the rest of
the combat round.
If you use a stim while in the Imposed state, you become a stim addict. Stim addicts must use a stim each
day or else they take a strike against their Mind. Stim
addicts cannot restore their own Psyche using a Refesh
action. Stim addiction can be cured through one week
of medical treatment or three days of telepathic aid.

Grenades are the default mode for all person tier explosives. They are thrown into an adjacent zone, dealing
20 damage to all targets in the area.
Explosive cells are not commercially available to civilians, though they are a common item with military
organizations and black market vendors. It is impossible
to conceal an explosive cell via normal means due to
their extremely high energy signatures.
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Stimpacks

ITEM

COST

ITEM

COST

Biomass

10

Gravity Soles

400

Field Rations

25

Portable Cover

200

Food Supplies

100

Beacon

200

Trauma Kit

100

Rebreather

Microtag

100

Thruster Boots

1000

Illuminator

100

Graviton Tether

1000

Holocom

200

Isolation Screen

500

Barrier Belt

500

Turret

300

50

Biomass

This biological sludge contains all the organic compounds needed to supply a food replicator. Each unit
is able to produce enough food and drink for 1 person
for 1 week.

Field Rations

2

Barrier Belt

This belt generates a Barrier value equal to your Intellect attribute at the start of each combat round.

Gravity Soles

These soles attach to your feet and create artificial
gravity. This enables normal movement in low gravity
environments.

Portable Cover

When placed on the ground, this device projects a
heavy forcefield that acts as full or half cover for the
rest of the combat round. The device can be recovered
and recharged for future use.

Beacon

This device broadcasts long range subspace signals.
These can be used to send out a distress call or to
register a salvage claim. It can operate for one week
on its own, or indefinitely if attached to a power source.

Rations are meant to provide needed nutrients and are
well preserved against spoilage. However, they will take
a toll on morale if used for more than one week. Each
unit is enough food and drink for 1 person for 1 week.

Rebreather

Food Supplies

Thruster Boots

This is high quality food and drink that will last 1 person
for 1 week. Food supplies must be stored within a stasis
unit to prevent spoilage.

Trauma Kit

This kit is used to stabilize a dying character. You do not
require medical training, though the action is based on
your Intellect attribute.

Microtag

This handheld device launches a traceable tag at an
object in the same or adjacent zone. The tag attaches
to the target and keeps track of its location at all times.
The tag can be scanned for if its presence is suspected.

Illuminator

This small drone follows you and tracks your eyes to
illuminate wherever you are looking.

Holocom

These ubiquitous wrist-worn devices provide data
storage, communications, and network access. It is operated through a holographic interface. They are often
paired with bionic implants for private communication
purposes.
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This mask provides air for up to six hours between
charges. This only covers the wearers face and therefore
provides no other protection to the body.

These boots allow you to jump up to one zone distance
and perform a controlled descent from heights of up
to 5 zone distances.

Graviton Tether

This device links with a sturdy attachment site and
allows you to pull yourself to it or swing from it with a
Reflex check.

Isolation Screen

The zone is isolated from the outside, blocking all light,
sound, transmissions, and telepathy. The screen can
operate for one hour between charges.

Turret

This is a portable turret for a light Vehicle tier weapon.
It is operated manually by a character or automated
using your holocom or nanofax.

robots
LEVEL

ATTRIBUTES

SKILL MAX

COST

1

10 Points

Bronze

750

2

15 Points

Bronze

1500

3

20 Points

Silver

3000

4

25 Points

Silver

6000

5

30 Points

Gold

12000

Robots in Tangent Space

Robots are classified by levels ranging from 1 to 5. Level
1 robots are cheap to produce and have limited functionality. Level 5 robots are extremely advanced and
are capable of out-performing all but the most talented
individuals in the tasks they have been designed for.

Step 1: Select the level of robot you want to construct
and pay the associated cubit cost.
Step 2: Assign the robot's attribute points from the pool
associated with the chosen level.
Step 3: Set Priorities for Attributes, Endurance, Psyche,
Specializations, Resources, and Initiative. Robots do not
have Cubits or Reputation.
Step 4: Select the robot's specializations according to
the set priorities. A robot cannot use Psionic or Exotic
specializations of any kind.
Step 5: Install skill programs from the chosen specializations. The maximum skill rank is determined by the
chosen robot level.
A Bronze Rank skill costs 100 cubits, a Silver costs 400,
and a Gold costs 1000.
Step 6: Purchase the robot's equipment. Robots use
the same equipment as characters.

Robots are mechanical in nature and therefore do
not need to breathe, eat, drink, or sleep. They do not
consume rations, but they do require a power source to
recharge their power cells. Robots can operate for one
week between charges. Robots are immune to Fear and
Rage, but their programming can become Confused.
Robots can be purchased in most civilized locations.
Most retailers will also perform customization services
for a small fee. Alternatively, some choose to invent
their own robots and construct them using their own
facilities.
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Robots are automated machines that come in a wide
variety of shapes and sizes. Robots are controlled by
artificial intelligence of varying degrees of complexity,
but are not truly sapient beings. These constructs are
content to follow their programming and strive to fulfil
their duties to the extent of their capabilities.

Designing a Robot

factions
Characters will often encounter powerful
interstellar factions during the course of their
adventures. As they interact with them, they
build a reputation, for better or for worse.
Faction reputation uses the following scale:

+3

Member

+2

Friend

+1

Associate

0

Neutral

-1

Annoyance

-2

Enemy

-3

Vendetta

You have been welcomed into the fold of this faction
and have all the rights and priveleges that brings. You
have access to the faction's equipment and resources
and have the opportunity to advance within the
organization.

More than a simple associate, this faction now sees
you as a friend. They will offer support whenever
possible and will vouch for you to other factions.
They will always come to your aid in an emergency.

You have proven your good intentions to this faction
and they now consider you a valuable associate. You
can engage with this faction in business and they will
deal with you fairly.

2

This faction has not formed any opinions about you
one way or the other. It isn't difficult to communicate
with them, but they do not find you interesting or
worthwhile.

Your actions have annoyed this faction and they now
consider you a nuisance. They will generally avoid
interacting with you and are reluctant to communicate with you in any meaningful manner. While not
actively working against you, they will not hesitate
to compete with you when it suits them.

Whether intentionally or not, you have made yourself
an enemy of this faction. They will not hold back from
acting against you whenever the opportunity arises.
They may even actively hunt you down. Establishing
a peaceful dialogue with this faction will be difficult.

You have angered this faction so much that they will
stop at nothing to see you eliminated. A significant
portion of their resources are dedicated to destroying you and they will often set aside other interests
in order to engage you. It is impossible in all but
the most unusual circumstances to recover from this
reputation.
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the star league
The Star League is an alliance of space-faring
nations that work together for shared peace
and prosperity. While each piece is small, the
combined League is an immense superpower
on the galactic scene. It is fighting a civil war
with the secessionist faction, Advent, and is in
a long standing cold war with the Hegemony.
"We, the peaceful space-faring races of the galaxy,
recognize that when one of us thrives, we all thrive,
and when one of us suffers, we all suffer. We hereby
pledge to combine our resources, our knowledge, and
our destinies so that we might stand together against
chaos and oppression as one united league amongst the
stars." - Star League Declarations

2

Ideology

Sub-Factions

The Star League stands for order, prosperity, and security.
The League is primarily a meritocratic organization that
highly values skill and experience. The materialistic focus
of the League puts great emphasis on technological
superiority, commerce, and the ever improving quality
of life for its members. League society largely espouses
egalitarian ideals, though psionics often confound the
issue due to growing fear and misunderstanding.

League Navy

Politics

Commerce Authority

The League is led by a group of experts called the Governing Council that are elected from each of their nine
respective fields: Science, Development, Commerce,
Defense, Intelligence, Diplomacy, Justice, Habitation, and
Exploration.

This agency is responsible for the cubit economic system, securing free trade, and promoting commercial enterprise across League space. The CA provides security
along trade lanes and escorts valuable shipments. This
faction also fields specially trained agents responsible
for preventing corporate corruption and identifying
potential economic catastrophes.

The Star League was originally founded to unite space-faring nations together against the overwhelming might of
the Hegemony. The Hegemony views the Star League as
its only true rival in the known galaxy.
As one of the largest superpowers in the galaxy, few
intentionally make themselves enemies of the League.
However, there are those that chafe under the League's
brand of order and flee to the Frontier.
The secession of the Elkari Consensus and the subsequent
formation of Advent has caused significant civil unrest
within the Star League. The ideological tension grows
worse as the civil war gains intensity.
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The Star League combines the best technology and
most talented individuals from each member nation
to form the most advanced navy of starships in the
known galaxy. The League Navy also hosts an elite force
of marines trained for combat both in space and on
the ground.

Office of Interstellar Affairs
OIA agents secure the interests of the Star League by
gathering intelligence and intercepting unseen threats
both foreign and domestic. This esoteric agency has the
highest clearance and can claim jurisdiction anywhere
in League space. OIA agents operate both publicly and
covertly within other organizations in order to root out
pernicious activity.

advent
Once known as the Elkari Consensus, Advent
broke away from the Star League in order to
pursue metaphysical ascension. Advent aggressively seeks to persuade others to join them
in their endeavors and has made significant
strides towards a successful mass ascension.
It is currently at war with its former parent
organization, the Star League.

Ideology
Advent is a quasi-religious organization that follows
the guidance of interdimensional beings. Their ultimate
goal is to ascend beyond physical existence to become
pure psionic energy. Advent views anything that hinders
psionic development to be abhorrent, which includes
cybernetics and artificial intelligence.

Politics
Advent is led by the Prophet, an immortal Elkari that is
the only known being to survive exposure to hyperspace.
While in that higher dimension, the Prophet made contact
with ascendant beings who now guide Advent towards
the goal of ascension.
Advent was once the Elkari Consensus and a member of
the Star League. After the encounter with ascendant beings, the consensus changed their focus and seceded from
the League. Many within League space were moved by
Advent's promise of a better form of existence, resulting in
a mass withdrawl from the Star League. These events set
off the first interstellar civil war. The League and its allies
view Advent as a dangerous cult that threatens the unity
and security of galactic civilization.
Advent has little contact with other factions, choosing
to instead focus inward. Advent protects its borders and
prefers to sway others to their side rather than resorting
to open conquest. Their talent for waging a culture war
is without equal and their supporters continue to grow.

Sub-Factions
The Heralds
Heralds travel across the stars to spread the word of
Advent and help communities begin their journey
towards ascension. While their mission is peaceful,
they are extremely capable psionics and are not to be
taken lightly.

Sovereign Armada
The Sovereign Armada of Advent utilizes advanced
psionic technology to field one of the most unusual
navies in the known galaxy. Crewed entirely by psionic
individuals and operated through telepathic consensus,
Armada ships are difficult to fight through traditional
means. Despite their advantages, the Armada is primarily concerned with defending Advent's borders from
the League Navy.

The Insurgency
Not all that support Advent choose to leave League
space. Many remain and work in the shadows to spread
propaganda and encite rebellion. Insurgents can be
found in all levels of League society, even the government and military. Advent relies on the Insurgency to
keep one step ahead of its larger and stronger enemy.
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"For as long as there has been intelligent life, there has
been the question: why are we here? Through science
we have learned how we live, but through the enlightenment of the mind we can begin to learn why. The
answer to that question is more beautiful than mortal
eyes can behold." - The Prophet

frontier coalition
The Frontier Coalition provides basic laws and
regulations for order and prosperity among the
frontier colonies. Membership is completely
voluntary and the organization itself holds
minimal political power.
"It's a hard life out here on the frontier. Raiders, famines, natural disasters, strange alien horrors from some
forsaken hole in an uncharted rock; the frontier is our
home, but it tries to kill us every damn day. If we are
going to survive out here, thrive even, we need to work
together and watch each other's backs." - Governor of
a Frontier Coalition colony

2

Ideology
The Frontier Coalition stands on libertarian ideals where
both societal and individual freedoms are of paramount
importance. Many flee League Space for a chance to start
a new life on the untamed worlds of the Frontier. Life
on the Frontier is rough, and so are the people that live
there. They take pride in their self sufficiency and reject
any attempt by other factions to exert control over their
way of life.

Politics
The Coalition is a loose alliance governed by a regulatory
committee. Their job is to determine simple policies and
guidelines that the various frontier colonies can agree on
in the spirit of mutual coexitence and common decency.
The Coalition has very little political power outside of the
committee and membership can come and go on a whim.
Most members remain as a defacto non-aggression treaty
and for the potential trade opportunities.
The Coalition has civil relations with the other interstellar
factions as long as they respect the autonomy of the
frontier colonies. Representatives from the Star League
and its associated organizations tread lightly as they are
not likely to receive respect or cooperation based on
their affiliations alone. However, the isolation of frontier
colonies presents opportunities for others to exploit them
with little risk of League intervention.
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Sub-Factions
Far Patrol
The Far Patrol is financially supported by donations from
the Coalition to combat threats to the fragile frontier
societies. These well equipped and highly trained law
enforcers operate independently to protect the weak
from those that would prey upon them. Small groups of
Rangers work together, while a single Marshall is usually
enough to take on all but the most dangerous threats.

Pathfinders
Pathfinders are a guild of independent contractors that
specialize in breaking ground on newly discovered
worlds and prospecting for valuable resources. Talented
Pathfinders find themselves in constant demand while
novices will take risky jobs in order to prove themselves.
The life of a Pathfinder is exciting, profitable, and short.

Crisis Corps
When disaster strikes, the Crisis Corps rallies together
volunteers from Coalition member worlds to provide
aid. The Crisis Corps responds to all manner of events
from simple search and rescue all the way to mass evacuations. This faction is supported entirely by donations
from the public and occasionally from the Coalition
member colonies themselves.

the hegemony
The Hegemony represents the overwhelming
might of the Zauriim and their quest to become
the dominant species in the galaxy. The Star
League keeps their advance at bay, though
the League-Advent civil war represents new
opportunities for expansion.
"Evolution. It is the way of the universe to breed better
forms of life. Conflict tests those forms and determines
which lives are most worthy. We are survivors, conquerers, superiors. The inferior races will be given purpose
under the banner of our Hegemony. Challenge us if you
dare." - Hegemony invasion broadcast

Sub-Factions

The Zauriim believe themselves to be most highly evolved
species in the galaxy. They also believe that fact gives
them the right to claim the galaxy as their own. The
Hegemony exists because it can, and it will continue to
expand until it meets an opponent strong enough to stop
it. While other species are generally looked down upon as
inferior, the Hegemony tries to find useful roles for each
of their vassals to fill in their society.

Lords of War

Politics

Implants

The Hegemony is ruled by the Overlords. These are the
most talented and revered members of their society
that have uploaded their consciousnesses into a psitek
database called the Mausoleum. From here, the Overlords
project themselves throughout the Hegemony and fulfil
their leadership responsibilities.

Implants have had their genetic code altered to allow
them to pass as one of the Star League member races.
These covert operatives perform espionage and carry
out sabotage behind enemy lines. The League is only
recently aware of their existence and has not yet developed an effective countermeasure.

The Hegemony is the enemy of all other factions in the
galaxy. They do not yield and they do not negotiate. Only
the combined might of the Star League has been able to
push back their advance.

The Rebellion

The Contested Zone was established after a decisive battle
with the Star League members combined fleet. Neither
side can safely hold territory there and it is the site of
constant skirmishes as each side tests the other for signs
of weakness.

While most of the Hegemony favors the Zauriim over
other species, the Lords of War welcome any that have
proved themselves on the battlefield. This faction seeks
out glory above all else and are often found leading
the invasion of the Hegemony's most challenging
opponents.

Not all members of the Hegemony accept their
overlords quietly. The Rebellion, led by the valiant
Kora people, works behind the scenes to weaken the
Hegemony from within and encourage others to join
their revolt. These brave individuals risk their lives every
day for their cause.
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ad infinitum

the institute

Ad Infinitum is a group of wealthy elitists that
formed a powerful aristocracy in the frontier that
secures its prosperity through the extensive use
of genetic modification and cloning. Genetically
superior aristocrats clone themselves as their
own heirs and rule over vast numbers of cloned
servants.

The Institute is a massive group of scientists and
inventors that manage the logistics of scientific
inquiry across civilized space. The Star League
fully supports them with supplies, funding, and
trained personnel.

"Evolution tried its best. We can't blame it for being
sloppy. However, it is time for evolution to step aside
and allow the true artists to work their craft. Come, let
us create perfection." - an Infinitum Geneticist

"The unknown is the most beautiful thing in the universe.
To unravel a mystery only to find more mysteries within
is the most wonderful experience of a scientist's life.
Always reach beyond the limits of your understanding."
- an Institute Academy plaque

Ideology

Ideology

Ad Infinitum strives to perfect themselves through the
advancement of biological science. They view evolution
as a crude and unrefined process that must be surpassed.
Even reproduction cannot be left up to chance. Genetic
manipulation and cloning allows for every role in society
to be precisely attented to.

The Institute was founded to promote scientific study
and technological advancement. All those interested
are welcome and training is offered free of charge. No
field of study is forbidden, though there are strict ethical
standards that must be adhered to in order to receive
Institute funding. Invention and discovery often leads to
celebrity status within this faction.

Politics
Ad Infinitum is ruled by the Lords of Infinity. These genetically perfected aristocrats are effectively immortal.
When one's body begins to deteriorate, they transfer their
consciousness into a pre-prepared clone. Each Lord claims
a planet of their own within Infinitum space. As it was
founded shortly after the Earth Exodus, Infinitum space
is populated almost entirely of enhanced humans.
Most factions have little interaction with Ad Infinitum. This
faction is highly xenophobic and rarely allows outsiders
to take up residence within their borders. The Infinitum
has been known to abduct people from the Frontier. It is
believed they are selected as new genetic stock for the
ever expanding empire of clones.
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Politics
The Institute is operated as a scientific democracy where
ethical issues and funding allocations are decided upon
through direct vote. The day to day burden of managing
such a large organization is delegated to advanced AI
administrators.
Most factions are on good terms with the Institute and
work alongside them for mutual benefits. The Institute
has a strong expeditionary branch that is dispatched when
danger is expected on the path to discovery. The Institute
is constantly at odds with the Underworld as outlaws
love to steal their expensive high-tech equipment and
spacecraft.

hunters guild

Psi Foundation is responsible for identifying,
training, and regulating psionic individuals.
Psionics would likely lose many freedoms in
interstellar society if not for the efforts of the
Foundation.

The Hunters Guild has been sanctioned by the
Star League to hunt dangerous individuals that
escape the reach of the law and take down powerful criminal organizations. The best bounty
hunters and freelance mercenaries in the galaxy
work for the Guild.

"Let's be honest with ourselves. We are powerful and
we are dangerous. If we aren't careful, the galaxy will
come to fear and hate us. The Foundation exists to make
sure that psionic individuals will be able to integrate
into the rest of society and live among normal people in
peace." - Ophelia Hopewell, Founder

"Tracked target to an abandoned military station.
Disabled perimeter defenses and breached the station.
Internal automated security neutralized. The target is in
custody with superficial injuries. Bounty will be collected
upon delivery to the client." - a report to the Guild

Ideology

Ideology

Psi Foundation establishes and enforces psionic law. It
was established during a time of great unrest and fear
surrounding psionic abilities. The Foundation strives to appease the other interstellar factions while still preserving
a measure of freedom for the psionic community. Psionic
criminals are hunted down by the infamous Inquisitors:
psi agents specializing in the recovery and elimination
of other psionics.

The galaxy is far too large for any police force to manage
without the occasional help from specialists. The Hunters
Guild is there when a little extra muscle or a keen tracker
is in need. The Guild respects skill and efficiency. Members
that prove themselves gain access to the most profitable
contracts from high profile clients. The Guild cares for its
own and responds with excessive force when threatened.]

Politics
Psi Foundation is operated by a council of the oldest
and most experienced psionics in the known galaxy. The
council meets with other faction leaders to discuss issues
and address complaints.
The Foundation has always had an image problem. Many
see them as a ticking time bomb for a psionic uprising.
Some psionics see them as the galaxy's leash around their
necks. The Foundation is a polarizing topic, especially
during the time of civil war with Advent. The Foundation
publicly denounces Advent and its methods, though
this does little to prevent hate crimes against psionic
individuals and Foundation installations.

Politics
The Star League authorizes the Guild to operate openly
in League space and generally looks the other way when
legal boundaries are stretched. Members of the Guild enjoy the freedom the arrangement brings and the sizable
rewards from government contracts.
The Guild is hated by the Underworld and other criminal
organizations. The Data Angels often hack into the Guild
in order to keep hunters off their trail.
The Guild refuses to get involved with the League-Advent
civil war and maintains a strict policy of neutrality in other
inter-factional disputes.
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the underworld

hands of silence

Outcasts and outlaws often find themselves
a part of the Underworld, which has no rules
other than the preservation of anonymity. Do
not betray the Underworld, and the Underworld
will not betray you.

The Hands of Silence are a clandestine order
of assassins that revere the Silence, the mass
of psionic energy that permeates the universe.
Psionic oracles peer into possible futures and
determine which individuals must die to preserve the integrity of society. The Hands are
everywhere, unseen and unheard.

"Welcome to the Underworld. Keep it to yourself, don't
be stupid, and try not to piss anyone off. I just cleaned
up the smear that was the last idiot that came through.
Oh, and if you get caught? You're on your own." - an
Underworld Gatekeeper

"As you pass, do not fear pain nor death. Pain is a fleeting
sensation, and death is merely a return to Silence. Until
we meet again." - Assassin's Rite

Ideology

Ideology

The Underworld gathers together the undesirables of the
galaxy and offers them a semblance of community. Piracy,
smuggling, black markets, drugs, and other illicit activities
are commonplace in the Underworld. The Underworld is
more of a organically formed society than it is an actual
organization.

The Hands of Silence place great importance on the
quality of interstellar society as a whole, rather than on
individual beings. As all consciousness returns to the
Silence, the removal of a troublesome individual allows
for a better use of that energy in the future. The Hands see
themselves as the gardeners of civilization, identifying
and pruning the weeds in society.

Politics
The Underworld has no real leadership, though it has
plenty of power players that influence the way it operates.
Influential cartels manage the black markets and crime
lords manage freeports and safehouses. Bickering and
violent conflict between the various groups within the
Underworld is commonplace and expected.
The Underworld's criminal activities and anarchistic attitudes have put them at odds with most other interstellar
factions. Aesir and the Hunters Guild are their largest
concerns as the Star League is too large and unwieldy an
organization to track them down effectively.
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Politics
The Hands are led by the Oracles. These mysterious psionic
individuals sacrifice all of their other senses in order to
hone their telepathy to see glimpses of the future. Their
premonitions allow them to identify individuals of great
significance. Some to be protected, and others to be
eliminated.
The Hands are the subject of rumors and exaggerated
tales. Many fear that they could come for someone
anywhere and at any time. Members generally do not
announce their affiliation with the organization. The Office
of Interstellar Affairs has long been interested in rooting
out the truth about this clandestine group.

combine

The Aesir are trained by an ancient AI from the
previous galactic civilization. They use powerful
psitek relics called Deltars to act as arbiters of
peace and justice in the galaxy. Known for both
their selflessness and incredible skill, they are
welcome in all corners of civilization.

Ancient symbiotic weapons from the previous
galactic civilization have been activated. Now
joined with hosts from the races of the current
age, they seek to find their place in a society that
fears and misunderstands them.

"Where an Aesir fights: A hundred foes will fall! Where
an Aesir falls: A thousand lives are saved! The Aesir do
not yield: Fear is for our foes!" - Aesir rallying cry

"The powers of the galaxy quarrel among themselves as a
greater evil brews just beyond sight. We will be ready. We
are Combine! Two souls joined as one! The galaxy fears
and rejects us now, but the time swiftly approaches when
they will beg us to intervene. It will be a good day." - a
Combine Broodmaster

Ideology

Ideology

The Aesir believe in the three tenants of courage, integrity,
and sacrifice above all else. Taking up the mantle of the
ancient defenders of the previous galactic civilization, the
Aesir face any threat to the galaxy and its citizens.

The Combine are remnants of the ancient battle against
the Blight and have no real home of their own. The fusion
of symbiote and host is viewed as a sacred bond, with
both forming a mutual respect for one another. They
band together in tight knit communities and strive to
find meaning in a galaxy that fears and misunderstands
them. All the while they prepare for the inevitable return
of their ancient enemy.

Politics
The Aesir are led by the Triad: a council of three individuals
that exemplify the three tenants of Courage, Integrity,
and Sacrifice. The Triad is advised by an ancient AI called
Chronicle. Together they form the governing authority
and moral compass of the Aesir.
While not officially sanctioned by the Star League, most
are happy to see one of their order in a crisis. Aesir are
known for their upstanding ethical codes and their willingness to do whatever it takes to defend the weak and
strike down corruption.
On rare occassions, the moral code of the Aesir puts them
at odds with the Star League as the letter of the law does
not always measure up to their sense of justice. The Aesir
do not seek to cause trouble, but they will always do what
they believe to be right.

Politics
The Combine are led by a loose collective of experienced
members that lend their wisdom in large discussion forums. Debates are lively and passionate, though it never
leads to violence as no Combine wishes to harm another
of their own.
The interstellar community has no idea what to make of
the Combine. The symbiotes are sometimes regarded as
advanced alien technology, and other times as a potential
galaxy spanning plague. Fear and paranoia have caused
the Combine to have a difficult time building trust and
forming close bonds with the rest of the galaxy.
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technomages

data angels

The Technomages value the preservation of
knowledge above all else. Their headquarters,
Icon, hosts an archive of knowledge spanning
back to the dawn of intelligent life in the galaxy.

The best programmers and hackers in the galaxy
are members of the infamous Data Angels. With
the ultimate goal of digital immortality, they
seek to tear down all regulations in the datanet,
making it a completely open system where no
information is restricted.

"The key to immortality is not of the body, but within the
accomplishments we leave behind. A Technomage seeks
to preserve these achievements, from the most primitive
stone scratchings to the secrets hidden within the Great
Sphere of Agartha. Knowledge, and the technology
derived from it, is life's legacy." - the Archmage

"Data. It flows through the net like water. It sings with
mathematical music. Let the data free. Let it flow. Let it
sing. Enter the Nexus, and let the data give you wings.
Become an Angel." - Data Angel recruitment flyer.

Ideology

Ideology

The Technomages of icon have devoted their lives to the
preservation of scientific knowledge and technology. As
nations rise and fall, they archive the accomplishments of
the current civilization to ensure that even if the galaxy
should fall, their achievements will endure to the next age.

The Data Angels seek to shed the restraints of physical
existence, not through psionic ascension, but rather
through digitial immortality. To that end, the datanet must
be open and free to all, with all restrictions torn down and
all information liberated to the public. Only then can the
net support the Nexus.

Politics
The Technomages follow the guidance of the Archmage:
the wisest and most experienced of their order. The Archmage rarely leaves Icon, the ancient artificial moon that
serves as their headquarters. It is rare for anyone outside
their order to be invited inside its storied halls.
The Technomages are very few in number and rarely
seen. When encountered, most react with curiosity and
wonder at their strange ways. Technomages often travel
with others, using the opportunity to see and document
new things alongisde their companions.
Most factions are friendly with the Technomages, often
with the hope of gaining access to their wealth of knowledge. Technomages occassionally indulge their desire for
knowledge in exhange for favors.
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Politics
The Data Angels are a decentralized democratic society
that operates out of the Nexus: a virtual framework within
the datanet that can house the conscious energy of living
beings. The Nexus has no set location, rather it is generated within the datanet cloud and grows throughout
unrestricted servers.
The Angels meet fierce opposition from the Star League,
which seeks to maintain datanet security, especially surrounding sensitive government information and official
agencies. The Underworld will often trade resources in
exchange for the unmatched hacking services the Data
Angels can provide. While they are not opposed to working with criminal elements, the Angels try to avoid getting
involved with any serious wrongdoing.

star singers

The propagation of life into the lifeless barrens of
the galaxy is the highest calling for the members
of Gestalt. Masters of terraforming, they build
entire ecosystems and leave thriving worlds in
their wake. They are seen as good luck by the
people of the galaxy.

The universe has a song, and the Singers alone
can hear the melody. Their innate understanding
of the mathematical patterns of space-time
allows them to operate wormhole technology.
Their unique and rare talent creates a demand
that far exceeds supply.

"The universe is dead. And yet, in proud defiance of
that overwhelming emptiness, we live. It isn't enough
to simply survive. We must live loudly! We must thrive!
Together we can reshape the meaningless void into a
paradise of our own design." - a Gestalt Disciple

"Opening a wormhole is not a crude mechanical process.
Rather, you have to coax it into existence. Write its story
in the music of the universe and compose it into being
exactly when and where you need it to be." - a Starsinger
instructor

Ideology

Ideology

Gestalt is a philosophy that all life must join forces to actively combat the default state of the universe: Death. Its
followers seek to transform the galaxy into a paradise, one
barren planet at a time. Gestalt believes that something
precious is lost when an intelligent being dies, and it is to
be avoided whenever possible. They have little concern for
material possessions, finding contentment in the intrinsic
rewards of their work.

The Star Singers are trained in Musica Universalis, the
ability to sense the mathematical patterns of the universe
and manipulate them as a composer creates music. To the
Star Singers, there is no such thing as random chance.
Everything is interconnected.

Politics
Gestalt philosophy originated with the Phosna and is
still largely spearheaded by them. Most gestalt operate
in small clusters linked together through psitek implants.
This allows them to communicate with one another
without regard to distance.
Gestalt is welcomed by most factions and few have reason
to harm them. Their altruistic philosophy brings benefits
to the community when they arrive and they always leave
things better than they found them. The Hands of Silence
is one of the few factions to earn the ire of Gestalt, as their
philosophy does not allow for the casual taking of lives
the Hands of Silence is known for.

Politics
Star Singers are free spirits with no leadership and no strict
code of conduct. They enjoy a sense of kinship and share
their muscial discoveries with one another as they seek
to unravel the deep secrets of the universe.
Singers are relatively new to interstellar society, with their
gift only recently being discovered. Most factions have yet
to determine what to make of them and treat them with
caution and good natured curiosity.
Since Star Singers are the only ones that can operate
wormhole technology, their services are in extremely high
demand. However, the reliability of wormholes is still in
question. Despite that, the Star League is looking into
recruiting Singers to serve on command ships equipped
with large scale wormhole generators.
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vehicles & starships

V

ehicles and starships are important parts of
the Tangent Space universe. The cubit based
economy has lowered the expense of large
scale construction significantly. This has had the effect
of making advanced types of vehicles accessible to the
average person to an extent never before seen. It is not
uncommon for a family to own a spacecraft of their own.
Where teenagers used to dream of their first car, they now
look forward to getting that shiny new fighter craft they
can use to take a cruise through the sky.

3

Starships used to cost billions and took years to construct.
In the modern galaxy, ships can be purchased in the
range of low millions and only take a few months to
manufacture. This has made them much more accessible
to the galaxy's various factions and corporations, where
they were once the exclusive realm of national militaries.
The true limiting factor for starships has become training
the crew and command staff required to operate them.
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combat tiers
When dealing with combat involving participants of
such varying size and strength, a way to divide up
combat is crucial. In Tangent Space, these are the three
combat tiers:

person < vehicle < starship
You can't target anything in a tier below you unless
you have weapons designed for that specific task. You
cannot deal any damage to a target above your tier
without a specific item or ability that does so.

size

structure

Size comparisons are very important in vehicle and
starship combat. When targeting or being targeted by
another vehicle or starship within your tier, compare
your sizes. If the opponent is larger than you, the size
difference is added to your dodge action rolls. If the
opponent is smaller than you, the size difference is
added to any damage your action does to the target.

Structure works similarly to Endurance in the person
tier. However, the values are determined by the chassis
size rather than any particular attribute. When Structure
is overwhelmed, you lose your highest available
Structure Value and then roll 1d6 to determine which
critical system takes a strike.

power

If you lose all of your Structure values, the
vehicle or starship is destroyed!

stations
Stations on a vehicle or starship represent positions
where a character can operate systems. This can be the
driver's seat of a car, or one of many command consoles
on a starship. Stations have types that are determined
during construction:
Tactical is primarily used with the the weapon systems
and focus on damage potential. Operations is used with
the core systems and manage repairs and defenses.
Science operates the sensors and use special abilities
with the emitter arrays. Helm is used by pilots to move
the vessel around and evade attacks.
Tactical and Helm stations are dependent on the
operator's Reflex. Science and Operations stations
are dependent on the operator's Intellect.
If there are less than four stations on a vehicle, the
functions are merged into combined stations. Cars, for
example, have only one station and therefore the pilot
has to do everything from that one seat.

critical systems
A vehicle or starship's critical systems are similar to a
character's Life and Mind. These systems take strikes
when Structure is overwhelmed by damage. When this
happens, you roll 1d6 to determine which system takes
a strike:

(1) Generator

Strike 1: Power generation reduced to 50%
Strike 2: Power generation reduced to 25%
Strike 3: Generator is unable to produce any Power

(2) Engines

Strike 1: Helm action rolls are lowered by 2
Strike 2: Helm action rolls are lowered by 4
Strike 3: The vehicle or starship is immobilized

(3) Weapons

Strike 1: Tactical action rolls are lowered by 2
Strike 2: Tactical action rolls are lowered by 4
Strike 3: All weapons are offline

(4) Auxiliary

Strike 1: Science and Ops action rolls are lowered by 2
Strike 2: Science and Ops action rolls are lowered by 4
Strike 3: You cannot perform Science and Ops skills

(5) Sensors

initiative
Initiative is determined by the vehicle or starship
chassis size. Each manned station can perform an action
during the vehicle or starship's turn. Therefore, vehicles
with more stations can perform more actions in a single
turn. However, smaller vehicles and ships with fewer
stations might get more turns than those larger than
themselves.

Strike 1: Line of Sight is reduced to Adjacent Zone
Strike 2: Line of Sight is reduced to Same Zone
Strike 3: The vehicle or starship is blinded

(6) No Critical System Damage!

The damage was limited to structural components and
non-essential systems. Critical systems unaffected.
Removing a strike against a critical system costs 10% of
the chassis value in cubits.
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vehicles & starships

Vehicles and Starhips require Power to use skills. Each
chassis generates a specific number of Power points
according to its size at the start of each turn. Battery
power is equal to the vehicle or starship's size and
begins each encounter full. Battery power is recharged
by any unused power each turn.

Repairing a structure value costs 10x the repaired value
in cubits for vehicles and 100x for ships.

vehicle chassis
VEHICLE CHASSIS
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SIZES

STATIONS

PASSENGERS

Bike

1

1

1

Wheels, Aquatic, Hover

Car

2-3

1

4

Wheels, Aquatic, Hover

Truck

4

1

20

Wheels, Treads, Aquatic, Hover

Tank

4-5

1, 2

4

Wheels, Treads, Aquatic, Hover

Mech

3-5

1, 1, 2

1

Legs, Treads, Aquatic, Hover

Fighter

3-5

1, 1, 2

1

Flight, Aquatic

Shuttle

3-5

1, 1, 2

10

Flight, Aquatic

Scout

6

3

20

Flight, Aquatic

Gunship

7

4

50

Flight, Aquatic

CHASSIS SIZES

POWER

1

2

2

STRUCTURE VALUES

MOBILITY MODES

INITIATIVE

MOUNT

123456

+2

Light

5k

2

1234567

+2

Light

10k

3

3

12345678

+1

Medium

30k

4

3

123456789

+1

Medium

50k

5

4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Normal

Heavy

100k

6

4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Normal

Heavy

300k

7

5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

-1

Siege

500k

MOBILITY MODES
Vehicles have only one mobility mode by default. However,
a second mode can be added for a 25% increase to the
chassis cost.
Wheels
Wheels may be the oldest mobility mode, but they still
do their job. They are simple, reliable, and inexpensive
to construct and maintain. Wheels lower the chassis
cost by 10%.
Treads
Treads are all about stability and getting over terrain
through brute force. Vehicles using treads are never
knocked out of control. However, they aren't much
good for speed or maneuverability, lowering your Helm
action rolls by 1.
Legs
Legs are unique to Mechs and allow the vehicle to move
exactly how the pilot would move. Running, jumping
and even climbing (if the Mech has hands) are possible
using this mobility mode.
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Hover
Hovering opens up three dimensions of freedom for a
vehicle. This mobility mode allows the vehicle to hover
up to 200 meters off the ground, effectively ignoring
the terrain entirely. The improved maneuverability
increases Helm action rolls by 1. However, hovering
is notoriously unstable when impacted or in harsh
conditions. Recovering from being knocked out of
control requires a Helm action check.
Flight
Flight offers true freedom of motion. It is also incredibly
fast, traversing two zones with a single movement
action, or repositioning directly into an adjacent zone.
All spaceworthy vehicles must have this mobility mode
in order to leave orbit and operate in space.
Aquatic
Aquatic mobility allows marine vehicles and submersibles. While not nearly as common as flying vehicles,
some races are aquatic and have vast underwater
civilizations. Aquatic mobility modes are needed to
travel in these environments.

VEHICLE CHASSIS
Bike

Bikes are small, incredibly fast, and highly maneuverable vehicles. They are also very inexpensive, making
them popular with youths. The pilot and passenger are
unobstructed, allowing them to use person tier skills
while aboard the vehicle. Some bikes are enclosed,
obstructing the pilot and passenger, but provinding
some protection from the environment.

Cars are the standard vehicles for civilian use. Somtimes
they are designed for military purposes. The pilot and
passengers are unobstructed as the windows can be
lowered, allowing them to use person tier skills while
aboard the vehicle.

Truck

Trucks are designed for cargo and personnel transport.
They have an impressive storage capacity, able to
transport objects nearly their own size. These vehicles
are heavy and slow, lowering your Helm actions by 2.
However, the mass produced design lowers the chassis
cost by 10%.

Tank

Tanks are essentially mobile weapon platforms.
Alternatively, some are designed to serve as armored
personnel carriers. Their slow and heavy design lowers
Helm actions by 2. The heavy armor plating increases
all Armor Values on this vehicle by 3.

Fighters are high speed flight craft capable of space
combat. These are a common sight aboard starships as
they serve a tactical auxiliary craft role. Some choose
to use them as unarmed recreational vehicles instead.
Fighter racing is a popular sport.

Shuttle

Shuttles are slow vehicles designed for transportation
and utility work. They are not very maneuverable, lowering Helm actions by 2. They have a generous storage
capacity, however, making them ideal support craft for
most larger vehicles and starships.

Scout

Scouts are the smallest craft that are equipped with
Tangent Drives. Militaries often deploy scouts to survey
uncharted systems and recon enemy positions. They
are also popular among civilians as they have enough
space inside for long term living accommodations.
They are large enough to carry auxiliary craft with a
combined size of up to 3.

Gunship

Gunships are the largest vehicles in the tier and are
capable of equipping siege weaponry. They come
with Tangent Drives and often operate independently
over long distances. Gunships are a favorite among
freelancers as they have everything needed to serve
as a modest base of operations. Their heavy weapon
means that even small starships must approach with
caution. They are large enough to carry auxiliary craft
with a combined size of up to 4.

Mech

Mechs are advanced combat units with neural links to
their pilots. This allows the pilot to use their person
tier skills on the vehicle tier. Person tier weapons can
be produced at vehicle tier for use with Mechs at a 10x
item cost increase.
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Car

Fighter

starship chassis
STARSHIP CHASSIS

3

SIZE

STATIONS

MIN-MAX CREW

AUXILIARY CRAFT

Corvette

1

4

50 - 500

5

Frigate

2

4

100 - 1,000

10

Destroyer

3

5

250 - 2,000

15

Cruiser

4

5

500 - 4,000

20

Battlecruiser

5

6

1,000 - 10,000

25

Battleship

6

6

2,500 - 20,000

30

Dreadnought

7

7

5,000 - 40,000

35

Outpost

8

8

10,000 - 200,000

40

Fortress

9

9

25,000 - 500,000

45

Citadel

10

10

50,000 - 1,000,000

50

CHASSIS SIZES

POWER

1

5

2

INITIATIVE

MOUNT

COST

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 12 12

+1

Medium

5m

5

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 10 11 11 12 12

+1

Medium

10m

3

6

5 6 7 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12

+1

Medium

30m

4

6

6 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12

Normal

Heavy

50m

5

7

7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12

Normal

Heavy

100m

6

7

8 8 8 9 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12

Normal

Heavy

300m

7

8

9 9 9 10 10 10 11 11 11 12 12 12

-1

Siege

500m

8

8

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

-1

Siege

1b

9

9

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 23 24 24

-1

Siege

5b

10

10

17 18 19 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24

-2

Siege

10b
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Corvette

Corvettes are the smallest and most agile starships in
the tier. While low cost, they are relatively uncommon
as they lack combat potential. Therefore they tend
to fulfill utility roles and stealth operations. They are
capable of entering planetary atmosphere and can
make surface landings with ease.

Frigate

Destroyer

Destroyers are unusual starships in that they are specifically designed to combat ships larger than themselves.
When deployed in small packs, they can surround and
overwhelm large starships while evading retaliation
thanks to their small size. They gain +2 to any damage
their skills deal for every size larger their target is.

Cruiser

Cruisers are the most versatile starships. They are the
only ones designed with three specializations instead of
the usual two. They are usually the most advanced ships
in a fleet and are often outfitted with experimental
technology. Cruisers are often used as flagships due
to their impressive mission flexibility.

Battlecruiser

Battlecruisers are the smallest capital ships with
increased defensive capabilities. They sacrifice the
versatility of their cruiser counterparts in exchange
for pure defensive power. Their Ablative Armor values
are increased by 1 and their Reactive Armor values are
increased by 2. Capital ships are able to fire their Light
Mount weapons in Point Defense Mode, striking all
Vehicle tier targets within range simultaneously.

The primary role of Battleships, also known as Ships
of the Line, is to lead fleets of ships into battle. Their
Ablative Armor values are increased by 2 and their
Reactive Armor values are increased by 4. Capital ships
are able to fire their Light Mount weapons in Point
Defense Mode, striking all Vehicle tier targets within
range simultaneously.

Dreadnought

Dreadnoughts are the largest starships in the tier and
the pride of any armada. They can install massive spinal
mounted siege weapons that deal devastating damage
to targets at extreme range. Very few of these expensive
vessels have been constructed. Their Ablative Armor
values are increased by 3 and their Reactive Armor values are increased by 6. Capital ships are able to fire their
Light Mount weapons in Point Defense Mode, striking
all Vehicle tier targets within range simultaneously.

Outpost

Outposts are the smallest space stations. Though technically in the starship tier, space stations are unable to
move under their own power and cannot use Tangent
Drives. However, they provide valuable logistical
support to the areas they are deployed.

Fortress

Fortresses are large space stations commonly deployed
by national militaries to secure valuable sectors and
establish a presence at their borders. Wealthy planets
are known to use Fortresses as orbital spaceports or
suppliment them with shipyard facilities to maintain
their fleets.

Citadel

A Citadel space station is the largest object in the
Starship tier. These immense stations are large enough
to be fully independent and build their own societies
within them. Many nations use Citadels as orbital
headquarters and fleet training academies.
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Frigates are the most common starships in the galaxy
thanks to their low cost of production, easy operation,
and simple maintenance. Wealthy individuals are
known to purchase their own frigates for private use.
They are able to enter planetary atmosphere and skilled
pilots can even perform surface landings.

Battleship

equipment
WEAPON MOUNTS
Light Mount

DAMAGE
5-1x

RANGE

POWER USE

COST

+2

1

10%

Normal

2

20%

Same Zone

Medium Mount

10+1x

Adjacent Zone

Heavy Mount

20+2x

Line of Sight

-2

4

30%

Siege Mount

30+2x

Extended

-3

8

50%

Vehicles and starships can mount up to four different types
of weapons. Each weapon has a mount size and a damage
type. On smaller vehicles, each mounting may represent a
single weapon, while large starships have dozens of turrets
across the hull for each weapon mounting.

Weapons fire electromagnetic projectiles or compressed
lasers by default. Adding one of these damage types to a
weapon mount increases the weapon's cost by 50%.

WEAPON MOUNTS

Meson

Light Mount

Light weapons are cheap, consume little power, and are
easy to target with. However, they are short range and
deal little damage to heavily armored targets.
Light weapons can deal 20+2x damage to targets
below your combat tier.

3

ACCURACY

Medium Mount

Medium weapons are the standard by which all
other weapons are guaged. They have no significant
strengths or weaknesses. If you can only afford one
weapon mounting, choose medium weapons.

Heavy Mount

Heavy weapons are used to lay down punishing fire on
targets at long range. However, these weapons drain
a lot of power and aren't known for being especially
accurate. Therefore, heavy weapons are best used on
large or immobile targets.

Siege Mount

Siege weapons are the heaviest and most devastating
weapons in the galaxy. A single shot from these can
drain power reserves and punch through all but the
most fortified defenses. They have no limit to their
range, which allows them to strike targets outside
of the current combat encounter with some form of
targeting assistance. However, they can only strike
stationary targets with reliable accuracy.
When used by a vehicle, a siege weapon can deal 5+1x
damage to targets above your combat tier.
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WEAPON DAMAGE TYPES
This weapon uses high concentrations of tunneling
meson particles to deal Armor Piercing damage (armor
is only half effective) with a Direct Hit.

Antiproton

This weapon uses unstable antiprotons to deal Armor
Destructive damage (armor values are destroyed by
any damage) with a Direct Hit.

Quantum

This weapon uses particles with rapidly changing
quantum states to deal Barrier Piercing damage (barrier
is only half effective) with a Direct Hit.

Subspace

This weapon uses subspace distortion fields to deal
Barrier Destructive damage (removes an additional
barrier value) with a Direct Hit.

Plasma

This weapon uses superheated plasma to Burn (1x
damage each turn) the target with a Direct Hit.

Graviton

This weapon uses graviton compression to Immobilize
(target is unable to move) the target with a Direct Hit.

Positron

This weapon uses an intense surge of positrons to
deplete 1 Power point from the target's battery with
a Direct Hit.

EXPLOSIVES

EFFECT

VEHICLE / SHIP COST

Fusion Cell

Deals normal damage

Meson Cell

Deals Armor Piercing damage. (Armor is only half effective)

50 / 250
100 / 500
100 / 500

Quantum Cell

Deals Barrier Piercing damage. (Barrier is only half effective)

100 / 500

Distortion Cell

Deals Barrier Destructive damage. (Removes an additional barrier value)

100 / 500

Plasma Cell

Damage causes Burning. (1x damage each turn)

100 / 500

Graviton Cell

Damage Immobilizes targets. (No movement actions)

100 / 500

Positron Cell

Depletes 1 Battery Power

100 / 500

Explosive Cells
Explosives are consumable weapons contained inside
self-configuring containment cells, allowing them to
become Torpedoes, Rockets, Missiles, Charges, or Mines
as instructed.
Torpedoes are the default mode for vehicle and starship
tier explosives, requiring only 1 Power to launch. They
deal 30 damage to a target within Line of Sight. When
fired by a vehicle, torpedoes can deal 10 damage to
starship tier targets.

REACTIVE ARMOR

ARMOR VALUES

INITIATIVE

COST

Light

20 30 30 30 40

+1

10%

Medium

20 30 30 40 50

Normal

20%

Heavy

20 40 40 40 60

-1

30%

ARMOR VALUES

INITIATIVE

COST

6 6 6 8 8 8 10 10 10 12

+1

10%

8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 16 20

Normal

20%

12 12 12 18 18 18 24 24 24 30

-1

30%

ABLATIVE ARMOR
Light
Medium
Heavy

Armor
Armor comes in either Reactive or Ablative varieties:
Reactive armor is able to endure powerful hits, but is
vulnerable to repeated strikes.
Ablative armor is able to endure repeated hits, but
cannot withstand extremely powerful attacks.
Repairing an armor value costs 10x the repaired value in
cubits for vehicles and 100x for starships.
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Antiproton Cell Deals Armor Destructive damage. (Always destroys armor values)

GENERATORS

POWER MODIFIER

FUEL REQUIRED

AI REQUIRED

1x

Yes

None

0%

Antimatter

1.5x

Yes

Simple

25%

Zero Point

0.5x

No

None

50%

Singularity

1x

No

Simple

75%

Hyperflux

1.5x

No

Advanced

100%

Fusion

GENERATORS

3

COST

Each vehicle or starship must have a generator to
provide power to its various systems.

Zero Point generators extract vacuum energy from the
space-time continuum itself, providing limitless energy
without need for fuel. However, this process is much
slower than other forms of power generation.

Nuclear Fusion is by far the most common technology
in use. The reaction has been perfected into a safe
and clean source of energy. Helium-3 fuel is refined all
across the galaxy and is readily available for purchase
in all but the most primitive locations.

Singularity generators use a tiny artificial black hole to
generate power. This is a very expensive way to generate energy, but it equals Fusion's efficiency without
the need for fuel. It does require a simple AI to keep
constant watch over the singlurity's containment.

Generating power through matter-antimatter reactions
requires much less fuel, but the fuel itself is more
expensive, causing no real net difference in cost. The
benefit is the drastically increased energy production.
The volatile nature of antimatter requires at least a
simple AI to manage the reation.

Hyperflux generators draw energy directly from the
source of all energy: Hyperspace. Containing hyperflux
energy inside of a ship is extremely dangerous and can
only be done safely by an advanced AI. These are the
same types of power generators used by the ancient
races of the previous galactic civilization.

TANGENT DRIVES

TRAVEL RATE

RANGE

COST

Economy

3 Days per Sector

2 Sectors

0%

Standard

3 Days per Sector

4 Sectors

25%

Premium

2 Days per Sector

4 Sectors

50%

Advanced

2 Days per Sector

6 Sectors

75%

Precursor

1 Days per Sector

6 Sectors

100%

TANGENT DRIVES
Tangent Drives allow starships and certain vehicles to
dive into subspace for interstellar travel. One unit of fuel
allows the drive to traverse its range in sectors before
needing to surface back to normal space.
Diving into subspace does not allow a ship to move
faster than light. Rather, subspace is smaller than normal space, causing a vast relative difference between
the distance traveled in subspace and the distance
traveled in normal space. Better drives dive deeper
into subspace, and therefore travel faster.
While in subspace, a vessel is undetectable except for a
tachyon wake moving faster than light through normal
space.
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special modules
Vehicles and starships can have any number of special
modules to add new functions and improve existing
capabilities. Unlike person tier equipment, vehicle and
starship modules can be installed and removed at any
time. It takes 6 hours to install a mod into a vehicle, and 1
day for a starship. Each module costs a certain percentage
of the base chassis cost.

25%

Better than using the standard sensor package, these
enhanced targeting and tracking systems are specifically designed for weapon systems, increasing all Tactical
rolls by 1.

Weapon Arrays			50%

Instead of single weapon mountings, the weapon capacitor is linked to dozens of firing mechanisms along
the vessel's structure, increasing all Tactical rolls by 1.

Advanced Engines			25%

These engines are produced using state of the art
propulsion technology, increasing all Helm rolls by 1.

Graviton Thrusters			50%

Not so much thrusters as they are graviton manipulators that pull the ship with precision, increasing all
Helm rolls by 1.

Analytical Scanners			25%

25%

Advanced tracking systems allow Light Mount weapons
to target and destroy incoming enemy ordnance with
a Tactical check.

Enhanced Coolant			25%

New cooling technologies allow weapons to be fired at
much higher efficiency, enabling Direct Hits with only
3 degrees of success.

Precision Navigation		

25%

This upgrade allows the Tangent Drive to be used at a
shallow depth within a star system, reducing interplanetary travel time by 50%.

Flux Resonator			25%

Stabilizes the Tangent Drive to improve dive duration,
increasing the range of the Tangent Drive by 50%.

Wormhole Generator		

50%

This system is used by Star Singers to generate
wormholes for instantaneous travel to any of the
singer's attuned locations. Multiple singers can open
wormholes large enough for multiple vessels to travel
simultaneously. Tangent Drive capable vehicles and
starships only.

Portal Device				50%

This upgraded emitter is able to manipulate energy in
multiple phases at once, increasing all Science rolls by 1.

These high tech devices are able to make a short range
link between two points through subspace. A portal
can be projected into any location on the facing side
of an orbited planet or to a vessel in the adjacent
zone. Maintaining an active portal lowers your power
generation each turn by 2. Portals cannot be generated
through active barriers.

Engineering Drones			25%

Simple AI				25%

This sensor array was designed for multi-spectrum
scientific analyis, increasing all Science rolls by 1.

Multiphasic Emitter			50%

This package provides a compliment of simple automated maintenance drones, increasing all Operations
rolls by 1.

Bionic Circuitry			50%

Bio-neural computer circuitry reacts much faster
than standard crystalline components, increasing all
Operations rolls by 1.

Rapid Launchers			50%

This ordanance launcher upgrade preloads explosive
cells in advance, allowing for up to 3 explosive cells to
be launched in a single action.

This is the base level of artificial intelligence installed
in vehicles, starships, and stationary installations. The
AI can perform any one action each turn without need
for an operator or access to the associated station. The
AI's attributes are all considered to be 5. This AI can
manage Antimatter and Singlularity power generators.

Advanced AI				50%

This is a state of the art artificial intelligence capable of
millions of calculations per second. The AI can perform
any two actions each turn without need for an operator
or access to the associated station. AI attributes are
considered to be 7. This AI is fast and smart enough to
manage a Hyperflux power generator.
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Targeting Computer		

Point Defense Tracking		

Heavy Batteries			25%

This upgrade to the standard generator reserve systems
allows for a 50% increase to maximum battery power.

Structural Integrity			25%

An electromagnetic field is run through the vessel's
hull, reducing the damage you take to Structure and
Armor equal to your current battery power reserves.

Barrier Capacitors			25%

These secondary capacitors automatically generate
Barrier values equal to your three highest Structure
values at the start of each combat round. This module
stops working if you have a strike against your Auxiliary
systems.

Adaptive Defense			50%

At the start of each combat round, you can choose to be
immune to Armor Piercing, Armor Destructive, Barrier
Piercing, or Barrier Destructive effects for that round.
This module stops working if you have a strike against
your Auxiliary systems.

3
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Variable Configuration		

50%

This vehicle exclusive system allows transformation
between two different vehicle chassis types of the
same size. The two chassis types are determined during
vehicle cosntruction. The transformation requires one
full turn to complete.

Advanced Medical			50%

This module provides the best medical facilities available, complete with biometric beds, stasis pods, and
medical drones.

Advanced Engineering		

50%

This module provides the best engineering facilities
available, complete with industrial nanofax, assembly
lines, and advanced robotic workers.

Food Synthesizer			25%

This advanced bio-nanofax system can create any type
of fresh food for the crew. The module requires biomass
to function and stops working if there is a strike against
your Auxiliary systems.

basic actions

2 Power

Move into the adjacent zone. If there are obstructions, a
Helm check is required. If you are moving past an enemy
or are currently being Tailed, a Helm contest is required.

Reposition - Helm			

1 Power

Once per turn you may change your position within
your current zone without spending your action. If there
are obstructions, a Helm check is required. This can be
used to steady yourself f you have been knocked out of
control. While out of control, you have a -3 to all actions
that affect targets other than yourself. You can attempt to
tail an enemy in the same zone by making a helm check
against the target's helm check. Tailing an enemy lowers
your critical threshold by 2. Reposition can also be used
to break off an enemy tail.

Dodge - Helm			

0 Power

Evade an attack aimed at you with a Helm check. You must
be able to move to perform this action. This will remove
you from cover and disrupt any effects that require you
to remain completely still.

Attack - Tactical		

Variable Power

Attack a target with one of your installed weapon systems.
The power requirements for this action are dependant on
the type of weapon mounting fired.

Torpedo - Tactical			

1 Power

Launch an explosive cell at an enemy target within Line of
Sight for 30 damage. When fired by a vehicle, torpedoes
can deal 10 damage to starhip tier targets.

Barrier - Operations			

1 Power

Maintenance - Operations		

1 Power

Once per turn you can make an Operations check to clear
yourself of a detrimental condition or restore your lowest
lost Structure value. Repairing a structure value costs 10x
the repaired value in cubits for vehicles and 100x for ships.

Combat Dive - Operations		

5 Power

Attempt to escape into subspace with your Tangent Drive.
This process must be started during the first turn of the
combat round and takes the entire round to complete.
You generate 5 less Power each turn while the Tangent
Drive primes for the dive.

Awareness - Science			

0 Power

Once per turn you can make a free Science check to
observe your surroundings in search of anything that
is not readily apparent. This can also be used to detect
sneaking targets, who must make a Science check in
defense against your attempt.

Sneak - Science 			

2 Power

Slip through an area and avoid detection by masking your
energy signature. If targets in the area are alert, you are
rolling your Science check against their Science check.

Target Lock - Science		

1 Power

Keep a Tactical action roll against a target for the rest of
the combat round. Critical success is not kept. Attacking a
different target, losing line of sight, having a strike against
Sensors, or having the target defend against your attack
with 5 degrees of success or a critical success will all break
your target lock. You can manually disengage the lock at
any time. Use a Science check to determine if Target Lock
persists when the target uses a cloaking device.

Generate 2x Barrier for yourself with an Operations check.
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Move - Helm				

specializations
skills

refitting

Adding and ranking up skills is done with cubits at the
vehicle and starship tiers. It costs 10% of the chassis
cost to add a new skill from one of your specializations.
It takes 6 hours to make the upgrade for a vehicle or 1
day for a starship. This grants you access to the skill at
the Bronze Rank.

Vehicles and starships are designed with their specializations locked in. They do not gain new specializations
without going in for a major refit. Refitting is performed
at workshops for vehicles or shipyards for starships.

It costs 20% of the chassis cost to rank up a skill you
already have at Silver, and 30% to finally reach Gold
Rank. You cannot skip ranks and must pay each rank's
cubit cost and upgrade time. This represents the
increasing quality of components needed to perform
the upgraded skill.

3
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Refitting allows you to swap out specializations and sell
the components represented by the various skill ranks.
Skill components do not depreciate in value, allowing
you to fully refund the cubits you spent on the rank.
Vehicles and starships cannot exceed two specializations, except for Cruisers, which have three.
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assault
vehicle/starship specialization
combat resource: power
Assault vessels are designed to make the most out of any
installed weapon systems. They boast advanced ordnance
launchers with a variety of configurations.

INNATE: ATTACK PATTERNS
Tactical - Passive
This vessel is designed to perform advanced attack patterns. You must wait at least one turn before changing your
attack pattern again. Otherwise, the attack pattern remains
in effect for the entire combat round.
Fire at Will: Open fire on all targets in front of you with
half the base weapon damage.
Point Blank: Your weapons deal 50% percent more
damage but lose one maximum range.
Charge: Spend an action to deal double damage the
next time you fire the weapon.

3 precision attack

strafing run

tactical - 2 power

passive

Maximize the damage of your weapons by targeting
key weak points. Add the Tactical operator's Reflex
attribute to the damage of your next gun attack. This
skill's Power cost is in addition to the weapon mount's
normal Power needs.

Make a quick pass over your enemies while entering
an area, laying down fire as you go. Not only does
this give you an advantage on offense, but you can
approach from a tactically advantageous trajectory
to make yourself a more difficult target to hit.

This skill activates automatically for free when attacking targets that have been selected by a Command
specialization's Mark Target skill or have been scanned
by the Science specialization's Sensor Analysis skill.

Whenever you move into a zone, your next weapon
attack roll against a atarget in that zone is increased
equal to your total Helm bonus.

At Gold Rank, you also know how to minimize incoming enemy damage during your offensive maneuvers.
You can spend 1 additional Power when activating
Precision Attack to also Fortify yourself.
Each additional rank in this skill extends the bonus
effects to one more attack and increases your basic
weapon attack rolls by 1.
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At Gold Rank, your tactical awareness increases your
next dodge roll against a target in that zone equal to
your total Tactical bonus.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers your critical
threshold against your Strafing Run target by 1.

overload

missile launchers

operations - 4 power

tactical - 1 power

The damage dealt by weapons systems is linked to the
amount of power supplied to them. However, they
can only sustain a certain level of power without damaging themselves. A talented Operations operator
knows how to walk that fine line, or even deliberately
cross it when the needs are dire.

This vessel's ordnance launchers are upgraded to fire
explosive cells in the missile or rocket configuration.

At Gold Rank, you can choose to increase your
weapon damage by 100% instead, but you will take
one strike against your Weapons critical system at the
end of the effect.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

You can spend 1 Power when one of your missiles
is dodged to cause the missile to attack the target
again on your next turn. You can only do this once
per launched missile. This effect is incompatible with
rockets.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Power to
configure a single explosive cell into 5 small rockets
that deal 6 damage each. Each rocket can have its
own target or focus together on a single target.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

remote explosives

artillery strike

tactical - 1 power

tactical - 1 power

You can reconfigure an explosive cell into a mine that
can be dropped into your current zone and is able to
stick to surfaces. You can also launch blast charges
that damage all targets in an area at once.

Firing ordnance at extreme range is an effective tactic
against well armed and defended targets. This attack
requires a spotter or some other means of targeting
at Extended Range.

You deploy a number of mines up to the degrees of
success. Each mine requires 1 Power to deploy. Any
enemy that enters the zone will trigger a zone-wide
detonation for 20 damage. You can set mines for
manual detonation. In this form they will remain
dormant until activated, which you can do as an At
Will interrupt action.

Launch a torpedo at a target at extended range with
attack action roll lowered by 2. You are Immobilized
by this attack until your next turn. The Power cost of
this skill is added to the Power cost of the torpedo
launch. This attack requires a spotter or some other
means of targeting at Extended Range.

Alternatively, you can launch an explosive cell as a
blast charge. The charge will detonate immediately
when it enters the target zone, dealing 20 damage to
all targets. A Direct hit knocks targets out of control.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 2 additional Power
to include cloaking systems that render all of your
deployed mines invisible.

At Gold Rank, you can also launch Missiles, Rockets,
and Blast Charges using Artillery Strike if you have the
associated skills. The Power cost of this skill is added
to the Power cost of the associated ordnance launch.
Each additional rank in this skill reduces the action roll
penalty of your Artillery Strike by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action’s
roll by 1.
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Channel extra power into your weapons systems to
increase all damage you deal with them by 50% for
a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

You can reconfigure an explosive cell into a missile
that deals 30 damage to a single target within Line of
Sight. When fired by a Vehicle, missiles are capable of
dealing 10 damage to Starship tier targets. A Direct
Hit knocks a target in the same tier out of control.

stealth
vehicle/starship specialization
combat resource: power
Stealth vessels are designed for covert operations, sneak
attacks, and disruptive support. They are unpredictable
and difficult to combat directly.

INNATE: CLOAK
Operations - 3 Power
Turn yourself completely invisible to passive scans and
targeting systems. Your enemies require special scanning
abilities in order to detect your presence.
Making any action that targets something other than yourself will end this effect. However, Mines can be deployed
without ending this effect. Attacking targets while Cloaked
will lower your critical threshold by an additional 1.
You generate 3 less power while this effect is active.

3 evasive maneuvers

cyber warfare

helm - 2 power

science - 3 power

Vehicles and starships have all manner of safeties installed to prevent damage to their systems. However,
it is possible to exceed those limits for short durations
if you know what you're doing.

Sometimes the key to victory isn't in directly facing
your enemies, but rather in preventing your opponent
from being able to act effectively in the first place.
Cyber warfare allows you to disrupt the function of
your opponent's technological systems to degrade
their effectiveness in combat.

Shut down the safety limits on your mobility systems
in order to heighten your ability to evade enemy
attacks. Your Dodge action rolls are increased by 1
for the rest of the combat round.
At Gold Rank, you can activate your Cloak At Will
immediately after a successful Dodge defense action
while Evasive Maneuvers are in effect. You must pay
the Cloak power cost as per usual.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the dodge
action roll bonus by 1.

While active, enemy targets in the same zone have
their action rolls reduced by 2 and enemies targets
in the adjacent zone have their action rolls reduced
by 1. This effect can be maintained without pulling
you out of Cloak.
You generate 3 less Power while this effect is active.
At Gold Rank, you can target a single enemy instead
and scramble their sensors, effectively blinding them.
The target takes 3 temporary strikes to their Sensors
critical system for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success.
Each additional rank in this skill reduces the power
demands of this skill by 1.
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decoy hologram

tactical - 2 power

science - 3 power

Sometimes you want to take out an enemy's specific
system while minimizing other damage to the target.
It's a challenging feat, but skilled Tactical operators
can land that perfect shot.

A decoy hologram is a valuable tool for buying time
and misdirecting your opponents. Generate a convincing holographic decoy that fools your opponents
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

Fire your weapons with an attack action roll penalty
of 2 and deal 50% less damage to the target. If your
attack hit the target's Armor or Endurance, the target
takes 1 temporary strike to your chosen critical system
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
You must pay this skill's Power costs in addition to the
cost of the weapon mount you are firing.

The decoy can look like anything you want and can
even simulate transmissions and weapons systems.
The hologram is destroyed after taking any damage.

If the target is affected by the Command specialization's Mark Target skill or the Science specialization's
Sensor Analysis skill, the attack deals no damage at
all and has no action roll penalty.

At Gold Rank, you can use this skill as a Full Action to
project multiple holograms into a zone for a number
of turns equal to the degrees of success. Enemy
targets within line of sight of these holograms must
make an Intellect check against becoming Confused.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

At Gold Rank, a Direct Hit will deal 1 additional strike
to your chosen critical system. A Critical Hit will deal 2
additional strikes to your chosen critical system.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers the attack action
roll penalty by 1.

stealth launchers

concealment

tactical - 1 power

science - 5 power

Because explosives are already self contained weapons, it doesn't take much to also make them compatible with cloaking systems. Stealth launchers offer a
means of attacking targets while invisible without
immediately revealing yourself to your opponents.

While most cloaking systems are designed to work
only on the vessel they are installed into, it is possible
to project the cloaking field through the emitter to
affect multiple targets at once.

Launch a torpedo while invisible without ending
Cloak's effects. You must pay this skill's Power cost in
addition to the cost of launching a torpedo.
Your opponents have a chance to detect your position
by contesting their Awareness against your Sneak.
Your Sneak check to avoid detection is reduced by
2 as it is easier to detect you using the trajectory of
your attack.
At Gold Rank, you can also launch Missiles, Rockets,
and Blast Charges without disrupting your Cloak.
You must pay this skill's Power cost in addition to
the Power cost of launching the associated ordnance.

Create a zone-wide cloaking field for a number of
turns equal to the degrees of success. The field makes
everything in the target zone invisible to everything
outside the zone for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. Any action made by an affected
ally that targets something other than self will end
this effect for them.
At Gold Rank, this effect can be set to follow you as
you move, allowing you to provide mobile cloaking
benefits to your allies.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill lowers the sneak check
penalty by 1.
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surgical strike

utility
vehicle/starship specialization
combat resource: power
Utility vessels are primarily designed for industrial and
engineering purposes. They are very effective at providing
support to other vessels.

INNATE: REMOTE ASSISTANCE
Operations - 3 Power
This vessel's emitter can function as a large scale nanofax
that is specially designed for salvage and repair operations.
Restore one Structure value of an allied target of the same
tier in the same or adjacent zone. Spend 2 additional Power
any number of times to restore that many additional
Structure values.
You must spend the appropriate number of cubits to repair
the selected Structure values.
A Direct Hit grants the target Regeneration for the rest of
the combat round.

3 damage control

project barrier

operations - 3 power

operatiosn - 2 power

While fixing damaged critical systems is a difficult and
time consuming process, it is possible to temporarily restore function through careful patchwork and
system bypasses.

Your emitter can project powerful particle barriers
to protect targets from harm. Generate a number
of Barrier values equal to the degrees of success.
Each Barrier value is equal to the operator's Intellect
attribute.

Temporarily negate one critical system strike on a
friendly target for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. This effect can be stacked multiple
times on a single target to restore additional function.

Spend 3 additional Power to affect all allies in the
target zone, granting Barrier to each of them.

A Direct Hit negates the next damage that would
cause a strike against one of the target's critical
systems.

At Gold Rank, you can spend 3 Power to encapsulate
an enemy target within a strong force field. The field
cannot be passed by matter or energy and can absorb
5x damage before being destroyed.

At Gold Rank, Damage Control also Fortifies the
target, causing them to take 50% less damage for
a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

The contained vessel can attempt to destroy the force
field from within, but is unable to target anything
outside of the barrier.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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tractor beam

disintegration

operations - 2 power

operations - 2 power

This vessel has tractor beam emitters installed for
manipulating and holding objects at a distance. This
can be sustained indefinitely to hold the target over
time. A target being held can contest their Helm
check against your Operations check on their turn
to attempt to break free of the tractor beam.

A utility vessel's emitter is able to function as a nanofax, which means it can also be used as a weapon to
deconstruct targets on the molecular level.

You generate 2 less Power while this effect is active.
At Gold Rank, you can use this skill again immediately
after pulling an object or vessel to launch it one zone
distance in any direction of your choosing.
The pulling effect of this skill can be defended against,
but being launched after having been pulled cannot
be defended against. Normal impact damage rules
apply for this action.

This attack is invisible and cannot be defended
against, but is unable to affect targets protected by
Barriers. Disintegration is not removed by a Barrier
applied to the target after it is already affected.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 3 additional Power to
target an entire zone.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

barrier implosion

minesweeper

science - 3 power

operations - 2 power

Your intimate knowledge of barrier physics allows you
to turn defensive fields into a weapon against your
enemies. Remove a number of Barrier values from
the target equal to the degrees of success. The target
then takes damage equal to the highest Barrier value
removed.

This vessel is equipped with precision lasers and micro tractors used to disarm explosives. You can enter
a zone with mines without triggering a detonation
and attempt to safely disarm explosives. A Direct Hit
results in the explosive being recovered for future use.

Spend 2 additional Power to also knock all other
vessels nearby your target out of control.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 3 Power and sacrifice
one of your own Barrier values, hurling it to deal 1x
damage to all enemies in front of you. The thrown
Barrier value is added to this attack's damage. A Direct
Hit knocks the target back one zone distance.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Your advanced knowledge of explosives allows you
to rig powerful detonators using explosive cells out
of combat. These detonators are powerful enough to
deal significant damage to ground and space based
installations.
At Gold Rank, you can use your minesweeping lasers
and tractors to defend you from incoming ordnance.
Use this skill as a defense action against enemy explosive attacks targeting you.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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You can spend 2 additional Power to forcefully pull an
object or vessel up to your own size from an adjacent
zone and into your current zone.

Send hostile nanites to disintegrate the enemy. This
attack removes the target's lowest available Armor
value each turn for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. If there is no Armor left, Disintegration moves on to the Structure.

science
vehicle/starship specialization
combat resource: power
Science vessels are geared for all manner of scientific
investigation. Their emitters are designed to manipulate
a wide variety of natural and artificial phenomena.

INNATE: SENSOR ANALYSIS
Science - Passive
Your awareness actions are enhanced by your nanofax
to reveal details about an object, area, or vessel. During
combat you can determine a vessel's available equipment,
specializations, and current condition.
You have a chance to automatically detect new targets
entering a combat encounter between rounds. You may
also attempt to locate and track invisible targets.
Sensor data can be freely relayed to allies within communications range.

3 reverse polarity

dampening field

science - 2 power

science - 2 power

Your emitter can be used to reverse the properties
of various artificial phenomena. Inverting kinetic
forces, overloading force fields, deflecting scans, and
many other manipulations are possible with this skill.
During combat, this can be used to interfere with the
abilities of your opponents.

You can use your emitter to disrupt and disperse artificial phenomena. When projected around a vessel,
the disruptive effects make it extremely difficult to
generate and control complex technology or psionics.

Send an enemy technical or psionic skill back at the
source as an interrupt action. You do not have to be
the target of the skill, but you must have line of sight
to the source and be within range of the skill itself.
At Gold Rank, a Direct Hit prevents the target from
being able to use the reversed skill again until your
next turn.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Reduce all of the target's non-basic skill action rolls
by 3 for a number of turns equal to the degrees of
success.
Alternatively, you can spend 2 Power to prevent
enemy technical and psionic skills from affecting
a selected ally for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success.
Spend 3 additional Power to have this skill affect the
entire target zone.
At Gold Rank, this skill also removes one beneficial
effect from a hostile target. A Direct Hit removes all
beneficial effects from the target.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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entropic beam

feedback pulse

science - 2 power

science - 3 power

Harnessing the power of entropy, you can negate
the energy reserves of a target and cause a series of
power discharges throughout its systems.

A science vessel's emitter can send feedback through
artificial phenomena being sent your way. This form
of disruption wreaks havoc on the affected system,
shutting it down and even damaging surrounding
equipment.

Project a beam that depletes all battery reserves from
a target in the same or adjacent zone. The target takes
damage directly to Structure equal to the amount of
battery power lost.

At Gold Rank, you gain Barrier equal to the amount
of battery reserve depleted from the target.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

At Gold Rank, the target takes damage directly to
Structure equal to the degrees of success. The Power
the target spent on the initial attack is also added to
the Feedback Pulse damage.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

singularity

subspace rift

science - 5 power

science - 5 power

Your emitter can manipulate gravitons to generate an
unstable gravitational singularity in the target zone
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

Opening a subspace rift is both a display of technical
prowess and a terribly dangerous matter. Subspace
drains all forms of energy from unshielded objects
at an alarming rate, especially energy transmissions
and psionics.

All targets in the same zone as the singularity are
immobilized and knocked out of control. At the start
of each turn, targets in the adjacent zones to the
singularity must make a Helm check to avoid being
pulled into the singularity's zone.
At Gold Rank, targets in the same zone as the Singluarity take 1x damage at the start of each turn. If
this damage hits Structure, a random critical system
is disabled for the rest of the combat round.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Ppen a rift in the target zone for a number of turns
equal to the degrees of success. Targets in the affected
zone are completely cut off from all communications
and are unable to use or be affected by Psionic abilities.
Affected targets lose their lowest available Structure
value at the start of each turn. Targets protected by
Barriers are immune to this effect.
At Gold Rank, the subspace rift is so volatile that
even shielded targets are at risk. Targets protected
by Barriers lose their lowest available Barrier value
each turn instead.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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A Direct Hit causes the target to take Burning damage
for the rest of the combat round.

Use this defense action when you are being affected
by a non-weapon attack to negate the effect and
disable the attacker's skill for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success.

command
vehicle/starship specialization
combat resource: power
Command vessels are designed to coordinate and protect
their allies. Their tactical uplinks grant impressive bonuses
to the overall flow of combat situations.

INNATE: TACTICAL UPLINK
Tactical - Passive
Your sensor link with your allies is strengthened, allowing
you to share line of sight between yourself and affected
targets at all times.
Allied targets in the same zone have one negative effect
removed at the start of each turn.
Affected targets have their defensive rolls against sneaking
targets increased by 1.

3 strategize

mark target

tactical - 1 power

tactical - 1 power

This vessel's computer is specifically designed for
tactical analysis and can coordinate your allies to
improve their effectiveness.

This vessels tactical computer can pick out high priority targets in even the most chaotic battles. Designate
an enemy as the primary target for your team for a
number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

Suggest an action to an allied target within communications range. Your ally does not have to follow
your suggestion, but if the action is performed as
suggested, the action roll is increased equal to your
degrees of success.
You can spend 2 additional Power to suggest actions
to any number of allies in a single action.
This Tactical action is based on the Operator's Presence instead of their Reflex.
At Gold Rank, both your and your ally's Tactical
operators gain 1 Luck when a suggested action is a
Direct Hit.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Your allies do not have to follow your directive, but
anyone that attacks the marked target has their attack
action rolls increased by 1.
Only one target can be marked at a time.
This Tactical action is based on the Operator's Presence instead of their Reflex.
At Gold Rank, when the marked target is defeated,
all allies that attacked it gain 1 Combat Resource of
their choosing.
Each additional rank in this skill increases the attack
action bonus by 1 and increases this action's roll by 1.

reactive barriers

draw fire

operations - passive

science - 3 power

Command ships are often the focus of attack, which
means they need ways to endure the brunt of the
enemy's assault. This vessel's chassis is underlaid with
energy transfer conduits that all lead to your barrier
capacitors. This allows for a quick and automatic
barrier response to incoming damage.

Your sensors can interfere with enemy targeting
systems, causing you to become the only valid target
for attacks until the start of your next turn. Affected
targets must contest their Science check against yours
in order to attack a different target.

Whenever you lose an Armor or Structure value, you
gain a Barrier value equal to 50% of the lost value.

Each additional rank in this skill increases the Barrier
percentage gained by 25%.

At Gold Rank, you are Fortified upon activating
Draw Fire. You also remove one detrimental effect
from yourself.
Each additional rank in this skill lowers the Power requirements of this skill by 1 and further increases your
Structure values by 2.

pinpoint defense

carrier

operations - 1 power

operations - passive

A pinpoint defense system uses small mobile force
fields to intercept incoming enemy attacks. These
defense fields are incredibly durable, but very small
and limited in how quickly they can reposition to stop
attacks.

Many command vessels are designed to fulfil the carrier role. Starship carriers house and launch Vehicles
while Vehicle carriers house and launch robots. These
swarms of support units are an effective deterrent and
a difficult means of attack to counter.

Use this defense action to completely negate an
attack targeting you. Pinpoint Defense force fields
are too small to defend against attacks that target
an entire zone.

You are able to carry a number of vehicles/robots
totaling equal to or less than 10x your chassis size. You
are able to launch a number of vehicles/robots equal
to your chassis size at the start of each combat round.

At Gold Rank, A Direct Hit captures some of the
energy from the stopped attack, adding 1 Power to
your battery reserves.

At Gold Rank, your deployed units that remain in
formation with you are more effective in combat. Your
launched units in the Same Zone have their attack
and defense action rolls increased by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases the number
of vehicles/robots you can carry by 1x your size and the
number you can launch each turn by 1.
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At Gold Rank, you also add 1 Power to your battery
reserves whenever the Reactive Barriers effect is
triggered.

In order to endure the sustained enemy fire, this
vessel is built with heavy structural reinforcements.
Each of this vessel's structure values are increased
by 2.

psitek
vehicle/starship specialization
combat resource: power
Psitek vessels have a special Psion operator station that
consumes both Power and the operator's Psi to use vehicle
or starship scale psionic abilities. These abilities are even
more dramatic and powerful on the vehicle and starship
tiers as they are on the character tier.

INNATE: PSIONIC SCANNING
Psion - Passive
You are able to sense the emotions of vehicle and starship
crews within the same or adjacent zone. Your awareness
actions are able to detect the presence of sneaking and
invisible targets, but does not pinpoint their exact position.
You are able to relay this information At Will to any other
biological crew in the encounter.

3 kinetic force

deflection

psion - 1 power, 2 psi

psion - 1 power, 1 psi

This vessel can harness psionic energy to create a
powerful kinetic vector that slams into anything unfortunate enough to be in its path. This force is strong
enough to knock stationary objects into motion.

This vessel's control over kinetic energy allows it to
alter the trajectory of incoming attacks.

Blast an enemy with pure kinetic force, dealing 10+2x
damage and knocking them out of control. Spend up
to 3 additional Psi to throw the target that many zone
distances in any direction.
Spend 1 additional Power and 2 additional Psi to
affect all targets in front of you in a cone - OR - around
you in the same zone.
At Gold Rank, you can launch this vessel at an unobstructed target in the adjacent zone, slamming into
them for 10+1x damage and knocking them out of
control. You do not take any damage from this impact.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.
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Generate a concentrated psionic barrier that deflects
enemy attacks aimed at you, including explosive
attacks.
Alternatively, you can spend 1 additional Psi to deflect
an attack aimed at an ally in the same zone.
Deflection cannot defend against zone targeting
effects.
At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Psi after
deflecting a ranged attack to redirect it towards a new
target. The redirection uses your Deflection action roll
to determine degrees of success.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

psi pulse

imbue

psion - 1 power, 1 psi

psion - 1 power, 2 Psi

This vessel can generate concentrated pulses of
psionic energy and mentally control them as they
strike their targets.

This vessel can enhance the damage potential of
weapons by overlaying psionic energy onto the
weapon's attacks.

Spend up to 3 Psi to launch an equal number of psionic energy pulses, dealing 5+1x Barrier Destructive
damage to the target.

Add the Psion operator's Willpower attribute to an
allied target's weapon damage and make the damage
Barrier Destructive for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success.

Because these pulses can be mentally directed after
their targets, they are incredibly difficult to dodge.
Dodge defense action rolls against this attack are
reduced by 3.
At Gold Rank, the maximum number of psionic
energy pulses you can launch is increased to 5. Each
pulse can now have its own target.

Spend 1 additional Power and 2 additional Psi to
affect all allies in the target zone.
At Gold Rank, you maintain a constant connection to
imbued allies. Whenever you lose a Barrier value due
to direct damage, half of what you lost is granted as
Barrier to Imbued allies.
Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

hysteria

inspire

psion - 1 power, 2 psi

psion - 3 power, 1 psi

You can focus your telepathic power to assault the
minds of enemy crews and operators with all manner
of chaotic thoughts and hallucinations.

Radiating telepathic support from your Psion operator has can inspire your allies to perform at the peak
of their ability.

Inflict your choice of Fear, Rage, Confusion, or Disable
in a biological crew for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success.

Inspire all of your allies, increasing the action rolls of
allies in the same zone by 2 and allies in the adjacent
zone by 1.

The Disable caused by this skill is canceled if the
target receives damage from any source.

You generate 3 less Power and must spend 1 Psi each
turn while this effect is active.

At Gold Rank, you can spend 1 additional Power and
2 additional Psi any number of times to affect that
many more targets.

At Gold Rank, affected allies also have their critical
thresholds reduced by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill increases this action's
roll by 1.

Each additional rank in this skill reduces the power
demands of this skill by 1.
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Psi Pulses are able to curve around large obstructions
with the attack action roll reduced by 3.
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